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The study is designed to determine what differences exist be-

tween the nonverbal as well as verbal behaviors and teacher-student

interaction patterns in selected CHEM Study and traditional chemistry

classes in Oregon. Analysis of behavior in these classes is in terms

of a new observation system developed by H. D. Schalock of Teaching

Research, Monmouth, Oregon. Since the system had never been

used in high school classes and in live, as opposed to video recorded,

classroom situations for times up to one hour, the degree of the utili-

ty of the system for its use in the study was also investigated.

Seven CHEM Study and nine traditional chemistry teachers

participated in the study. Each teacher (a) taught either a CHEM

Study or a traditional chemistry course in an accredited high school,

(b) had at least three years of teaching experience, (c) had earned



a master's degree or an equivalent of a bachelor's degree plus 45

quarter hours of credit, (d) taught a class with heterogeneous or

average ability-grouped students, and (e) was willing to cooperate

in the study. Each participating teacher was observed for five class

periods. The first class observation served for acclimatization

purposes only.

Teacher behavior is described by seven major categories, each

of which is nested within one of three larger categories. "Structures,"

"Guides," and "Provides Solutions" are nested within "Exposure to

Information; " "Questions" and "Directs" are nested within "Precipi-

tation of Performance;" and "Positive Reinforcement" and "Negative

Reinforcement" are nested within "Evaluation of Performance."

Three categories describing non-cognitive, non-teaching, and teacher

initiating behavior as a result of some student activity are also in-

cluded. Student behavior is described in terms of "Initiating" and

"Asked" as well as "Unasked" response behavior. These are further

described to indicate "Stating," "Questioning," "Silence," "Non-

verbal," and "Affective" behavior. Teacher and student behavior is

also described to indicate if the interaction involved one student or

more than one student. Full use of the Schalock system was not made

in the study.

The development of a special audio-recording technique was

necessitated by the considerable amount of verbal and nonverbal



behavior to be coded in the classrooms. The observer, in the back

of the classroom, superimposed in code all nonverbal teacher and

student behavior onto the same sound track that recorded all verbal

behavior. This the observer accomplished by speaking into a micro-

phone that was connected to the audio-recording equipment. This

technique not only allowed the observer to concentrate efficiently on

classroom behavior for periods up to one hour, but also allowed the

coding of classroom behavior at a place and time convenient to the

coder.

All coded interactions were timed to differentiate between the

varying times of each teacher and student interaction. Timing was

accomplished by means of a kymograph which pulled adding-machine

tape at a steady rate over a specially designed coding area.

Findings

The following conclusions were drawn from the data obtained

and analyzed in the study.

1. No significant differences exist between CHEM Study and

traditional chemistry teacher and student behaviors, interaction

patterns, and the manner in which interaction is initiated and main-

tained.

2. The behavior observed in the classes of participating

chemistry teachers differs little from the behavior of secondary



teachers elsewhere. The teacher-to-student verbal and nonverbal

interaction ratio in the chemistry classes is approximately 3.7 to 1.

Teacher behavior is in the form of "Exposure to Information" (56%),

"Precipitation of Performance" (17%), and "Evaluation of Perform-

ance" (4%). Student behavior averages 22% in all classes. Student

initiating behavior, usually in the form of short questions or com-

ments, accounts for approximately 4%. Response behavior is in the

form of "Asked" student response (4%), "Unasked" student response

(7%), and response from more than one student, i. e. , groups of

students, (6-7%).

3. An Indirect to Direct (I/D) teacher ratio, patterned after

Flanders, was determined by dividing the sum of percentages of

"Guides," "Questions," "Positive Reinforcement," and "Socializing"

behavior by the sum of percentages of "Structures," "Provides Solu-

tions," "Directs," and "Negative Reinforcement" behavior. This

ratio not only has use in describing teacher behavior, but also serves

to differentiate between teachers with high or low I/D ratios. Teach-

ers with the higher I/D ratios also showed significantly increased

student behavior in the form of response behavior.
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TEACHER INFLUENCE-BEHAVIORS AND
TEACHER-STUDENT INTERACTION PATTERNS IN

SELECTED OREGON CHEMISTRY CLASSES

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

General Remarks

The High School Chemistry (CHEM Study) Curriculum

The advent of the Sputniks catalyzed the development of a num-

ber of new high school science programs designed to improve exist-

ing or traditional courses. The new programs resulted largely from

the effort of scientists and science educators with financial help from

the National Science Foundation. The Chemical Education Material

Study, hereafter referred to as CHEM Study, is a new chemistry pro-

gram that was introduced in the early 1960's.

The CHEM Study program differs from the traditional course

primarily in the use of the laboratory as a base for concept develop-

ment. Science processes are emphasized thereby deleting much

factual information. In CHEM Study, the student is sent into the

laboratory to obtain experimental information about natural phenomena

before it is discussed in class. These data, along with a backlog of

other laboratory generated data, are then used by the teacher for
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concept introduction and development in following days. The writing

teams of Chemical Education Material Study (1963) state that this is

superior to sending the student into the laboratory to verify generali-

zations already made in a textbook or by the teacher. Walker (1967)

writes that the use of the laboratory is not central in traditional

chemistry courses but serves primarily to supplement the course;

the traditional chemistry course can be, and is, taught without a

laboratory.

The CHEM Study materials include a Teachers Guide which

supports the teacher not only on a day-to-day basis but also provides

background support as well. For each chapter and section of the

CHEM Study text, the Teachers Guide states a philosophy, outlines

the concepts to be developed and suggests procedures for develop-

ment. The exhaustive Teachers Guide thus coordinates in a practical,

yet detailed way, the development of laboratory, text, demonstration,

film, background, etc. materials. Walker (1967) writes that since

the teacher must work very hard to do a good job of teaching this

modern curriculum, the Teachers Guide helps him not to slip back to

a rote memory type of course. And, Walker continues, the new cur-

riculum is not intended to be a memory course.

Summarizing, Bennett and Pyke (1966) relate the following

points directly to the CHEM Study approach: (a) a discovery approach

is made, (b) a search for regularities is made, (c) a use of models
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to explain concepts is made, (d) problem solving using laboratory data

is used extensively, (e) there is a de-emphasis on descriptive materi-

als, (f) real experiences are used to introduce concepts therefore "dry

labing" cannot occur, and (g) logical and sequential learning cycles

are established.

Efforts to improve high school science have not only been direct-

ed toward improving the curriculum but also toward iii roving the

science backgrounds of teachers as well. National Science Foundation

sponsored academic, summer, and in-service institutes have been

available to science teachers since 1954.

The Classroom Teaching Situation

The results of efforts to improve high school science teaching

have not indicated a sharp increase in the number of students going

into science (Schubert, 1968; Skinner, 1968). Possible reasons why

improvement has not been more dramatic, according to Skinner (1968),

are a lack of emphasis and a lack of understanding of the processes

involved in teaching and learning. He writes that schools of education

no longer actively promote pedagogy or methods of teaching as formal

practice. As a result, high school teachers, like college teachers,

tend to teach as they themselves were taught, as they have seen

others teach, or as experience dictates. The attitude that anyone can

teach appears to prevail.
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Science teachers generally operate in isolation from each other

with regard to teaching methods or practices. This is especially so

in Oregon where many schools have only one chemistry teacher. In-

deed, many teachers involved in this study expressed a desire to "see"

how their teaching compared with other chemistry teachers. Nation-

ally, little feedback appears to exist between the science teacher in

the field and science teacher preparation institutions (Chaos in Science

Teacher Training, 1969). Thus a need for more knowledge about the

teaching activity and methods of communicating such information is

therefore expressed.

Classroom Research Activities

Present attempts to obtain information about teaching emphasize

direct and systematic observations of teaching behavior that is exhibi-

ted in classrooms during actual teaching situations. Although direct

observation appears to be an obvious approach to research on teach-

ing, it is only rarely undertaken because it is expensive, time con-

suming and difficult to obtain (Medley and Mitzel, 1963). Such argu-

ments, however, are not justified if direct observations of classroom

behavior contribute to knowledge about teaching. And, as Skinner

(1968, p. 704) has stated, "Teaching cannot be improved until it is

known what it is. "
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Research on teaching in the classroom is focused primarily on

an analysis of the teacher's overt behavior since it is assumed that

the teacher exerts the major influence in determining the goals, acti-

vities, and setting in which learning takes place in the classroom.

Schalock (1969) writes that the teacher not only influences the

learner's development of skills, intellect, and attitudes, but also his

physical and social development as well. In short, the teacher is in-

fluential in the development of the whole person.

As a result of work with elementary teachers, Hughes (1963,

p. 28) even speaks of teacher influence in terms of the power that is

exerted by teachers.

The teacher has power, in contrast to the students,
to arrange the learning environment, to decide the con-
tent to which attention is to be given, the standards that
are to be maintained, and who is to do what. ... In a
very real sense, the students in the teacher-learner
situation can do, with approval, only that which is per-
mitted by the teacher. ... , we believe that the teacher
cannot act without exercising influence.

As any teacher knows, students are also able to influence the

actions of the teacher. Smith (1963) writes that teachers often modify

their behavior if their observations of student behavior indicate that

learning is perhaps facilitated by a modification. Since the major

flow of influence, however, is still from the teacher to the student,

research on teaching is focused on teacher behavior. The teacher is

in the class to instruct the student; the student is in the class to gain
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information and understanding for himself (Smith, 1968).

The scheme for obtaining information about teaching behaviors

is to systematically observe and classify such behaviors within a

given set of predetermined categories of behavior. The procedure

is to determine a basic unit of measurement, e. g. , a time period or

a defined behavioral act, which is described by a code representing

a particular category or categories of behavior. A category is simply

a group of specific behaviors which have many resemblances to one

another and relatively few important differences.

Since categories are approximate rather than exact, they pre-

sent a real limitation of any observational system. Efforts to improve

categories by making them more exact introduce the problem of train-

ing an observer to have the ability to differentiate and record a large

number of behaviors into appropriate categories. Improved descrip-

tions of categories and refined techniques for obtaining behavior infor-

mation is therefore a need in present classroom research.

The observation system used in this study was developed in the

early 1960's by H.D. Schalock of Teaching Research, a division of the

Oregon State System of Higher Education, Monmouth, Oregon. As a

result of experimentation and upon recommendation from U. S. Office

of Education personnel, the system was expanded before the fall of

1967. This writer was part of a group which began validation of the

system in the fall of 1967.
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Statement of the Problem

A need has been indicated for increased knowledge about teach-

ing, i. e. , knowledge about the behaviors that are exhibited by teach-

ers as they interact with students in the classroom. This need is

particularly acute for high school chemistry classes where no such

information presently exists and where the presence of new programs

suggests that different approaches to teaching are available.

There is also the need to test the utility of the Schalock observa-

tion system in "live" as opposed to video recorded classroom situa-

tions in time spans of at least one class period. Since verbal as well

as nonverbal behavior is recorded when using the Schalock system,

the observer must maintain sight contact with the class for nonverbal

behavior while maintaining a record of the verbal behavior of the

class. Although the Schalock system was tested a number of times

in live classrooms for periods of 20 minutes or less, its major use

had been in the coding of video recordings of classroom interactions.

At such times, instant replay of any behavior was possible and con-

sequently used in coding. Since the Schalock system has also never

been used in high school classes, it is necessary to investigate the

utility of the system for research in chemistry classes by examining

the extent to which the procedures for observing, classifying and

coding data associated with the system can be used to observe in
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actual and ongoing teaching situations. It may also be necessary to

devise new techniques and procedures which allow an observer, using

the Schalock system, to code nonverbal as well as verbal behavior in

live classroom teaching situations for extended periods of time. After

the Schalock system is tested and observer reliability established,

information can be obtained about the behaviors and behavior patterns

of chemistry teachers and their students during instruction.

The problem then is to determine what significant differences

exist between the teaching behaviors and the teacher-student inter-

action patterns of experienced CHEM Study and traditional chemistry

teachers in normal classroom teaching situations with heterogeneous

or average ability grouped students. In this study, a CHEM Study

teacher is operationally defined as a teacher who uses the unrevised

edition of the CHEM Study materials, e. g. , text, Teachers Guide,

and laboratory materials, and who is listed as a CHEM Study teacher

by the Research Section of the State Department of Education, Salem,

Oregon. Similarly, a traditional teacher is operationally defined as

a teacher who does not teach from CHEM Study, Chemical Bond

Approach, or Advanced Placement Chemistry materials, and who is

listed as a traditional teacher by the Research Section of the State

Department of Education, Salem, Oregon.
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No attempt is made in this study to evaluate teaching behavior

nor is any attempt made to differentiate between the effects of various

modes of teaching behavior on student change in ability. This course

of action is taken in view of the fact that evidence relating the vari-

ables in teaching to their effect on learning is inconclusive. Smith

(1962) writes that the teaching process is complex and influenced by a

number of interrelated variables whose identity as well as their

relative significance is for the most part unknown. He concludes

that since studies of teacher variables, e.g. , intelligence, knowledge

of subject matter, personality traits, etc. , have failed to yield a

consistent body of knowledge about teaching effectiveness, evaluative

studies are premature and more direct and primitive analyses of

teaching behavior are needed as a preface to correlational and experi-

mental studies.

Statement of Purposes

Within the limitations imposed, and under the assumptions

listed in Chapter III, the purposes of the study are:

1. To determine the extent to which the categories of the

Schalock system and the research procedures associated

with the system can be used to obtain reliable information

about the teaching behavior of high school chemistry

teachers.
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2. To determine new techniques which allow an observer,

using the Schalock system, to record verbal and nonverbal

behaviors in live classrooms for extended periods of time

and without the use of special video recording equipment.

3. To determine and compare the manner in which teacher-

student interactions are initiated and maintained in CHEM

Study and traditional chemistry classes.

4. To determine and compare teacher and student behavior

in CHEM Study and traditional chemistry classes.

5. To determine and compare teacher-student interaction

patterns in CHEM Study and traditional chemistry classes.

6. To generalize about chemistry teaching behaviors in terms

of the extensiveness of these behaviors and in terms of

their interaction with student behaviors.

7. To make recommendations to chemistry teachers relative

to their behavior and interaction patterns exhibited during

instruction.

Importance of the Study

Scientific models and theories, the results of the scientific

enterprise, are based upon direct observations of natural phenomena.

The more precise the observations, the greater the power the scienti-

fic structure will have.
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Although the present study is not intended to develop theories

or models of teaching, empirical information about teaching must be

available if theories or models of teaching, which have any power,

are to be developed. Medley and Mitzel (1963) write that the formula-

tion of theories and models cannot even be attempted until a large

body of measurements about teaching is available. And, as indicated

earlier, such information is meager.

Teacher-student interaction data can also be used to bridge the

gap between theory and practice in teaching. Science educators must

be concerned with generating quantitative data about teaching if a

powerful model is to be developed to improve science teaching.

Sound theory is particularly critical for use in influencing teacher

candidates who have not yet evolved a set of teaching behaviors and

who are about to step into teaching situations.

By using interaction analysis, models of feedback can be pro-

posed to provide individual teachers with information about their

teaching behavior (Ober, 1967; Sweatman, 1966). Many teachers

have expressed interest in wanting to "know" how they teach and

what actually goes on in their classrooms. Furthermore, teachers

want to know what other teachers are doing and how they compare

with them. Seldom, if ever, is feedback about existing teaching

behaviors and classroom interaction patterns available to the indi-

vidual teacher (Sweatman, 1966). Information about behavior
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patterns provides the teacher not only with feedback for possible self-

evaluation but also with information which can be used to aid in

assessing the instructional strategies he employs in his teaching.

Jensen (1968) writes that teachers who evaluate themselves not only

become more aware of their teaching behavior but also become more

active in the self-improvement of their teaching practices. Mosko-

witz (1967) writes that the process of analyzing and drawing conclu-

sions from one's own behavioral data provides a teacher with infor-

mation and insights no one else could ever give. She further writes

that training in interaction analysis during student teaching not only

changes the teaching behavior patterns of student teachers but also

increases the number of patterns that are exhibited during teaching.

The implication for science educators is that observational

tools are available for use in making individual teachers aware that

there are different behavior patterns and to invite the teacher to

explore behavior patterns in their own teaching. Like science,

science teaching practices could thus become an exciting adventure

with the creativity, curiosity , and spirit which accompanies an in-

vestigation. Perhaps teaching is an art, but at least it can be studied

scientifically and enthusiastically!
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CHAPTER II

DESCRIPTION OF THE SCHALOCK OBSERVATION SYSTEM

Introduction

The Schalock observation system, hereafter referred to as the

system, describes classroom interaction in terms of a basic unit of

measurement labeled the interact. The interact, described by the

various categories of the system, is defined by Schalock (1969, p. 7)

as a message that is directed from one person to another. Schalock

(1969) writes:

A message is further defined as a single unit of
influence that one person exerts upon another. Within
this definition a message may consist of a sign or a
gesture, for example, a wave of the hand, a nod of
the head; a single word, for example, "Yes," "No,"
or "Later;" a phrase or a sentence; or a series of
sentences. The interact is considered as the basic
unit of measurement in the system because it is
always that which is classified or categorized.

Operationally, only two kinds of interacts are possible. They

are the teacher interact and the student interact. No distinction is

made in the system between different student interacts. All student

interacts are collectively placed in the "student interact" category

even though the possibility exists, in lively class discussions or in

small group activities, that many student interacts occur at the same

time. Operationally again, the system is only concerned with those
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sure, may interact at one time with one student, a small group of

students, or with the whole class. Any student message that is not

acknowledged by the teacher, either verbally or nonverbally, is not

coded.

Since the teacher interact is considered to be the more influen-

tial of the two interacts, the system concerns itself primarily with

category descriptions of this interact. Indeed, the major portion of

this chapter is used in describing categories of teacher behavior.

Student behavior is only noted in terms of the relative number of

students involved in the interaction and if the interact was verbal or

nonverbal. No other category description of student behavior accom-

panies this system.

The second unit of measurement employed in the system is

labeled the interactive exchange. Schalock (1969, p. 7) writes:

... the interactive exchange is defined as a series
of interacts or messages exchanged sequentially by two
or more people that are interrelated or that have a
common base through the fact that the entire sequence
of interaction grows out of and relates to the interact
that opened the exchange. The notion of the interactive
exchange derives from the idea that a stimulus (e. g. ,
a question or a demand) triggers a response, the
response triggers another response, etc. , until the
exchange runs its course.

In this scheme, teacher interacts and student interacts are coded al-

ternately as chains or series of interacts as long as the inter-

action persists.
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A shift of the teacher's attention from one student, or a group

of students to a different student, or a different group of students

terminates an existing interactive exchange and signals the beginning

of a new interactive exchange. The interactive exchange must consist

of at least one teacher interact and one student interact. There is no

upper limit of the number of teacher and student interacts in any one

interactive exchange nor is there an upper limit of the length of a

teacher or student interact. As expected, there are a number of dif-

ferent ways in which teacher-student interactive exchanges are ini-

tiated. These ways are described in the system as flow patterns,

i. e. , they identify the way in which an interactive exchange begins

and runs its course.

Flow Patterns

Interactive exchanges may be initiated by the teacher, one

student, a group of students, or the whole class in one of four ways

called flow patterns.

Flow Pattern 1 is identified when the teacher initiates the

interaction with either a single student, a group of students, or the

whole class. The stimulus to interact appears to come entirely from

the teacher. There is no indication, as far as the observer can tell,

that the teacher is responding to student behavior within the class.

The teacher always initiates the interaction.
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Example:

Teacher: "John, what's the formula for this salt?"

Student: "KC1. "

Teacher: "Fine."

Flow Pattern 2 is identified when the teacher opens the inter-

action, but the teacher's behavior is a response to something a single

student, a group of students, or the whole class is doing. Here the

teacher also initiates the interaction, but in contrast to Flow Pattern

1, there are indications that the teacher is responding to student be-

havior within the class. In other words, neither the teacher nor the

student or students directly intended to interact, but due to the action

of the student or students the teacher chooses to initiate an inter-

active exchange.

Example:

Student: (Apparently with a puzzled expression)

Teacher: "What's the matter, John?"

Student: "I don't understand..."

Flow Pattern 3 is identified when the student initiates the inter-

action. This usually occurs in the form of a statement or a question

by the student, but may also be characterized by a hand in the air,

or by a student approaching the teacher with a book. The teacher

may, of course, choose not to respond to a student or group of

students; however, the student's or students' actions indicate that
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an attempt has been made to initiate an interactive exchange with the

teacher.

Example:

Student: "What is oxidation?"

Teacher: "Do you remember the discussion about rust?"

Student: "... "

Flow Pattern 4 occurs when a teacher initiated interactive

exchange directed to two or more students results in responses from

individual students. The response may be from one student or in

succession from different students. There is no limit to the number

of successive individual student responses as long as all responses

are directly connected to the original teacher message. In this frame-

work, the Flow Pattern 4 interactive exchange originates from a Flow

Pattern 1 interactive exchange. The identifying feature characterizing

the Flow Pattern 4 is the rapid shift from the group-directed teacher

interact in a Flow Pattern 1 to a response by a single student. The

response may be freely given by the student or asked for by the

teacher.

Example:

Teacher: "Class, what factors increase the rate of a

chemical reaction? "

1st Student: "Temperature." Teacher: "Fine. "

2nd Student: "A catalyst. " Teacher: "Very good."
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All teacher behavior is initially categorized into three broad

categories which indicate the focus or general intent of the interaction.

The three broad categories are described by Schalock (1967, p. 11)

as follows:

Caretaking - those behaviors which lead to the
development of the physical, emotional, and
self-definitional needs of individuals.

Socializing - those behaviors which lead to the
development of the sexual, status, and friend -
ship -love relationships of individuals.

Teaching - those behaviors which lead to the
development of the psychomotor, intellective,
and attitudinal orientations of the individual.

The categories indicate that the teacher not only influences the intel-

lectual development of the student but also his social, emotional,

physical, etc. , development as well. The teacher exerts these kinds

of influences when he, for example, shows concern for the welfare

of a student, jokes with students, or discusses physical and social

aspects in the class. If the teacher interact is initially identified as

"caretaking" or "socializing" behavior, then no additional identifica-

tion of the interact is made. In the event that the observed behavior

is identified as teaching behavior, then the interact is identified in

terms of what the teacher taught, e. g. , skills, knowledge, or attitudes.
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The teaching interact is then further described in terms of a "teaching

operation," i. e. , the method that the teacher uses to teach a skill,

knowledge, or an attitude.

Teaching Operations: Components, Functions, Tactics, Moves

Teaching operations are composed of four sets of nested cate-

gories called components, functions, tactics, and moves. Figures 1,

2 and 3 show that moves are nested within tactics, tactics within

functions, and functions within components. Only the function and

move of each teacher interact need to be coded since the function

identifies the component and the move identifies the tactic of the

teaching operations. The definitions of the various teaching opera-

tions categories are presented below.

The teaching component Exposure to Information (Figure 1) is

defined by Schalock (1967, p. 17) as follows:

any message which appears to have as its aim the
extension of knowledge, awareness, understanding,
skill, etc. , and which does not have qualities
that would lead to its being qualified as evaluation
of performance. Broadly speaking, messages
of this kind take the form of either "talking" or
"showing. " Examples include telling a class or
student what is planned for the day, explaining
how to work a math problem, illustrating through
slides or a picture that which is being discussed,
or demonstrating how a particular process works.

Exposure to Information may serve, however, for quite differ-

ent purposes or functions within the instructional process. Thus the



COMPONENT:

FUNCTION:

Exposure to Information

Structures Guides Provides Solutions Reviews and/or
Summarize s

TACTIC: Exposition Illustration Demonstration

Describes Provides Positive Examples Simulated

MOVE: Conceptualizes Provide s Negative Examples Real-Life

Explains Provides Abstract Models

Evaluate s Provides Pictoral Models

Provides Representative Models

Provides Real-Life Models

Figure 1. Teaching Operations: Exposure to Information



COMPONENT:

FUNCTION:

TACTIC:

MOVE:

Precipitation of Performance

Monitors Guide s Demands Application

Que stions

Conditions

Verifications

Relationships

Implications

Directs

B y Suggestion

Straightforward,but Accompanied
By a Cushion

Straightforward,but Accompanied
By an Explanation

Straightforward and Without
Qualification

Figure 2. Teaching Operations: Precipitation of Performance



COMPONENT:

FUNCTION:

Evaluation of Performance

Positive Reinforcement Negative Reinforcement

TACTIC: Signals Words Objects

MOVE:

Low Power

High Power

Indirect

Direct, but Accompanied
By a Cushion

Direct, but Accompanied
By an Explanation

Direct and Unqualified

Low Power

High Power

Figure 3. Teaching Operations: Evaluation of Performance
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teacher may use this component for purposes of (a) structuring, i. e. ,

orienting the student to what is to occur during the course of the

period or day, (b) guiding the student in the completion of a task or

problem, (c) providing solutions or complete information in the solu-

tion of a problem, and (d) reviewing and/or summarizing that which

has been considered. These functions are discussed in terms of the

following working definitions. 1

Structure - any information giving message which
appears to spell out who is to do what, where,
when, and sometimes how. This may be done either
through "talking" or "showing". Instances of be-
havior which direct someone to do something, or
which indicate how to find a solution to a learning
task are not included in this category. Examples:
"Today we will balance equations." "We will study
that later. "

Guides - any information giving message which
appears to help or facilitate another in the solution
of a learning task without providing a solution for
him. This may involve the providing of cues, the
provision of information needed in the solution of
a problem, or any other behavior designed to
reduce uncertainty or to facilitate the pursuit
of competence. As in all cases of information
giving, it may be done either through "telling"
or "showing". Examples: Giving the vowel or
consonant sounds in a word that is difficult to
pronounce, offering a letter in a word that a
student tries to spell, repeating a student re-
sponse verbatim or in question form.

1 The term working definitions is used here since they were presented
by Schalock for training and validating purposes.
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Provides Solutions - any message which appears to
complete or to provide closure to a learning task.
Any information giving behavior not given above is
included in this category. Information may be given
in the form of lectures, illustrations, or demonstra-
tions. Examples: "The oxidation state is five. "
''The precipitate will form. "

Reviews and/or Summarizes - any message which
appears to provide an overview or recapitulation,
or tying together that which has been done or said.
The review or summary may pertain to that which
occurred several days or weeks earlier or to that
which has just occurred. Examples: Reviewing what
was done in a previous lesson that bears upon what is
to be done currently, or pulling together in a summary
statement the major points covered in a lesson.

The tactics and moves shown in Figure 1 describe how the inter-

act is transmitted from the teacher to the student. The tactics, Ex-

position, Illustration, and Demonstration identify the form of commu-

nication between the teacher and student during instruction. The

moves described below indicate how the particular tactic is accom-

plished.

Exposition Moves

Those which describe are verbal or written messages
which aim to extend knowledge, awareness, under-
standing or competence (hereafter referred to as
competency) through detailing the nature (charac-
teristics) of objects, events, relationships and
processes. Descriptions may involve either re-
porting or interpreting and may serve any of the
four functions that information giving serves, that
is structuring, facilitating, providing of solutions,
and summarizing. Examples: "pH refers to the
hydrogen ion concentration. " "The precipitate is
red. "
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Those which conceptualize are verbal or written
messages which aim to extend competencies through
differentiation, association, classification, synthesis,
extrapolation, or the drawing of analogies. In this
sense, conceptualization is simply a special use of
description. Examples: "According to Le Chatelier's
principle, an increase in pressure increases the
equilibrium concentration of C. " "If an apple has x,
y, and z characteristics, it is a canning apple. "

Those which explain are verbal or written messages
which aim to extend competencies through the provision
of reasons, theories, rules, or empirically based
causal relationships. Explanation moves are actually
composed of two messages, a descriptive one and an
explanatory one. Example: "The equilibrium con-
centration of C and D increased because the pressure
of the system increased."

Those which evaluate are verbal or written messages
which aim to extend competencies through the appraisal
of the value or worth or soundness of an object, event,
relationship or process. Appraisal may be in the form
of opinion, reference to authority or casual or empiri-
cally verified observations. The use of evaluation in
the exposition sense used here differs from evaluation
in the reinforcement sense in that here an evaluation
is given without reference to the student's behavior.
Example: "In my opinion, the section on chemical
bonding is most important in this text. "

Figure 1 shows that the Illustration moves consist of examples

and models. A positive example is a message that is given verbally

or in writing to provide an example of the topic or concept under dis-

cussion. A negative example is identified when the teacher provides

such non-examples as "This is what I don't mean," or "This is not

an example of ..." Abstract models include tables, charts, and

diagrams whereas picture models may be graphic or filmed copies
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of the topic under discussion. A representative model is a three-di-

mensional model such as a styrofoam model of a molecule. A real-

life model closely resembles or may actually be the item under dis-

cussion. Examples: A stuffed animal, or showing the compounds

NaC1 and KC1 when discussing salts.

Demonstration moves are either simulated, i. e. , a representa-

tive portrayal of a principle, event, or process is provided or they

may show the actual event, principle, or process occurring under

natural conditions. Motion picture films are examples of the former.

Figure 2 shows teaching operations under the Precipitation of

Performance component described by Schalock (1967, p. 17) below:

any message which appears to have as its aim the
initiation of overt behavior on the part of the student
or students. Broadly speaking, messages of this
kind take the form of either a demand or an inquiry.
Examples include questions requiring an immediate
answer, directions to ready materials, and starting
students to work on a problem, activity, or to take an
examination.

The functions or purposes to which this component may be put

are described as follows:

Monitors - any message which appears to elicit
behavior for purposes of immediate evaluation, for
purposes of knowing whether the competence in
question is in another's repertoire, or for purposes
of knowing the state or condition of another.
Messages of this kind take one of two forms, inquiry
or direction. Examples are having a student work a
problem, define a term, or balance an equation.
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Guides - any message designed to elicit a response
which helps or facilitates in the solution of a learning
task but which does not provide a solution to it. This
may involve questions which extend the student's
thinking, which reorient to or which provide cues to
a more profitable line of action, or directions which
set him on an alternate line of action. Examples:
"Have you thought,about... ?" "What would happen
if... ?" "Think about what you said earlier. " "Try
substituting the x for the y. "

Demands Application - any message which calls for
application of competencies for other than the imme-
diate evaluation or problem solving purposes. Two
broad circumstances are covered by this category,
the practice of competencies that are to some
degree already possessed and the application of
competencies to the completion of a task. Examples
are having students practice balancing equations,
read silently, or work in the laboratory.

Questions and Directs are the two tactics by which Precipitation

of Performance messages are transmitted to the student. These are

described by their respective moves below.

Question Moves

Conditional Questions - any question which appears
to have as its aim the direction or attention to and/or
the obtaining of information about the condition or
circumstance of an object or organism. Example:
"What is the pH of this solution?"

Verification Questions - any question which appears
to have as its aim the direction of attention to and/or
the obtaining of information about the validity of that
which has been observed and/or reported. Example:
"How do you know that this is an example of oxidation?"
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Relational Questions - any question which appears to
have as its aim the direction of attention to and/or
the obtaining of information about relationships
which exist between objects, events and/or processes.
Example: "How is water chemically different from
hydrogen sulfide?"

Implication Questions - any question which appears
to have as its aim the direction of attention to and/or
the obtaining of information about the consequences
accompanying given sets of conditions. Example:
"If you added KCl to the water, would it still boil at
1000C ?"

Direction Moves

By Suggestion - any message which indirectly indicates
that a given behavior is to occur. This may be done
verbally or through the use of signals. If the suggestion
contains an element of censorship it is treated as an
evaluation, i. e. , it is coded under a different set of
categories (see Evaluation of Performance categories
below). Example: "Isn't it about time to get started
on your problems ?" All directions involving signals
and in the form of questions are classified as
suggestions.

Straightforward But Accompanied by a Cushion - any
verbal message in the form of a command, i. e. , that
demands that a given behavior occur, that is accom-
panied by a verbal message that softens the harshness
of the command. As with all other directional moves,
if the command contains an element of censorship
it is coded as an evaluation rather than a direction.
Example: "I know that it's going to be unpleasant,
but start cleaning the mess up. "

Straightforward But Accompanied by an Explanation -
any verbal message in the form of a command that is
accompanied by a reason for the command. Example:
"Take out a piece of paper and work this problem. "
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Straightforward and Without Qualification - any
verbal message in the form of a command that
demands, without being qualified, that a given
behavior occur. Example: "Go to the board. "
"Work Problem Number 5. "

Figure 3 shows the teaching operations under the Evaluation of

Performance component described by Schalock (1967, p. 17):

any message which appears to have as its aim the
conveyance of the rightness or wrongness, goodness
or badness, appropriateness or inappropriateness
of a behavioral act (which may or may not have been
precipitated by the teacher). Broadly speaking,
messages of this kind take the form of praise or
censorship; rewards or punishment. Examples
include comments such as "Fine," "Well done,
"That's correct, " and nonverbal actions such as a
pat on the back (in praise), a finger to the lips to
indicate quiet, and a raised hand in the form of a
threat.

The Evaluation of Performance component is used for the function

or purpose of positively or negatively reinforcing student behavior.

These two functions are described as follows:

Positive Reinforcement - any message which appears
to "reward" or have a likelihood of increasing the
probability of a similar behavior appearing in the
future. Messages of this kind generally carry some
form of positive attention or evidence of pleasure
with a particular behavior. This may appear as
praise, granting of special privileges, the giving
of a material object in recognition of a performance
or it may be only a signal or sign such as a pat on
the back, or a "thumbs-in-the-air. " Messages
classifiable as positive reinforcement are highly
dependent upon the situation and upon the charac-
teristics of the message other than the words involved
in it, e. g. , reflection or intonation. This class of
behavior nearly always follows the completion of a
task or a performance. Examples: "That was done
very well. " "Great. "
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Negative Reinforcement - any message which appears
to censure or punish, or operationally, have a likelihood
of decreasing the probability of a similar behavior ap-
pearing in the future. Messages of this kind generally
carry some form of negative detention or evidence of
displeasure with a particular behavior. This may be
given verbally, by signals, e. g. , a finger to the lips
to indicate quiet or an arm raised in threat, or with
objects, e. g. , physically forcing a student to behave
in a particular way. Examples: "Speak louder. "
"That was poorly done. "

Evaluation of Performance messages are transmitted to the

student in the form of signals, words, or objects. These forms are

described by their moves below:

Evaluation Moves Involving Signals

Low Power Signals - any signal of mild intensity that
reflects an evaluation of a student's behavior or per-
formance. Signals may either be verbal or nonverbal
and indicate either pleasure or displeasure. Examples
of low power signals indicative of positive evaluation:
"OK, " "Uh hum. " A smile or a nod of the head in
ascent. Examples of low power signals indicative of
negative evaluation: "Hmmmm. " (with negative cues),
or a frown or scowl.

High Power Signals - any signal of great intensity
that reflects an evaluation of a student's behavior
or performance. Examples of high power signals
indicative of positive evaluation: "Hooray."
Applause. Examples of high power signals indica-
tive of negative evaluation: "Hey, " or a hard slap
of a book or ruler or the hand against an object.
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Evaluation Moves Involving Words

Indirect - any verbal message which only implies or
suggests an evaluation of a student's behavior or per-
formance. Examples implying positive evaluation:
"That's nice. " "1 think I like that better this time. "
Examples implying negative evaluation: "I think I
hear noise that I shouldn't hear. " "It's time to
settle down. "

Direct, But Accompanied by a Cushion - any verbal
message which conveys an evaluation of a student's
behavior or performance, but which is accompanied
by a message which softens or reduces its effect.
Example of a positive evaluation with a cushion:
"That's fine, but you can do better." Example of
a negative evaluation with a cushion: "That's still
not satisfactory, but it's better than it was last
time.

Direct, But Accompanied by an Explanation - any
verbal message which conveys an evaluation of a
student's behavior or performance that is accom-
panied by a reason for the evaluation. Example of
a positive evaluation accompanied by an explanation:
"Fine, that's better than you have ever done before. "
Example of a negative evaluation accompanied by an
explanation: "Sit down, you're bothering others. "

Direct and Unqualified -any verbal message which
conveys an unqualified evaluation of a student's
behavior or performance. Examples of unqualified
positive evaluation: "Fine. " "Good. " "You couldn't
have done it better. " Examples of unqualified nega-
tive evaluation: "That's wrong. " "No," (indicating
error or unsatisfactoriness). "Try it again. "
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Evaluation Moves Involving Objects

Low Power Objects -any object that generally has minimal
or moderate significance to students and that is used to
reflect an evaluation of a student's behavior or perfor-
mance. Example of a low powered object reflecting
positive evaluation: A minor privilege such as choosing
one's partner for a project or experiment. Example
of a low powered object reflecting negative evaluation:
Moving a student's desk away from another person.

High Power Objects - any object that generally has a
great deal of significance to students and that is used
to reflect an evaluation of a student's behavior or per-
formance. Examples of high powered objects that
reflect positive evaluation: Special privileges such
as freedom to use the library whenever one pleases
or freedom to work on a project of one's choice
during regular study periods. Examples of high
powered objects that reflect negative evaluation:
Threat of removal from the room. A choice between
a severe negative evaluation and more appropriate
behavior.

Teacher Interact Modifiers

Each teacher interact is further identified by modifiers which

describe a message if it (a) is non-verbal, (b) involves less than half

of the class or more than half of the class in an interaction, (c) is

delivered in an above normal loudness and in an other than normal

emotional tone, e. g. , sarcasm or friendliness, and (d) is facilitory

to learning. Facilitory behavior is behavior directed to the manage-

ment of the environment so that learning may be pursued. Examples

of facilitory behaviors are teacher requests to "take out books, "

"move chairs," or "sharpen pencils. "
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Student Interact Description

Presently, the system does not have category sets that describe

student interaction behavior. Student interacts are only coded to show

the sequence and consequently the frequency with which they occur in

interactive exchanges. Modifiers are also used to further describe

the student message if it (a) is non-verbal, (b) involves less than half

of the class or more than half of the class, (c) is facilitory (described

earlier), (d) is delivered abnormally loud and in an other than normal

emotional tone, and (e) shows a student or students with raised hands

to obtain the teacher's attention.

Summary

The interact is the basic unit of measurement in the system to

which the teacher and student category descriptions apply. As earlier

defined, the interact is a message from the teacher sent to one stu-

dent, less than half of the class or more than half of the class.

Correspondingly, messages are sent to the teacher from one student,

less than half of the class, or from more than half of the class. There

is no limit to the length of a message.

Teacher and student interacts are coded alternately in the order

that they occur. Series or chains of interacts form the interactive

exchange. Interactive exchanges may be between the teacher and one
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student, less than half of the class, or more than half of the class.

The system identifies four different types of interactive exchanges or

flow patterns which describe how the different interactive exchanges

are initiated. Interactive exchanges may be teacher initiated, teacher

initiated as a result of some student activity, student initiated, or

teacher initiated for the purpose of obtaining individual student

responses from group directed messages. There is at least one

teacher and student interact per interactive exchange. There is no

upper limit, however, to the number of teacher and student interacts

per interactive exchange.

All teacher interacts are initially analyzed in terms of a focus

or general intent, i. e. , the teacher exhibits either caretaking,

socializing, or teaching behavior. The focus thus identifies the area

of human development that is influenced by the interaction. Teaching

behavior is further coded to show what was taught, e. g. , skills,

knowledge, or attitudes. If the teacher's message is identified as a

non-teaching message, e. g. , caretaking or socializing teaching be-

havior is exhibited, then no other analysis is made.

Teaching messages are further identified in terms of a function

and a move. Functions and moves are part of "teaching operations"

which identify the methods the teacher uses in teaching (see Figures

1, 2, and 3). Functions describe the purpose of the message whereas

the move describes how the message is transmitted to the student.
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Information of the teaching component and the tactic of a message is

automatically obtained from the function and move analyses since

these four sets of categories are hierarchically nested within the

teaching operations. Modifiers are also used to supply additional

information about each interact.

The description presented in this chapter is necessarily brief

and limited to the system's stage of development in the spring of 1968,

the time of its use in the study. The category descriptions are the

"working definitions" that were used in validating the system. The

system is continuously validated and changes are made at times as a

result. The system's conceptual framework and the recording pro-

cedures which make the system operational are not included in this

chapter. Details of the conceptual framework which structures the

system and the detailed definitions, examples, decision rules, and

recording procedures that accompany the system are presently in

preparation for publication. Additional information regarding the

system's present stage of development may be obtained by contacting

H. D. Schalock at Teaching Research, Monmouth, Oregon.
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CHAPTER III

STRUCTURE OF STUDY AND METHODOLOGY

Introduction

The study is designed to determine what significant differences

exist between the percentages of student behaviors, teacher-student

interaction patterns, and the manner in which interaction is initiated

and maintained in CHEM Study and traditional chemistry classes.

Behaviors are described and coded by means of the new observation

system developed by H. D. Schalock and described in Chapter II.

Because the system is new, the study also investigates the coding

procedures of the system in live classroom situations and the extent

to which classroom behavior can be reliably observed and coded using

the Schalock category descriptions. Thus the description of teacher

and student behavior is limited to the degree that the system can be

used in classroom research in high school. The coding procedures

that evolved are discussed later in this chapter and in Chapter V.

Results of the extent to which the system's categories could be reliab-

ly used are also presented in Chapter V

Hypotheses regarding the behavior differences in CHEM Study

and traditional chemistry classes are expressed in this chapter. The

t-test is used to test the significance of these differences in the
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chemistry classes. Description of the t-test and t-test results are

presented in Chapter VI.

The teachers in the study are selected on the basis of the cri-

teria that evolved upon examination of secondary teacher background

material filed in the Research Section of the State Department of

Education in Salem, Oregon. These criteria are presented in the

following section.

Criteria for the Selection of the Teacher Sample

The sample of teachers selected to participate in the study con-

sists of 16 high school chemistry teachers who teach in 13 different

high schools in a semi-circular area approximately 45 miles north

and south from Corvallis, Oregon, and approximately 35 miles west.

The cities of Salem, Oregon, and Eugene, Oregon, mark the northern

and southern boundaries whereas Sweet Home, Oregon,marks the

eastern boundary. The county of Benton and parts of Lane, Linn,

and Marion counties are included in the area. The teacher sample

used in the study includes seven CHEM Study and nine traditional

chemistry teachers. The 16 teachers, selected from a population of

approximately 32 possible teachers in the above described area, meet

each of the following criteria.

1. Each teacher either teaches the CHEM Study course or a

traditional chemistry course. The study does not include teachers
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who teach both CHEM Study and a traditional chemistry course at one

time. Neither are included teachers who teach one of the above two

curricula along with either Chemical Bond Approach or Advanced

Placement Chemistry and teachers who teach either the Chemical

Bond Approach or Advanced Placement Chemistry. Five teachers

from the total population of 32 chemistry teachers did not meet this

criterion and were therefore excluded from participation in the study.

2. Each teacher instructs in a school that is accredited by the

Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher Schools. Although

school personnel and facilities vary from school to school, the accredi-

tization assures that minimum standards of teacher preparation,

laboratory, and library facilities exist in the school. Chemistry is

taught in at least four non-accredited schools in a radius of approxi-

mately 30 miles from Corvallis, Oregon.

3. Each teacher has at least three years of teaching exper-

ence and holds a master's degree or an equivalent of a bachelor's

degree plus 45 or more quarter units of graduate credits. Four

teachers had less than three years of teaching experience. Three

teachers did not meet the educational requirement.

4. Each teacher has indicated that he instructs a class whose

student population is heterogeneously grouped with respect to mental

abilities, or whose student population is ability grouped consisting

of students with average mental abilities. Not included in the study
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are classes whose students are grouped because of exceptional

mental, physical, or emotional characteristics, nor are heterogene-

ous or average ability grouped classes, included where students affect

normal classroom procedures by exhibiting exceptional behavior. One

teacher was not selected after he indicated that his class consisted

primarily of below average ability students.

5. Willingness to cooperate in the study. Four teachers ex-

pressed no desire to participate in the study. One teacher was not

included since his chemistry class was taught by a student teacher.

Assumptions

The major assumptions related to the study are:

1. A teacher with at least three years of teaching experience

and at least one year of graduate education has evolved a personal

teaching style that can be observed and recorded by means of obser-

vation techniques.

2. Experienced teachers who elect to teach CHEM Study will

teach it as it is intended to be taught by the writers of the course.

That is, the course is taught in accordance with the general outline

of the Teachers Guide which accompanies the text.

3. Teachers teaching CHEM Study chemistry exhibit different

interaction behaviors and patterns during instruction than teachers

who teach traditional chemistry.
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4. The classes selected to participate in the study consist of

students with generally average mental abilities in either hetero-

geneously grouped and/or ability grouped classes. It is further

assumed that the teachers who select these classes are able to dis-

tinguish between classes with students of generally average mental

abilities and classes with students of generally exceptional mental

abilities.

5. The observer in the classroom does not influence the nor-

mal and planned procedures of the teacher and students in any appre-

ciable way.

6. Four class periods of observations per teacher provides

an adequate sample of a teacher's behavior.

7. The observer reliably observes and codes all relevant

teacher and student behaviors that are exhibited in the classroom.

Reliability is referred here in two parts. One part refers to the per-

cent of the total classroom behavior the observer actually observes,

and the other part refers to the consistency by which a message or

interact is coded in the same way by different observers or by one

observer over a period of time.
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Hypotheses

The hypotheses presented below are in terms of the broad be-

havior categories discussed in Chapter II, e. g. , flow patterns, focus,

and teaching operations; the latter represented by the teaching com-

ponents. Specific hypotheses of behaviors categorized within the

broad categories listed above are not presented since the degree of

utility of the system's categories in high school classes is not known.

Differences in behaviors between CHEM Study and traditional chemis-

try teachers categorized within the above larger categories are tested

once the reliable use of the system's categories is established. Ac-

cordingly, the study is planned to test the following hypotheses:

1. There are significantly more interactive exchanges initiated

by CHEM Study teachers than are initiated by traditional chemistry

teachers.

2. There is no significant difference between interactive ex-

changes initiated by CHEM Study teachers as a result of student be-

havior and interactive exchanges initiated by traditional chemistry

teachers as a result of student behavior.

3. There are significantly more interactive exchanges initiated

by students in CHEM Study classes than are initiated by students in

traditional chemistry classes.
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4. There are significantly more individual student responses

as a result of interactive exchanges initiated by CHEM Study teachers

with the whole class than there are individual student responses as a

result of interactive exchanges initiated by traditional chemistry

teachers with the whole class.

5. There is no significant difference between "caretaking" and

"socializing" behavior exhibited by CHEM Study teachers and "care-

taking" and "socializing" behavior exhibited by traditional chemistry

teachers.

6. There are significantly more "Exposure to Information"

behaviors exhibited by traditional chemistry teachers than are exhi-

bited by CHEM Study teachers.

7. There are significantly more "Precipitation of Performance"

behaviors exhibited by CHEM Study teachers than are exhibited by

traditional chemistry teachers.

8. There are significantly more "Evaluation of Performance "

behaviors exhibited by CHEM Study teachers than are exhibited by

traditional chemistry teachers.

Limitations

The study is subject to the following limitations.

1. The description of high school chemistry teacher and stu-

dent interaction behavior is limited to the behavior descriptions of
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the Schalock system and the recording procedures by which these be-

haviors are coded.

2. The description of teacher and student interaction behavior

is limited to classroom discussion only. Teachers were asked to

allow observation of their classes during any class period where stu-

dents had the opportunity to interact with the teacher, i. e. , ask ques-

tions, etc. Not included are observations of class periods that are

used by the teachers primarily for film showing, testing, and extend-

ed class study periods. Observations of classroom interaction are

included where short films, quizzes, etc. , of 15 minutes or less

occurred. Although the teacher-student interactions during the time

of a film or quiz are not coded, class discussions of films, tests,

laboratory results, etc. , are included in the interaction data.

3. The description of teacher-student behavior is limited to

CHEM Study and traditional chemistry classes without regard to any

specific content area in chemistry. No deliberate attempt was made

to observe and code specific lesson topics or discussions in these

classes.

4. The study is also limited to those 16 teachers who elected

to participate in the study, who teach within a 45 mile radius from

Corvallis, Oregon, and who meet the criteria for selection to partici-

pate in the study discussed earlier in this chapter.
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Procedures Used in the Collection of Data

Preliminary Work

Coding of live teacher-student interactions in a junior high

school science classroom showed that appreciable verbal and non-

verbal data were lost due to observer fatigue in classes that lasted

up to 50 minutes. Observer fatigue became considerable after ap-

proximately 30 minutes of continued coding, resulting in the loss of

interaction data. Previous live classroom coding in training sessions

at Teaching Research, Monmouth, Oregon, had lasted up to 20

minutes with little difficulty. It was felt in these sessions, however,

that the intense observer concentration on the predominant verbal

behavior in the classroom may have resulted in some loss of non-

verbal behavior.

The resultant loss of data necessitated complete rechecking of

all coded interactions by replaying audio-tape recordings of these

interactions. Since the audio-tape recordings gave no information

about the nonverbal behavior in the classroom, it was decided to find

means by which the nonverbal teacher and student behaviors could

reliably be recorded at the same time that the verbal behaviors were

recorded. Classroom interaction behavior recorded in this form

could then be coded by the observer at a rate and place of his con-

venience. After some experimentation, the following procedure
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evolved.

A tape recorder, placed inconspicuously in the front of the

classroom, was used to record all verbal behavior. A long cord

connected the tape recording equipment to a small microphone held

by the observer in the back of the classroom. The observer used the

small microphone to superimpose onto the sound track coded informa-

tion of all nonverbal behaviors that occurred in the classroom at the

same time that the verbal behavior was recorded. Thus, the observer

in the back of the classroom devoted his full attention to all the non-

verbal behavior that occurred in the classroom. Care was taken to

add the coded nonverbal information, usually in the form of a letter

of the alphabet or a syllable, in between phrases, pauses, or senten-

ces. The code was repeated into the microphone a number of times

to insure that it was audibly recorded. This recording procedure

provided excellent replay of all verbal and nonverbal behaviors,

allowing the observer careful coding of these data at a later and more

convenient time. An improved recording procedure would be, how-

ever, the recording of all verbal classroom behavior onto one sound

track of stereo recording equipment and the observer's coded non-

verbal information onto another sound track. Both sets of data could

then be replayed singly or combined. Although this technique was

considered, it was not used since stereo equipment was not available.
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No effort was made to completely conceal the recording equip-

ment. The tape recorder was generally placed on a chair behind the

teacher's desk, or on the teacher's desk behind some books, or in

some other inconspicuous place. All recording equipment was tested

and functioning before students entered the classroom.

School and Teacher Solicitations

The personal inventories of all teachers who taught in an area

of approximately 45 miles in radius from Corvallis, Oregon,were

examined in the files of the Research Section of the State Department

of Education in Salem, Oregon. The 16 teachers who met the cri-

teria for selection to participate in the study, outlined earlier in this

chapter, were approached as follows.

Each teacher's district superintendent was informed of the study

by mail (see Appendix I) and asked for permission to begin contact in

writing with the teacher selected for participation in the study and his

principal. Although most of the district superintendents gave their

immediate approval, some asked for additional personal visits while

others asked for further detailed information of the study in writing.

After the district superintendent's approval was secured, each teacher

and his principal was then informed of the study by mail (see Appen-

dix II and III). These letters were then followed by a personal visit

to the principal. Once the principal's permission was obtained, a
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visit with the teacher was arranged. Each principal and subsequently

each teacher or teachers in his school was shown the study's objec-

tives with some information about interaction analysis. Each person

was also assured that teaching behavior was not to be evaluated in any

way and that all personal results of the study are confidential. After

agreeing to participate in the study, considerable time was then spent

with each teacher discussing the teacher's class schedule, the types

of students in each class, methods of data collection, and the proce-

dures for contacting each teacher by telephone. Most teachers asked

for and were assured that the results of the study would be made avail-

able to them in time.

Recording of Teacher-Student Interaction

Any systematic observation schedule based upon random visita-

tions of the chemistry classes of each teacher was virtually impossible

to follow for a number of reasons. One, teachers followed no set

schedule of teaching activities, e. g. , laboratory experimentation,

discussion, testing, film showing, etc. , that could be reliably used.

Most teachers indicated that their plans were very flexible and that

these plans were generally not known to any great extent except per-

haps two or three days in advance. Thus, teachers often allowed

additional class time for a laboratory experiment, a discussion, etc. ,

if the class or classroom situation indicated that additional time was
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needed. Two, distances between schools were often large, approach-

ing 100 miles at extreme distances. Even if schools were relatively

close, chemistry class schedules often overlapped or were near in

time making a visit to such schools in one day an impossibility.

Three, all schools had at least one (some had four) different bell

schedules in addition to the regular bell schedule changing class

times as much as one hour. The regular bell schedule was often

changed for basketball games, school elections, pep assemblies,

etc. Thus, any hope for making class observations based upon a

random selection of all possible times was abandoned.

The observation procedure that did evolve is as follows. All

teachers were placed into three areas. They were the Salem, Cor-

vallis, and Eugene areas. All teachers in an area were telephoned

two or three days in advance and asked if their classes could be ob-

served in the following two or three days, i. e. , films, laboratory

experiments, tests, and study hall activities were not scheduled. If

the answer was affirmative, then the teacher could expect the obser-

ver to visit the class within the next two or three days. On entering

a school area, the observer immediately contacted the principal's

office to announce the visit. Each teacher was contacted as soon as

possible and asked if the visit could proceed as planned, i. e. , no

unusual school events had occurred or were about to occur that could

possibly affect normal classroom interaction. Class visitations were
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only rarely canceled after a teacher was approached in this manner.

A total of 80 class periods of observations, or five observations

per teacher, were made from the middle of March, 1968,until the end

of the school year. Only the last four of the five observations were

used for coding purposes since the first observation period served for

acclimatization purposes only. Approximately two or three classes

were usually observed per day during the ten week observation

period. The total number of class observations per day ranged from

one to four. Although no random schedule of class observation was

used, some elements of randomness are most likely included in the

observation data due to the manner in which teachers were observed.

Students for the most part completely ignored the observer and

the recording equipment. Some teachers had informed their classes

that the observations were for a study about chemistry teaching be-

havior. On a number of occasions, however, students were overheard

saying that the observer was just another prospective student teacher

recording class activities.

Recording of all class activities began with the actual chemistry

instruction in the period and ended upon its completion. Thus teacher-

student interactions during roll call, announcements, etc. , at the

beginning and end of a period were not recorded. If, however, such

interruptions occurred during instruction, it was recorded. Teachers

usually aided in recording the class instructional activities by manually
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starting and stopping the recording equipment.

As discussed earlier, nonverbal class behaviors were verbally

superimposed in code onto the same sound track that recorded all

other verbal behaviors. For the most part, the observer used the

same codes for nonverbal behavior that the system used with the

exception that these codes were read and not written as before. The

verbal codes used by the observer during recording are described

below.

Each interactive exchange is verbally identified with the flow

pattern number that describes one of four ways in which interactive

exchanges are initiated, e. g. , by the teacher, the student, etc. Flow

patterns 1 and 2, teacher initiated interactive exchanges, are further

identified to show if the teacher interacted with one student, less than

half of the class, or with more than half of the class. Thus the codes

"one, one, " "one, less than," and "one, x, " identify that the teacher

initiated a Flow Pattern 1 interactive exchange respectively with one

student, less than half of the class, and with more than half of the

class. Flow Pattern 4, individual student response to teacher initia-

ted interactive exchange behavior with more than one student, is also

further identified since the individual student response may have been

asked for by the teacher or volunteered by the student. The code

"line" indicates that the response was asked by the teacher. "Hat, "

indicates that the student had his hand in the air to ask to speak.
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Thus the codes "four, " "line four," and "line four hat, " indicate

respectively that the student volunteered the response, was asked by

the teacher to respond, and was called upon by the teacher to respond

after his hand was raised. The above codes not only are used to

identify the various flow patterns but also serve to identify flow pat-

terns that are introduced nonverbally by the teacher, e. g. , the teach-

er points to a student to ask him to respond rather than call his name,

or the teacher silently initiates an interactive exchange by pointing to

a picture.

Nonverbal teacher evaluation of student behavior is also de-

scribed in code. The codes P and N indicate positive and negative re-

inforcement, respectively. In addition, the teacher's evaluation is

modified by the letters 1 and h to indicate low and high powered evalua-

tions. Thus a teacher's smile indicating positive evaluation is verbal-

ly coded "P, 1," whereas a finger to the lips indicating quiet is verb-

ally coded "N, 1. "

Models or other visual aids used by the teacher are initially

described in code, and, if the time permitted, described in detail by

the observer. Tables, charts, diagrams, chemical equations, and

other abstract models are coded "am. " Pictures, or graphic like-

nesses of an object or process are coded "pm. " Three-dimensional

objects, or other representative models are coded "rm. " Extensive

silent chalkboard work, demonstrations, individual student activities,
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etc. , are all described in detail by the observer and recorded on the

audio tapes. A notebook was also used by the observer to obtain ad-

ditional descriptive information of the classroom events recorded on

the audio tapes.

Interference of normal class activities, e. g. , announcements,

students entering late, or if the teacher steps outside the classroom

are coded "Interference," and are described in detail on the audio

tapes.

Data Analysis Procedures

Upon completion of all audio-tape recording, teacher and student

interaction behavior is then coded. Coded data are then tallied

(described in Chapter V) onto a matrix. The matrix is a square

whose area is divided into an equal number of rows and columns. The

categories of a system are used not only to name the rows but also

the columns of the matrix. Thus each matrix has as many rows and

columns as there are categories in a system. The tallies, located in

areas within the matrix identified by a row and column category, are

subsequently converted to percent and analyzed in terms of behavior

patterns exhibited.

Row totals and column totals of the matrix are then calculated

to obtain information about totals of behavior. The row total of a

behavior equals the column total of the same behavior and thus serves
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as a check on the goodness in which behaviors are tallied into the

matrix. Ratios of row totals (or column totals) of behaviors or sets

of behavior can be calculated to obtain information of, for example,

the number of teacher interacts per student interacts, or the number

of Exposure to Information teacher interacts to the number of Preci-

pitation of Performance teacher interacts.

Percentages of areas within the matrix provide information

about the sequence or patterns of behaviors due to the manner in

which pairs of behaviors are tallied into areas of the matrix. For

example, if two interacts are to be tallied, the first interact is used

to identify the row while the second interact is used to identify the

column of the area in which a tally is placed. Details of this proce-

dure and data analysis procedures in general are discussed in

Chapter V.
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CHAPTER IV

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction

Reviews of educational literature (Biddle, 1967; Waetjen, 1966;

Amidon and Simon, 1965; Withall, 1960) show that increasing empha-

sis is placed on systematic observation techniques to obtain first-hand

information of teacher and student behaviors in the classroom. How-

ever, the number of observation studies in high school science

classes is quite limited. To date, no study of teacher and student

interactions in high school chemistry classes is found in the literature.

Observation systems of classroom interactions are operation-

ally placed into three groups. One: affective systems are used to

observe those teacher behaviors which appear to influence classroom

climates, e. g. , warm, friendly, hostile, or reproving climates.

Flanders (1965, p. 3) considers "classroom climate" to be

...the generalized attitudes toward the teacher and
the class that the students share in common despite
individual differences... Students soon develop
common attitudes about how they like their class,
the kind of person the teacher is, and how he will
act in certain typical situations... The word
"climate" is thus merely a shorthand reference
to qualities that consistently predominate in most
teacher-student interactions and in interactions
among students in the presence or absence of the
teacher.
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In affective systems, the teacher's behavior is the most impor-

tant single factor in creating the classroom climate (Withall, 1949).

The development of interests, attitudes, values, appreciations, etc. ,

in the classroom is assumed to be primarily dependent upon the

teacher's interests, attitudes, values, etc. Two: cognitive systems

focus on types of intellectual behaviors that are observed in class-

rooms during instruction. Behavior that is categorized in these sys-

tems includes activities such as remembering and recalling know-

ledge, thinking, problem solving, etc. Three: features from both

affective and cognitive systems are combined to form multidimen-

sional systems.

Affective Systems

Research of classroom climate using observational techniques

has generally focused on sets of teacher behaviors that indicate cli-

mates ranging from hostile and reproving to warm and friendly. Edu-

cational literature (discussed below) speaks of diametrically opposed

teacher behaviors as "dominative-integrative" (Anderson, 1967),

"teacher centered - learner centered" (Withall, 1949), "direct-in-

direct" (Flanders, 1965), "negative-positive affectivity" (Hughes,

1963), etc. Teacher behavior is analyzed in these systems since the

teacher is considered to be the primary agent influencing the climate

in the classroom.
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Anderson (1967, p. 4) writes that "dominant" behavior is char-

acterized by the use of commands, threats, and attempts to make

others behave according to one's own standards or purposes. "Inte-

grative" behavior on the other hand designates behavior that is flexible,

adaptive, and objective.

Withall's (1951) index of classroom climate was obtained upon

analyses of tape recordings of teacher-student statements in an eighth

grade art class. Withall considers a teacher to be "learner centered"

if the greater proportion of teacher statements (a) reassure or com-

mend the student, (b) convey to the student a feeling that he is under-

stood by the teacher, or (c) facilitate the student in problem solving

by questioning or the giving of information. A teacher is considered

to be "teacher centered" if the greater proportion of teacher state-

ments are (d) directive, i. e. , recommend a course of action, (e) re-

proving or depreciating, or (f) justify the teacher's position or course

of action.

Withall's climate index, i. e. , the ratio of learner-centered

statements to teacher-centered statements, compares favorably to

Anderson's I/D ratio, i. e. , integrative teacher behavior to domina-

tive teacher behavior. Withall also indicates that as few as fifty

statements could differentiate between the climates of two teachers.

Flanders (1965) constructed an observation system based upon

previous "climate" research. The system describes the teacher in
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terms of the type of influence, e.g. , indirect or direct influence,

that he exerts in the classroom. According to Flanders (1965) the

type of influence that is exerted indicates the type of restrictions,

hence climate, in which students are placed.

Direct influence is shown by directions, commands, and criti-

cism. Such influence behaviors indicate active control of a student's

behavior. In increasing this control, the teacher restricts the stu-

dent's "freedom of action" making him more dependent on the teacher.

Indirect influence is exhibited by teacher statements which increase

the student's activity by questioning, and by encouraging and reward-

ing a student's class participation and initiative. The result of such

behavior is thought to increase the student's "freedom of action",

thereby decreasing his dependency on the teacher (Flanders, 1965).

The Flanders (1965, p. 20) categories which describe types of

influence behavior are as follows:

A. Teacher Talk (Indirect Influence)

1. Accepts Feeling - accepts and clarifies the
tone of feeling of the students in an unthreat-
ening manner. Feelings may be positive or
negative. Predicting or recalling feelings
are included.

2. Praises or Encourages - praises or encourages
student action or behavior. Jokes that release
tension, but not at the expense of another indi-
vidual, nodding head or saying "uh hum?" or
"go on" are included.
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3. Accepts or Uses Ideas of Student - clarifying,
building, or developing ideas suggested by a
student. As teacher brings more of his own
ideas into play, shift to category 5.

4. Asks Questions - asking a question about con-
tent or procedure with the intent that a student
answer.

B. Teacher Talk (Direct Influence)

5. Lecturing - giving facts or opinions about
content or procedure; expressing his own
ideas, asking rhetorical questions.

6. Giving Directions - directions, commands, or
orders which students are expected to comply
with.

7. Criticizing or Justifying Authority - statements
intended to change student behavior from un-
acceptable to acceptable pattern; bawling some-
one out; stating why the teacher is doing what
he is doing; extreme self-reference.

C. Student Talk

8. Student Talk - Response - talk by students in
response to teacher. Teacher initiates the
contact or solicits student statements.

9. Student Talk - Initiation - talk initiated by
students. If "calling on" student is only to
indicate who may talk next, observer must
decide whether student wanted to talk.

D. Silent

10. Silence or Confusion - pauses, short periods of
silence and periods of confusion in which com-
munication cannot be understood by the observer.

The calculation of ratios from frequencies in "indirect" teacher

talk categories to "direct" teacher talk categories provides a quick
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estimate of the type of teacher influence present in the classroom.

Thus the I/D ratio consists of dividing all the totals from categories

one, two, three, and four by totals from categories five, six, and

seven. The "revised i/d ratio" is the same, except that the categor-

ies four and five are not used. The "revised i/d ratio" thus shows

teacher influence behavior independent of the subject matter taught

(Flanders, 1965).

The Flanders system has had perhaps the greatest influence

in stimulating research in the classroom. It is not only widely used

as a research tool, but it also serves as a base for the development

of observation systems as well. Medley and Mitzel (1963, p. 271)

write that the Flanders system is "the most sophisticated technique

for observing climate thus far." The great popularity of the Flanders

system is perhaps based on the fact that the system is relatively

easily learned. Six to ten hours of preliminary training with audio

tapes are necessary before observational training in "live" class-

rooms can begin. An additional feature of the Flanders system, and

perhaps the most important, is that behavior sequences are analyzed

in terms of a matrix developed by Flanders.

Results From Observation Studies

There appears to be a definite relationship between student

achievement and the type of climate that is present in the classroom.
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Perkins (1951) found that in-service teachers in a child development

course expressed significantly greater knowledge in learner-centered

classes than in teacher-centered classes. Students in learner-cen-

tered classes also expressed more warmth in their attitudes toward

children.

Flanders (1965) found that significantly higher student achieve-

ment occurred in seventh grade social studies and eighth grade mathe-

matics classes of indirect teachers than in classes of teachers desig-

nated as direct. Flanders used an arbitrarily determined revised

i/d ratio of 1.37 to determine teacher influence. A teacher was rated

indirect if his classroom interaction data indicated a revised i/d ratio

above 1.37. He was rated direct if a revised i/d ratio below 1.37

was shown. Amidon and Flanders (1961) also found that students in

eighth grade geometry classes taught by indirect teachers achieved

significantly higher than students in classes taught by direct teachers.

Pfeiffer (1967) found that students in 11th grade English classes

initiated greater amount of talk when the teacher followed such talk

with indirect verbal behavior.

Johns (1968) found that the number of thought-provoking student

questions in indirect English classes was significantly higher com-

pared to the number of such questions in direct classes. The total

number of student questions, however, accounted for only two per-

cent of the total classroom behavior. Johns (1968) writes that
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thought-provoking questions involve opinions, judgments, and evalua-

tion. A question calling for the simple recall of information or defi-

nitions is not considered to be thought-provoking. Johns used six

teachers in the study. The three indirect teachers showed an average

revised i/d ratio of 4.34, whereas the three direct teachers showed

the average revised i/d ratio of 0.34.

Pankratz (1967) found that physics teachers who rated high in

effectiveness measures showed a significantly greater mean revised

i/d ratio than those teachers who rated low in effectiveness. This

finding, however, is not supported by Gold (1966) who conducted a

similar study using biology teachers.

Communication between teacher and students is, as expected,

primarily in the verbal form. Accordingly, a large number of obser-

vation systems, e. g. , Smith (1962), Bel lack (1966), Withall (1951),

Flanders (1965), Hough (1967) are based on the assumption that the

verbal behavior in the classroom is an adequate sample of the total

behavior in the classroom. Parakh (1968) found, however, that non-

verbal behavior occurred approximately eight percent of the time in

biology classes and 37 percent of the time in the laboratory. Balzer

(1969) also found that nonverbal behavior was slightly greater than

verbal behavior in high school biology class and laboratory observa-

tions, As a result, the above assumption that the verbal behavior is

an adequate sample of the total behavior in the classroom is thus
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questioned. Accordingly, the results of studies which used observa-

tion systems based upon this assumption may also be questioned par-

ticularly if observation of laboratory teacher and student interaction

is involved.

The major proportion of classroom behavior is not only verbal

but it is also attributed to the teacher. Flanders (1965) writes that

if one steps into an elementary or secondary classroom, the chances

are better than 60% that someone is talking. If someone is talking,

the chances are that it will be the teacher more than 70% of the time.

Bel lack (1966) found that the ratio of teacher talk to student talk was

three to one in high school social studies classes. Stilwell (1967)

found the same ratio in high school geometry classes. Parakh (1968)

found that the average biology teacher talked 75% of the total time in

the classroom and about 50% of the total time in the laboratory.

Pankratz (1967) found that physics teachers expressed themselves

verbally an average of 74% of the total time. Pfeiffer (1967) reported

that four of five English teachers observed used more than half of the

class time for their own talk, and that direct influence behavior was

used in greater proportion than indirect influence behavior. Pfeiffer's

study investigated differences in the verbal behavior patterns of indi-

vidual teachers who teach different ability grouped English classes.

He found that individual teachers did not differentiate their behavior

patterns in these classes. Pfeiffer also writes that the teachers not
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only did not realistically classify their classroom talk, but also

misjudged how much they had talked. Teachers also underestimated

the amount of student initiated talk in below average ability grouped

classes.

Although a variety of teacher-student interaction sequences

exist in the classroom, some patterns appear dominant. Urbach

(1966) found that the two sequences, (a) the teacher lectures, then

asks a question, followed by student response, and (b) the teacher

asks a question, followed by student response, account for one third

to over one half of all the sequences observed in each classroom of

three biology teachers. Parakh (1968) found that biology teachers

spent 55% of the total time in four categories that appeared in the

sequence: the teacher gives substantive information, then asks for

substantive information, followed by pupil response, which in turn

is followed by the teacher's acceptance of the student response.

The above results indicate that the teacher primarily dispenses

information and asks questions to initiate interaction with students.

The student, as a result, is thus placed into the relatively passive

role of responding to the teacher. Bel lack (1966) writes that teaching

is primarily a language game in which the players, e. g. , the teacher

and students, have definite parts. The part of the student is primarily

to respond to the teacher. Students responded an average of 16% of

the total behavior observed (with a total of 24% for student behavior)
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in the social studies classes observed by Bel lack. He also writes

that students only rarely evaluated teacher and student statements,

and only rarely solicited statements from the teacher. If such soli-

citations occurred, it usually concerned the clarification of assign-

ments or class procedures. Parakh (1968) writes that in biology

classes approximately 12% of student behavior (with a total of 15%

student behavior) is response behavior. He also notes that most of

the student responses were short, amounting to five seconds or less

per student response. Approximately 3% of student behavior involved

questioning. Parakh (1968, p. 187) further writes that:

the teachers observed in this study stated that they
used the "discussion method" more often than the
"lecture method" and that they "don't do much
lecturing. " The data indicate that there was
relatively little discussion and questioning by
students.

and (Parakh, 1968, p. 189):

teachers seldom (less than 0. 1% of the time)
asked pupils to give opinions, hunches, and
evaluations of the importance of processes,
functions, structures, etc. in either lectures
or labs.

Pankratz (1967) found that about 15% student behavior (with a

total of 19% student behavior) in physics classes is response behav-

ior. Four percent of the student behavior was initiating behavior,

i. e. , questions and statements were initiated by the students. Johns

(1968) reports approximately 2% student initiating behavior in English

classes.
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Information of the type of cognition, or thinking, that occurs in

the classroom is available from results of studies (discussed below)

where cognitive and multidimensional systems were used to obtain

data. Cognitive behavior, according to Bloom (1956) deals with the

recall or recognition of knowledge and the development of intellectual

abilities and skills. Waetjen (1966) makes the generalization that the

level of cognition in the typical classroom is low, i. e. , recall or

recognition of knowledge is most often observed in these classrooms.

Smith (1962) found that the prevalent teacher and student be-

havior in five high school subject matter areas was describing (25%),

designating (15%), and explaining (13%). Higher orders of cognition

such as evaluating, classifying, comparing and contrasting, and con-

ditional inferring each occurred between two and nine percent. It

can be argued, however, that some "explaining" certainly involves

higher levels of cognition. Gallagher and Aschner (1963), analyzing

the questions and statements of gifted students and their teacher in a

social studies class, found that recall and memory type questions

and statements were observed approximately 52% of the time. The

researchers noted, however, that many of these questions and state-

ments were attempts to clarify and add to student statements rather

than the mere doling out of facts. Problem solving and evaluative

thinking accounted for 20% and 22% respectively, of the total time

in this class. Six percent of the teacher's questions and statements
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were "divergent" or "open-ended", i. e. , the individual is free to

generate independently his own data within a data-poor situation, or

to take a new direction or perspective on a given topic (Gallagher

and Aschner, 1963). Parakh (1968) reported that biology teachers

used 43% of the total class time to give information and 11% of the

total class time to seek information. Information giving was com-

posed of fact-stating (19%), explaining (16%), defining (6%), and

evaluating (2%). Information seeking was composed of asking for

facts (4%), asking for explanations (3%), and asking for definitions

(4%). Demonstrations were used 0. 1% of the time in these classes.

Balzer (1969, p. 17) reports that:

the largest proportion of teacher behavior dealing
with subject matter development involves the giving
and receiving of low level information such as facts,
definitions, and terminology. A relatively small
proportion of the behaviors (six percent of the total
behavior) pertained to scientific process, i. e.
observation, interpretation, extrapolation, appli-
cation, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation as con-
trasted with knowledge of relatively specific infor-
mation such as facts, definitions, and terminology.

Little time (seven percent in class and three percent in the

laboratory) is spent by teachers on motivational aspects such as

praising, encouraging, and accepting student ideas in biology classes

(Parakh, 1968). He comments that the lower frequency in the labora-

tory is especially striking, since the laboratory is usually thought

of as being highly suited for giving individual attention to students.
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Snider (1966) indicates that the employment of social skills connected

with aspects of positive motivation is an uncommon practice in physics

classes.

Summary

A description of teacher behavior in high school and junior high

school classes is presented in this chapter. These descriptions are

necessarily limited by the category descriptions of the observational

systems used in the research. The observational systems generally

focus on teacher behaviors since the teacher is assumed to be most

influential in the student's emotional and intellectual development.

Heterogeneous and/or average ability grouped student populations

appear to have been used in all but one study involving gifted students

in one social studies class. Any implications that are made based

upon the findings presented in this chapter are subject to two major

limitations. One, there appears to be little relationship among the

observational systems in terms of (a) the conceptual framework that

underlies each system, (b) the basic unit of measurement that is used

to categorize behavior, (c) the criteria used for establishing observer

reliability, and (d) the recording procedures by which raw data is

obtained. Climate studies, of course, are exceptions to the above

limitations, particularly those climate studies that involve the Flan-

ders method of observation. Two, the studies presented in this
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chapter vary considerably in their basic design, the size of the

teacher sample that is used, the method in which the sample is selec-

ted, and the number of class periods that are used to observe each

teacher.
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CHAPTER V

OBSERVER CODING RELIABILITY RESULTS

Introduction

This chapter describes how reliability in coding classroom in-

teraction was established and maintained by the writer who coded all

of the 64 audio-tape recorded class periods used in the study. Seg-

ments from these tape recordings were coded by three independent

coders, whose coded results, upon showing high agreement, were

averaged to form a standardized code for use in subsequent observer

reliability determinations. By coding the above tape-recorded seg-

ments and then comparing these results with the averaged results of

the three independent coders, the observer could check his coding

reliability. If percentages of agreements between the observer re-

sults and the standardized results showed high agreement (discussed

in this chapter), the observer was considered reliable, i. e. , a high

degree of confidence could be placed in his findings. The reliability

findings presented in this chapter indicate the consistency by which

the same behavior is categorized by different observers and the con-

sistency by which the same behavior is categorized by one observer

over time. They also serve as evidence of the utilization of the Scha-

lock system in research in high school chemistry classes when the
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audio-tape recording procedures developed in this study are used.

Preparation of the Standard Tape Recordings and Code Results

Three 15-minute tape sections from the total class recordings

of the 16 chemistry teachers were arbitrarily selected by the writer

for use in obtaining the standardized code. The tapes, labeled 1, 2,

and 3, were coded independently by three coders, including this

writer, who had worked together for one year in validating and testing

the Schalock observation system. The coding results had to meet the

criteria below if they could serve as a standard code for subsequent

reliability determinations. Based upon Schalock (1969),a 15 minute

class observation requires (a) a 90% agreement among the three

coders for categories with frequencies greater than 50, (b) an 85%

agreement for categories with frequencies between 15-50, and (c) an

80% agreement for categories with frequencies between 3-15. No

formal percentage agreement is calculated for categories which ap-

pear fewer than three times during the .15 minute period. The per-

centage of agreement is obtained by first obtaining the average

number of interacts per category obtained by the three coders. This

average is obtained by summing all interacts obtained for a category

by the three coders and then dividing this sum by three. The number

of interacts per category obtained by a coder is then compared to the

above average number of interacts per category in the following
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formula to obtain the percentage of agreement among the three coders.

% Agreement = Number of Agreements x 100
Number of Agreements + Disagreements

Coding from the tape recordings posed some initial problems

for the two coders involved in the standardization of the reliability

tapes. The problem was that the two coders, not otherwise involved

in the study, could not distinguish the classroom observer's voice

codes of the nonverbal behavior from the multitude of voices and

background noises in the audio tapes. The code for the nonverbal

behavior presented no problem since it was, for the most part, al-

ready included in the system. The inaudibility of the nonverbal codes

was overcome by using two identical audio tape recorders as follows.

One recorder was used to replay the three tape recordings of the

classroom interaction which the observer monitored with earphones.

Upon recognizing the code of the nonverbal behavior, the observer

loudly repeated the code into the microphone of the second recorder.

The amplified code of the nonverbal behavior as well as all other be-

havior was thus recorded by the second tape recorder.

The results of the three codings of the three audio tapes are

shown in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 shows the functions and moves that

were observed and coded. Functions and moves that occurred less

than three times in the 15 minute tape are not shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Percent Agreement of Three Coders Coding Teacher Behavior in Three Reliability
Tape Recordings: 1, 2, and 3

Function Coder % Agreement
(Move) Tape 1 2 3 Mean 1 2 3

Structures 1 3 3 3 3 100 100 100

(Describes) 2 7 5 6 6 86 83 100

3 2 2 1 1.7 84 84 60

Guides 1 2 3 11 5.3 36 56 49

(Describes) 2 5 6 20 10 49 58 52

3 6 12 25 14 42 84 57

Provides 1 30 26 26 27 91 95 95

Solutions 2 18 14 20 18 97 80 88

(Describes) 3 16 23 24 21 76 91 88

Provides 1 1 8 12 7 14 88 58

Solutions 2 2 3 2 2. 3 86 78 86

(Conceptualizes) 3 2 4 4 3. 3 61 83 83

Provides 1 11 11 1 7.7 70 70 10

Solutions 2 5 4 2 3.7 73 91 55

(Explains) 3 8 2 0 3.3 41 61 0

Provides 1 1 1 2 1.3 7S 75 66

Solutions 2 2 2 0 1.3 66 66 0

(Evaluates) 3 3 9 8 6.7 45 74 83

Monitors 1 1 11 10 7.3 14 67 73

(Conditional 2 2 14 12 9.3 21 67 78

Question) 3 2 27 17 15 13 57 90

Guides 1 13 4 2 6.3 49 63 32

(Conditional 2 11 6 2 6.3 58 95 32

Question) 3 28 13 1 14 50 93 71

Guides 1 3 0 10 4. 3 69 0 43

(Verification 2 13 2 12 9 69 22 75

Question) 3 6 0 10 5.3 89 0 53

Positive 1 2 0 8 3. 3 60 0 42

Reinforcement 2 7 7 7 7 100 100 100

(Unqualified) 3 5 2 2 3 60 67 67
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Table 2. Percent Agreement of Three Coders Coding Flow Patterns
In Three Reliability Tape Recordings: 1, 2, and 3

Coder % Agreement
Flow Pattern Tape 1 3 Mean 1 2 3

1 1 13 13 12 13 98 98 95
2 1 0 0 0 0 -
3 1 11 11 10 11 97 97 93
4 1 5 5 5 5 100 100 100

TOTAL 1 29 29 27 28 98 98 95

1 2 11 13 12 12 92 92 100
2 2 0 0 0 0 -
3 2 4 5 4 5 85 94 85
4 2 10 11 11 11 93 97 97

TOTAL 2 25 29 27 27 93 93 100

1 3 19 18 17 18 95 100 94
2 3 0 0 0 0 - -
3 3 1 0 1 .7 67 67
4 3 15 17 14 15 98 88 92

TOTAL 3 35 35 32 34 97 97 94
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Since most of the category frequencies are in the 3-15 range, a

minimum of 80% agreement must be maintained to consider the data

reliable. Examination of Table 1 shows that a number of categories

were coded with questionable reliability, i. e. , percentages of agree-

ment below 80 are evident. Table 2, however, shows uniform high

percentages of agreement in coding flow patterns.

In examining the lack of uniform percentages of agreements

between coders, the writer considered that perhaps the coders' un-

familiarity with the chemistry subject matter and the unfamiliarity

of coding from the audio recording equipment may have contributed

to the unreliability of some of the data. The coders indicated that

although the coding from the audio equipment was unfamiliar, it

posed no special problems once the nonverbal codes were clearly

distinguishable through amplification. The chemistry subject matter,

although unfamiliar to the coders, appeared to cause no particular

problem in coding since the Schalock system categorizes generalized

behavior regardless the subject matter. For example, a question

about relationships is so categorized if it occurred in a chemistry,

physics, or English class. Since it was felt that the unfamiliarity of

coding from the audio recording equipment perhaps did make a dif-

ference in the coding results, three additional 15 minute tape seg-

ments, labeled A, B, and C, were selected for coding by the three

coders. These data are presented in Tables 3 and 4.



Table 3. Percent Agreement of Three Coders Coding Teacher Behavior in Three Reliability
Tape Recordings: A, B, and C

Function Coder % Agreement
(Move) Tape 1 2 3 Mean 1 2 3

Structures A 7 9 6 7. 3 95 82 82

(All Moves) B 2 7 4 4.3 46 62 92

C 5 8 3 5.3 94 67 56
Guides A 14 15 14 14 98 95 98

(All Moves) B 19 21 13 18 93 84 74

C 6 7 14 9 67 78 64

Provides A 14 10 19 14 98 70 75

Solutions B 12 14 16 14 86 100 88

(Describes) C 15 26 20 20 74 78 99

Provides A 2 0 3 1.7 84 0 56

Solutions B 4 2 2 2.7 67 75 75

(Explains) C 6 1 3 3. 3 55 30 91

Monitors A 2 14 18 11 18 81 63

(Conditional B 4 26 18 16 25 62 89

Questions) C 1 21 14 12 83 57 86

Guides A 19 6 0 8.3 44 72 0

(Conditional B 32 14 5 17 53 82 29

Questions) C 19 5 4 9. 3 49 54 43

Guides A 9 6 10 8.3 93 72 83

(Verification B 3 2 16 7 43 29 43

Questions) C 2 2 6 3. 3 61 61 55

Positive A 9 8 2 6. 3 70 79 32

Reinforcement B 5 10 10 8. 3 60 83 83

(Unqualified) C 7 5 5 5.7 81 88 88

75
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Table 4. Percent Agreement of Three Coders Coding Flow Patterns
In Three Reliability Tape Recordings: A, B, and C

Coder % Agreement
Flow Pattern Tape 1 2 3 Mean 1 2 3

1 A 11 11 11 11 100 100 100
2 A 0 0 0 0 -
3 A 3 3 3 3 100 100 100
4 A 14 13 14 14 98 95 98

TOTAL A 28 27 28 28 100 96 100

1 B 12 13 13 13 94 98 98
2 B 0 0 0 0
3 B 0 0 0 0
4 B 14 14 14 14 100 100 100

TOTAL B 26 27 27 27 96 100 100

1 C 10 13 11 11 88 87 97
2 C 0 0 0 0 100 100 100
3 C 2 2 2 2 100 100 100
4 C 14 14 14 14 100 100 100

T OTAL C 26 29 27 27 96 93 100
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Table 3 shows the functions and moves that were coded in the

three tapes. Functions and moves that occurred fewer than three

times per 15 minutes of recording are not recorded in Table 3.

Similar to the Table 1 results, many of the percentages of agreement

in Table 3 show less than 80 percent, indicating that the coders did

not reliably code an appreciable number of behaviors. Table 4, how-

ever, shows uniform high percentages of agreement in coding flow

pattern behavior.

A conference with members of the validating team (including

the coders) was called to discuss the above reliability findings. Dis-

cussion during the conference indicated that fundamental coding dif-

ferences existed that were not easily resolved. The differences

particularly involved the coding of teacher moves under the "Exposure

to Information" category and the coding of teacher functions under

"Precipitation of Performance. " All other behaviors observed ap-

peared to be reliably coded. As a result of these findings and similar

ones by members of the validating team at Teaching Research, re-

visions of the system were initiated. The results of these revisions

are presently in preparation for publication.

In discussions with Schalock and members of the validating

team, it was suggested that some categories showing unreliable

coder agreement be combined in order to obtain categories that are

better defined and consequently observed with greater reliability.
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Schalock (34, p. 56, 59) writes that not only is it possible to combine

categories in any way desirable but that it may actually be desirable

to do so since "over 10, 000 category combinations are possible for

use in describing teaching behavior. "

The Combined Categories

The categories that evolved as a result of the reliability findings

are presented in this section. Categories that were not reliably

coded were either eliminated or combined into major categories.

This section also presents the decision rules that were applied in

coding those interactions not readily categorized into any one category.

All descriptions of the categories used here are taken from the Scha-

lock system which is discussed in detail in Chapter II. Additional

examples are, however, presented in the discussion of each category.

Flow pattern behaviors, i. e. , the manner in which interactive

exchanges are initiated by the teacher or by one or more students

(see Chapter II) are included here without change since Table 2 and

4 data indicate that these behaviors are coded with high percentages

of agreement. Since teachers are often interrupted by a student or

students, the following decisions were also reached regarding the

coding of such interruptions. A student interrupt was coded as a

new flow pattern if the teacher elected to interact with the student or

students causing the interruption. If a student interrupt indicated
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that the student was not prompted or encouraged to respond, the inter-

rupt was coded a Flow Pattern 3, i. e. , a student initiated interactive

exchange. All teacher responses to this interruption, e. g. , a nega-

tive or positive evaluation, postponement, or continued interaction

are coded in the Flow Pattern 3 interactive exchange. If the teacher

returned to the student or students involved with the teacher at the

time of the interruption, the same flow pattern was coded as long as

the subject matter was the same as it was at the time of the inter-

ruption. If the subject changed or had no relationship to the subject

matter that was interrupted, a new flow pattern was coded. If a

student interruption occurred in response to a class topic or question

under discussion, it was coded as Flow Pattern 4. Flow Pattern 4

behavior involves individual student responses to teacher initiated

behavior, e. g. , questions, directions, that are directed to more than

one student. Laughter or other class response that occurred as a

result of overhearing a teacher and student interaction is not coded

as a new flow pattern unless the teacher continues to interact with the

whole class. Interference from outside the class, e. g. , announce-

ments, students entering late, was coded Flow Pattern 1 if the teach-

er elected to interact with the source of the interruption. If the inter-

ruption was not perceived or completely ignored by the teacher, a

new flow pattern was not coded.
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As indicated in Chapter II, the teacher may focus on three broad

areas of human development showing, as a result, "caretaking,"

"socializing," or "teaching" behavior. "Caretaking" behavior was

not appreciably observed in high school classes and therefore not

included in the combined categories discussed here. "Socializing"

behavior is included in the combined category descriptions and refers

to all instances of teacher behaviors that are non-cognitive, i. e. ,

skills, knowledge, or attitudes are not taught by the teacher. Ex-

amples include laughing, joking with students, or commenting about

the weather. Behavior identified as "teaching" is further discussed

in terms of the teaching components, i. e. , "Exposure to Information,"

"Precipitation of Performance," and "Evaluation of Performance."

The "Exposure to Information" categories that are included for

observing classroom interaction are "Structures," "Guides," and

"Provides Solutions," The three "Exposure to Information categories"

are described below:

Structures - any information giving message which
appears to spell out who is to do what, where, when,
and sometimes how. This may be done either through
talking or showing.

Structures is characterized by any message which orients or

prepares the student in advance to future activities and events. These

events or activities may be in the distant future as when the teacher

lists an assignment days or weeks in advance, or in the immediate
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future as when the teacher tells about the next step used in solving a

problem. Examples of structuring are "Let's use the Le Chatelier

principle to solve this problem." "Let's take a look at Problem 5. "

"Today's lesson is about pH." Care must be taken, however, to dif-

ferentiate between the Structures category and the Directs category

(discussed below). Thus if the teacher says, "Let's take a look at

Problem 5," and students respond either by answering Problem 5 or

by working Problem 5, then the teacher interact is a direction. If

the teacher, however, begins to discuss Problem 5, then the teacher

interact is properly coded in the Structures category. The identifying

characteristic of the Structures category is that the teacher orients

the student or students to coming events. If this apparent orientation

results in the precipitation of student performance, the interact is

properly coded in the Directs category. Other examples of structures

are when the teacher postpones a student question or request, or when

the teacher alerts his students to demonstrated events that are about

to occur by saying, "In this demonstration you'll see... ," or "Let's

try mixing to see what happens," then proceeds to carry out the

demonstration.

Guides - any information giving message which
appears to help or facilitate another in the solution
of a learning task without providing a solution for
him. This may involve the providing of cues, the
provision of information needed in the solution of a
problem, or any other behavior designed to reduce
uncertainty or to facilitate the pursuit of competence.
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Guides is thus characterized when the teacher helps or facili-

tates in the solution of a task providing the student with only parts or

bits of information that are necessary in completing the task. Teach-

ers often repeat a student's verbal response per se or they repeat it

in question form. Since such teacher behavior often serves as a

stimulus for further student response, such behavior is categorized

in Guides. Examples are: "The definition of a calorie may be of

help in solving this problem. " "The first letter of the word you are

trying to find is g. " Care must also be taken in examining the teach-

er's behavior after questions are asked. If student silence follows,

indicating that the student may be unable to answer the question, the

teacher may provide help in the form of incomplete information, i. e. ,

he guides. At times, after student silence, teachers answer the ques-

tion or ignore the answer by going on to new discussion material.

In these cases, the Provides Solutions category follows the student

silence. If, however, the teacher returns in a short time to the ori-

ginal unanswered question, the intervening interact between the twice

stated question must be coded in the Guides category. Similar de-

cisions are made if the teacher immediately follows a question with

information that is not necessarily the answer. If he returns in a

short time to the original question, the intervening interaction is

coded in the Guides category. If he does not return to the question

or if he answers the question, the information following the question
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is coded in the Provides Solutions category.

Provides Solutions - any message which appears to
complete or to provide closure or complete informa-
tion to a learning task.

Examples of Provides Solution behavior include teacher lec-

tures, silent demonstrations or demonstrations accompanied by dis-

cussion, and all answers to rhetorical as well as student questions.

In short, any teacher behavior, verbal and nonverbal, that informs

the student or provides him with knowledge not categorized above is

properly placed in the Provides Solution category.

"Precipitation of Performance" is composed of two categories,

"Questions" and "Directs."

Questions - this category generally contains all
messages which take the form of a question.
Commands couched in question form, e. g. ,

"John, would you work Problem 5?" are not
considered questions but directions. All
messages classified as questions are charac-
terized by a seemingly genuine request for
information from the student.

As mentioned earlier, a teacher's repeat of a student's response in

question form is not an example of this category. Habitual questions

such as "Isn't it?" "Right?" "O. K. ?" are also generally not cate-

gorized as questions unless indications are that they are indeed ques-

tions. Rhetorical questions are operationally placed in the Questions

category since it is difficult, at times, to identify such questions.

Indications of a teacher's attempt at questioning are when he repeats
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a question or pauses to allow a sufficient period of time for students

to respond. Teachers also often provide conditions that set the stage

for subsequent questioning. If these conditions, usually signaled by

"if," "suppose, " or "consider," are tied in sentence form to a follow-

ing question, the total interact, i. e. , the condition and the question,

is categorized in the Questions category. If the conditions are fol-

lowed by a break or a pause before the question is asked, two inter-

acts are coded. A Provides Solutions interact is coded for the condi-

tion and a Questions interact is coded for the question.

Directs - this category contains all messages which
take the form of a command, including messages
couched in question form, e. g. , "Would you work
Problem 5, please?" All messages classified as
directions precipitate action on part of the student.
Some directions require that a simple task is
carried out, e. g. , "Close your books," while
other directions are in search of information,
e. g. , "Give me the answer to Problem 5, "
"John, what is your answer to Problem 5?"

As indicated earlier, care must be taken to distinguish between

the Structures and the Directs category. The distinguishing charac-

teristic that identifies a behavior as a direction is that some student

action or precipitation of performance is involved. Additional ex-

amples are when the teacher exclaims during a demonstration, "Look

at the smoke !" or "Now watch this!"

The "Evaluation of Performance" categories are "Positive

Reinforcement" and "Negative Reinforcement."
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Positive Reinforcement - any message which appears
to "reward" or have a likelihood of increasing the
probability of a similar behavior appearing in the
future. Messages of this kind generally carry me
form of positive attention or evidence of pleasure
with a particular behavior. This may appear as
praise, granting of special privileges or it may
only be a signal or sign such as a pat on the back,
or a broad smile. Messages classifiable as positive
reinforcement are highly dependent upon the situation
and upon the characteristics of the message other
than the words involved in it, e. g. , reflection or
intonation. This class of behavior nearly always
follows the completion of a task or a performance.
Examples: "That was done very well. " "Great. " "Yes.

Since "yes" is used by the teacher not only to evaluate student

performance but also to provide answers to student, questions, care

must be taken to distinguish between these uses of the word "yes."

Additional care must also be taken in observing those teachers who

constantly use positive reinforcement phrases as "O.K.," "Fine,"

"Good," to punctuate their sentences or points made. These words

are not coded as Positive Reinforcement unless they follow at least

within two interacts after a student's response or if all indications

point out that positive reinforcement is intended by the teacher.

Negative Reinforcement - any message which appears
to censure or punish, or operationally, have a likeli-
hood of decreasing the probability of a similar behavior
appearing in the future. Messages of this kind generally
carry some form of negative detention or evidence of
displeasure with a particular behavior. This may be
given verbally, by signals e.g. , a finger to the lips
to indicate quiet or an arm raised in threat, or with
objects, e. g. , physically forcing a student to behave
in a particular way. Examples: "Speak louder." "That
was poorly done." "No. "
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Similarly, the word "no" is used not only in evaluating behavior, but

it is also used in answering some questions. Care must therefore be

taken by the observer in distinguishing between these two meanings

of the word "no. "

Interference

This category is used to code all instances of behavior origina-

ting from outside the classroom which interrupt the teacher in his

activities. Examples: Messages read over the intercom, a student

entering a class late, or street noise which is distracting the teacher.

Interference, however, is only coded if indications are that the teach-

er was interrupted, even momentarily, from his activities. Thus, if

a bulletin is delivered to the class unnoticed or ignored by the teacher,

an interruption is not coded by the observer.

Coding Results Using the Combined Categories

In a renewed attempt to establish a standard code that could be

used in subsequent observer reliability determinations, five ten-

minute audio-recorded segments of classroom interaction were selec-

ted from each of the six previously used 15 minute classroom sessions.

The tape segments, labeled 1, 2, A, B, and C, were then recoded by

the writer in terms of the category descriptions of the combined cate-

gories discussed earlier. The recoding process proceeded by
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examining the coded observation records available from the earlier

reliability attempts and which pertained to the above five ten-minute

segments. Recoding then primarily involved the deleting of some

questionably coded behaviors and the combining of some categories

into larger categories. The order in which each teacher and student

interact occurred, the flow pattern identifying the four different inter-

active exchanges, and all interact modifiers (except facilitory be-

havior) remained unchanged from the original coded observations.

Each of the other coders involved in the earlier reliability

coding attempts was then presented with copies of the recoded infor-

mation for the purpose of validating the new observation record.

Each coder independently listened to the five tape segments at the

same time that the corresponding coded behaviors in the observation

record were examined. In this validating procedure the coder either

agreed with the presented coded observations or he indicated dis-

approval by changing the code. Validation of the code in this manner

presented no problems to the two coders since they were already

familiar with (a) the taped materials, (b) the recording techniques

developed by this writer, and (c) the code used in categorizing be-

havior.

The results of this validation procedure are presented in

Table 5 in terms of percentages of agreement among the three coders.

As expected, uniform high percentages of agreement are obtained for



Table 5. Percent Agreement of Three Coders in Validating "Combined Category" Teacher Behavior in the Reliability Tapes: 1, 2, A, B, and C

Coder % Agree Coder % Agree
Category Tape 1 2 3 Mean 1 2 3 Tape 1 2 3 Mean 1 2 3

Structures 1 2 2 3 2. 3 86 86 77 2 5 4 5 4. 7 93 86 93

Guides 1 2 2 2 2 100 99 99 2 10 10 10 10 100 100 100

P. Solutions 1 25 26 26 26 97 99 99 2 11 10 11 11 97 93 97

Questions 1 11. 11 11 11 100 100 100 2 15 15 15 15 100 100 100

Directs 1 - - - - - - 2 1 1 1 1 100 100 100

Positive R. 1 1 1 1 1 100 100 100 2 5 4 4 4. 3 87 92 92

Negative R. 1 1 1 1 1 100 100 100 2 1 1 1 1 100 100 100

Structures A 3 2 2 2. 3 77 86 86 B 1 1 1 3. 7 82 92 92

Guides A 12 12 12 12 100 100 100 B 13 13 13 13 100 100 100

P. Solutions A 10 11 11 11 94 97 97 B 10 10 10 10 100 100 100

Questions A 18 18 18 18 100 100 100 B 31 31 32 31 99 99 98

Directs A - - B - - -
Positive R. A 5 5 5 5 100 100 100 B 5 5 5 5 100 100 100

Negative R. A - - B 1 1 1 1 100 100 100

Structures C 3 2 2 2. 3 77 86 86
Guides C 12 11 11 11 94 97 97

P. Solutions C 13 15 15 14 91 95 95

Questions C 14 14 15 14 98 98 95

Directs C - -
Positive R. C 5 5 5 5 100 100 100
Negative R. C 1 1 1 1 100 100 100
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all coders. Greater ranges of percent agreements are noted for the

low frequency categories due to the small numbers involved in the

percent calculations.

Based upon the high percentage of agreements shown in Table 5,

the writer then proceeded to code all audio-recorded classroom in-

teraction. The mean number of interacts per category obtained for

each tape segment shown in Table 5 served as the standard to which

the writer compared himself in the subsequent reliability determina-

tions. Three reliability trials were used to check the writer's coding

reliability during the three-week coding period that was required to

code all 64 class periods of audio-recorded classroom interactions.

These data are presented in Tables 6 and 7. The tables show high

agreements indicating acceptable coder reliability according to

standards set by Schalock and discussed earlier in this chapter.

The tables also show complete agreement in the coding of flow pat-

terns in the five tapes. The high percentage of agreement obtained

in coding flow patterns is not unexpected since earlier flow pattern

data also showed high percentages of agreement among the three

coders.



Table 6. Percent Agreement Between the Standard Means and Observer Codings in Three Reliability Trials Using the Combined Categories

Category Tape
Trials

Mean
% Agree

Tape
Trials

Mean
% Agree

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Structures 1 2 2 2 2. 3 86 86 86 2 5 5 5 4. 7 93 93 93
Guides 1 2 2 2 2 100 100 100 2 9 9 9 10 90 90 100
P. Solutions 1 26 26 26 2.6 99 99 99 2 10 11 11 11 94 97 97
Questions 1 11 11 11 11 100 100 100 2 14 14 15 15 93 93 100
Directs 1 - - 2 1 1 1 1 100 100 100
Positive R. 1 1 1 1 1 100 100 100 2 4 5 6 4. 3 92 87 72
Negative R. 1 1 1 1 1 100 100 100 2 1 1 1 1 100 100 100

Flow Pattern 1 1 7 7 7 7 100 100 100 2 8 8 8 8 100 100 100
Flow Pattern 2 1 - - - - 2 - - -
Flow Pattern 3 1 6 6 6 6 100 100 100 2 3 3 3 3 100 100 100
Flow Pattern 4 1 1 1 1 1 100 100 100 2 8 8 8 8 100 100 100
Total 1 14 14 14 14 100 100 100 2 19 19 19 19 100 100 100

Structures A 2 2 2 2. 3 86 86 86 B 4 4 4 3. 7 82 82 82
Guides A 12 12 12 12 100 100 100 B 13 13 13 13 100 100 100
P. Solutions A 11 10 12 11 97 94 89 B 11 11 11 10 91 91 91

Questions A 17 18 17 18 94 100 94 B 31 31 31 31 99 99 99
Directs A B -
Positive R. A 6 6 5 5 83 83 100 B 4 5 6 5 80 100 83
Negative R. A B - - - -

.o0



Table 7. Percent Agreement Between the Standard Means and Observer Codings in Three Reliability Trials Using the Combined Categories

Trials % Agree Trials % Agree
Category Tape Mean 1 2 3 1 2 3 Tape Mean 1 2 3 1 2 3

Flow Pattern 1 A 6 6 6 6 100 100 100 B 9 9 9 9 100 100 100

Flow Pattern 2 A - - B -

Flow Pattern 3 A 3 3 3 3 100 100 100 B

Flow Pattern 4 A 4 4 4 4 100 100 100 B 10 10 10 10 100 100 100

TOTAL A 13 13 13 13 100 100 100 B 19 19 19 19 100 100 100

Structures C 2. 3 2 2 2 86 86 86

Guides C 11 12 12 12 94 94 94

P. Solutions C 14 15 15 15 95 95 95

Questions C 14 15 14 14 95 98 98

Directs C -

Positive R. C 5 4 5 5 80 100 100

Negative R. C 1 1 1 1 100 100 100

Flow Pattern 1 C 7 7 7 7 100 100 100

Flow Pattern 2 C - -

Flow Pattern 3 C 2 2 2 2 100 100 100

Flow Pattern 4 C 9 9 9 9 100 100 100

TOTAL C 18 18 18 18 100 100 100
,C)
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Procedures Used in Coding Audio-recorded Classroom Behavior

Examination of initial observation data clearly indicated that

some record of time was needed with the code describing each teacher

and student interact. Teacher interacts were coded the same if they

occurred for ten seconds or for ten minutes. Thus a short "yes" or

"no" answer to a question had the same weight as a lengthy ten-minute

explanation. Although interacts lasting ten seconds or longer are

qualitatively noted by coders using the Schalock system, the exact

time of duration of each interact is not noted and not so critical since

the great variety of coded moves provides a relatively detailed

description of each interact.

The problem of timing coded interacts was solved by a kymo-

graph whose steadily revolving drum was used to pull adding-machine

tape over a specially designed coding area (see Figure 4). The con-

stant speed of the drum, hence the adding-machine tape, was main-

tained by one of four electric motor settings on the instrument. The

rate of 5.9 seconds per centimeter of adding-machine tape was used

throughout all coding by the writer. This rate appeared adequate for

coding since the average length of time required to complete a teacher

or student interact was about six seconds or less, hence one centi-

meter of adding-machine tape or less. Care was also taken to keep

the length of the adding-machine tape winding around the drum to less

than four feet in order to maintain the constant rate.



AUDIO RECORDER

KYMOGRAPH

Motor

Drum
Tape

Movement

CODING AREA

Black Line

Tape Roll

Tape Holding
Wood Strip

Ci

Handre st Tape
Wood Holding

Panel Wood Strip

Figure 4. Schematic Drawing of the Coding Set-up
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The coding area (see Figure 4) consisted of a 6 inch by 14 inch

piece of wood over which the adding-machine tape passed. The tape

was held lightly in place by two small strips of wood under which the

paper tape passed. A small wood panel placed over the tape served

as a handrest. The transluscent paper tape also passed over a black

line which was seen through the paper. The black line served to

mark the spot over which the code was written on the moving paper.

A pencil mark on the paper over the black line at the beginning and

end of an interact often served to mark the time boundary of longer

interacts. The marks also served as convenient stopping places if

decisions about hard-to-determine interacts had to be made. A

simple switching device from the kymograph placed next to the tape

recorder switches allowed for simultaneous starting and stopping of

both tape recorder and kymograph motors.

The coded data from the adding-machine tapes were prepared

for tabulating by weighting all interacts lasting six seconds or longer.

As indicated above, one centimeter of tape corresponds to approxi-

mately six seconds of interaction time. Each interact on the tape

was measured with a centimeter rule and given the weight which

corresponded to the length in centimeters rounded off to the nearest

whole number. Thus an interact measuring less than 1. 5 centimeters

was weighted as one interact, whereas an interact measuring between

1. 5 centimeters and less than 2.5 centimeters was weighted as two
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interacts. In this procedure, the first interact had to exceed nine to

ten seconds in time before it was weighted at least double. The nine

to ten seconds of time also corresponds to a ten second time period

used in the Schalock system to identify interacts occurring ten seconds

or longer.

The coded interaction data then were prepared for computer

matrix tabulation by number coding all those behaviors the writer

considered important in analyzing teacher and student interaction in

the chemistry classes. Figure 5 shows 32 behaviors that were selec-

ted from the tape data for matrix tabulation. (The numbers appearing

in the matrix in Figure 5 are used in a later discussion. )

Figure 5 shows that the matrix contains 32 rows and columns

of behaviors and 32 by 32 or 1,024 interaction cells. Each teacher

category in Figure 5 is further categorized into "Class" and "One."

These two modifiers indicate if the teacher interacted with one stu-

dent or with the class. "Class" operationally defines teacher inter-

action with more than one student.

Student behavior in Figure 5 is further identified by the modifi-

ers "States, " "Question," "Silence, " "Affect," and "Nonverbal. "

"States" refers to any student statement or comment, whereas

"Question" refers to any student questioning behavior either initiated

by the student or in response to a request from a teacher or student.

"Silence" behavior refers to a lack of student response, most likely
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due to an inability to respond, to teacher "Precipitation of Perform-

ance" behavior, i. e. , teacher questioning and directing behavior.

Care must be taken to distinguish between a student's lack of response

and teacher behavior allowing sufficient time to respond. Examples

of cues that infer the coding of "Silence" student behavior are when

the teacher asks a question and upon receiving no response repeats

the question, or when the teacher calls on a student and upon receiv-

ing no response calls on another student. The coding of student

questions and student silence is as a result of habitually coding such

behaviors in Teaching Research training sessions. Although no for-

mal reliability data exist for coding such behavior, sufficient relia-

bility was felt to exist by the writer to include these behaviors in the

matrix categories. "Affect" refers in this case only to positive affect

such as student laughter, joking behavior, or any other behavior in-

dicating a general "positive" feeling between teacher and the students.

".Affect" is also used here to indicate response from the whole class

and not any one student. This action was taken since any teacher-

student interaction involving humor, laughter, etc. , is usually moni-

tored by the whole class, i.e. , it is not just confined to the teacher

and one student but usually quickly spreads throughout the whole

class. "Nonverbal" refers to all silent student compliance to teacher

requests. Examples are when the students are asked to work prob-

lems, to take out books, paper, etc. , or to observe the colors of a
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flame spectrum.

Flow Pattern 3 behavior refers to all student initiated state-

ments, questions, and silent responses that occur in interactive ex-

changes. "Class Response" refers to student response that involves

more than half of the class, whereas "Group Response" involves less

than half of the class but more than one student.

"Unasked" and "Asked" responses involve teacher interaction

with individual students only. An "Unasked" response is freely

given or volunteered by the student. "Unasked" responses are coded

when students either "blurt" a response or ask to respond by raising

their hands. "Asked" response is coded when teachers call upon

students to respond and no indications are evident that the student

wished to respond. Student behavior in Flow Pattern 1, teacher

initiated interactive exchanges involving one student, and Flow Pat-

tern 2, teacher initiated interactive exchanges as a result of some

student behavior, are all coded in the "Asked" student response cate-

gory. Flow Pattern 4 responses are coded in either the "Asked" or

"Unasked" student response category depending if the student was

called to speak or if he volunteered to speak.
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Matrix Tabulation and Analysis Procedures

Perhaps the most powerful method of analyzing classroom in-

teraction data is the pairwise plotting of interaction data into a matrix.

Extensively used and further developed by Flanders, matrix analysis

not only provides for a quick analysis of teacher and student behavior

patterns, but it also serves as a base for analyzing teacher and

student behavior in terms of percentages and ratios, e. g. , the I/D

ratio.

To show the pairwise plotting of behavior data into the matrix,

the following 11-statement interaction sequence is presented:

1st
pair

3rd
pair

(1)

(2) 2nd
pair

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

The teacher questions the class,

the class shows silent response,

the teacher repeats the question,

less than half of the class responds,

the teacher praises the group,

the teacher questions, "Anything else?"

one student responds freely,

the teacher praises the student,

(9)-(11) the teacher lectures to the class (weighted as
three interacts).

The 11 statements, indicating 11 teacher and student interacts, are

tabulated into the matrix in the following manner:
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The first interact of each pair of interacts identifies the row

category, whereas the second interact of the pair identifies the col-

umn category of the matrix cell in which a tally is to be placed.

Thus, for the first pair, a tally is made in the cell of row: "Ques-

tions, Class," and of column: "Class Response, Silence" (see

Figure 5). Similarly, for the second pair of interacts, a tally is

made in the cell of row: "Class Response, Silence," and of column:

"Questions, Class." This procedure continues until all behavior is

tallied. Figure 5 shows that the total number of row tallies equals

the total number of column tallies in the matrix and thus serves as a

check in the accuracy of the matrix tabulation. Figure 5 also shows

that a grand total of ten interacts is indicated even though the inter-

action sequence consisted of 11 statements. To avoid such loss of

one interact, the procedure of starting and stopping with the same

category, usually a low frequency category, is practiced. The per-

cent error introduced in this procedure is not appreciable if large

interact sequences are involved. In this study the "Interference"

category was used to begin and end all classroom interaction.

Tallies in each matrix cell are then converted to percent by

dividing the number of tallies in the cell by the grand total number of

tallies in the matrix and multiplying by 100. The sum of the row

percentages as well as the sum of the column percentages again add

to 100% if proper calculations were made. The matrix in this form
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can now be used, as indicated above, in examining behavior totals

and ratios of different behaviors. Thus, for example, dividing the

total percentage of all teacher behaviors by the total percentage of

all student behaviors provides information about the number of teach-

er interacts per student interact.

Behavior patterns are also analyzed by examining areas within

the matrix. These areas may be small, e.g. , a single cell, or large

if many cells are combined. Each area is identified by a row category

or categories and by a column category or categories. As indicated

above, the row category or categories identify the behavior which

precedes, or is followed by, the behavior identified by the column

category or categories.

Figure 6 shows a number of broad interaction areas that indi-

cate various types of interaction behavior patterns possible in the

classroom. These areas are briefly discussed below.

"Area A" shows sustained teacher "Exposure to Information"

behavior. This area includes all teacher "Exposure to Information

interacts," i. e. , "Structures," "Guides," and "Provides Solutions,"

that are immediately followed by another "Exposure to Information"

teacher interact. "Area B" includes all teacher interacts that are

immediately followed by another teacher interact, and "Area C" in-

cludes all student interacts immediately followed by another student

interact. All other areas shown in Figure 6 show transitional
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behavior patterns. Thus areas D, E, and F represent student inter-

acts that follow, respectively, "Exposure to Information," "Precipi-

tation of Performance," and "Evaluation of Performance, Socializing,

as well as Flow Pattern 2" teacher behavior. Similarly, the areas G,

H, and I represent student interacts that are followed by, respec-

tively, "Exposure to Information," "Precipitation of Performance, "

and "Evaluation of Performance, Socializing, as well as Flow Pat-

tern 2" teacher behavior.
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CHAPTER VI

THE RESULTS OF THE STUDY

The Teacher Population Defined

Personal data from the seven CHEM Study and nine traditional

chemistry teachers who participated in the study is presented in

Table 8. These data are compiled from a questionnaire completed

by each teacher in the Spring of 1968. Fifteen of the 16 chemistry

teachers are male teachers.

Table 8 shows that the average CHEM Study teacher has slightly

fewer years of total teaching experience and is slightly younger than

the traditional teacher. The average number of years of chemistry

taught, however, is the same for both teacher groups. Four of the

seven CHEM Study teachers have the same number of years of chem-

istry teaching as total years of teaching, whereas only one of nine

traditional teachers has the same number of years of chemistry

teaching as total years of teaching.

CHEM Study teachers earned approximately one and one-half

times as many quarter hours in chemistry after the bachelor degree

than were earned by traditional chemistry teachers. Eight of the

nine traditional teachers averaged two summer school terms of in-

service work per teacher. The number of summer-school sessions
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Table 8. Personal Data of the Seven CHEM Study and Nine
Traditional Chemistry Teachers Participating in the Study

Item Group Range Mean

Total years of teaching experience CHEM S 5-30 15
Trad 6-41 19

Years of chemistry teaching experience CHEM S 5-30 13
Trad 4-27 13

Years of CHEM Study teaching CHEM S 3-6 4.7
experience

Number of chemistry quarter hours CHEM S 9-60 28
earned after the Bachelor Degree Trad 9-35 18

Age at the time of the study (Spring 1968) CHEM S 31-55 40
Trad 28-63 43

Number of daily class preparations CHEM S 1-3 1.6
Trad 1-3 1.8

Number of chemistry sections taught CHEM S 1-5 3. 6
Trad 2-5 3.3

Average number of students per CHEM S 15-46 24
chemistry class Trad 10-25 19

Average number of laboratory periods CHEM S 1.5-4 2.1
in two weeks Trad 1-3 2. 1

School student enrollment (1967-1968) CHEM S 430- 1200
1730

Trad 440- 1200
1970
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per teacher ranged from one to four. One traditional teacher had no

in-service work. Three of the nine traditional teachers also indicated

that the summer school work involved studying CHEM Study materials.

One of these three teachers indicated having studied both CHEM

Study and CBA chemistry materials in different summer sessions.

CHEM Study teachers list in-service work consisting of two academic

year institutes, summer school sessions, and night school. Based on

an equivalent of four summer school sessions per academic year

institute, CHEM Study teachers averaged 3. 6 summer school ses-

sions per teacher. The range of summer school sessions per teacher

is from one to seven.

Seven of the nine traditional teachers used the text Modern

Chemistry by Metcalfe, Williams, and Castka. Four of the nine tra-

ditional teachers had used a Modern Chemistry text from 6 to 21

years for an average of 12.7 years.

One BA, one BS, one MEd, one MA, and three MS degrees

were earned by the seven CHEM Study teachers. The traditional

teachers listed one BA, two MEd, two MA, and four MS degrees

earned.

The average number of daily preparations appears to be nearly

the same for the two teacher groups. Five of the seven CHEM Study

teachers show only one daily preparation, whereas seven of the nine

traditional teachers show one or two daily preparations.
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The average number of students per class appears slightly

higher for the CHEM Study classes. However, all CHEM Study class-

es contained 25 students or less except one class with 46 students.

All chemistry classes are primarily composed of juniors; however,

other high school levels are also represented.

The average number of laboratory periods per two weeks is the

same for the two teacher groups. A two-week period was chosen for

comparison since laboratory experimentation in the chemistry classes

followed no set schedule and varied from week to week.

Statistical Considerations in the Analysis of Data

Statistical comparison between the interaction behaviors of

CHEM Study and traditional chemistry teachers is made with the

t-test which tests the significance of the differences between the be-

havior means of the two teacher groups. The t-statistics are tested

at the . 05 level of significance with 14 degrees of freedom. Hypo-

theses stating that no significant differences exist between CHEM

Study and traditional chemistry teacher behaviors are rejected when

a t-value of + 2.145 is reached. Hypotheses stating that significantly

more behaviors exist in the CHEM Study sample than exist in the

traditional chemistry teacher sample are accepted when a t-value

of 1.761 is reached.
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The small sample sizes of n1=7 and n2=9 can be used since

the t-test is designed to deal with small sample sizes of perhaps 25

or less (Tatsuoka, 1963). The subscripts 1 and 2 designate the CHEM

Study and the traditional chemistry teacher samples, respectively.

Based on the assumption that two given populations are normal and

have the same variance, the statistic

(yi Y2) [12)
t

(_1

\ n1 n2i

follows the t-distribution with (n1 + n2 - 2) degrees of freedom, where

2 .s is the pooled estimate of the common variance of the two popula-

tions and y1 and y2 are the means of two independent samples (Li,

1964). p. (mu) represents the actual means of the samples, assumed

to be the same for the two populations. The pooled sample variance

is given by the formula

2
Si 2(n1 -1) + S2 (n2 -1)

S
P n1 + n2 2

wherewhere Si and S22 are the calculated sample variances and n1 and n2

are the two sample sizes. The sample variance is given by the

formula

S2 E(y-7)2
n-1
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Flow Pattern Results

Table 9 shows flow pattern numbers and percentages observed

during four class periods of every CHEM Study and traditional chem-

istry teacher participating in the study. The four flow patterns, dis-

cussed in Chapter II, describe the four different ways in which teach-

er-student interactive exchanges are initiated. None of the flow pat-

tern percentages in Table 9 show significant differences between

CHEM Study and traditional chemistry classes.

Table 9 shows that Flow Pattern 2, teacher initiated interaction

as a result of some student behavior, e. g. , puzzled expressions,

misbehavior, etc. , occurred very infrequently for both teacher

groups. The possibility exists that teachers, aware of certain stu-

dent behavior, e. g. , misbehavior, did not overtly indicate this aware-

ness and chose instead to interact with a misbehaving student by ask-

ing questions related to the subject matter. Such teacher behavior is

coded in Flow Pattern 1 unless indications are clear that it should be

Flow Pattern 2. Misbehavior, however, was rarely observed in the

classrooms.

Table 9 shows that Flow Pattern 1, teacher initiated behavior,

and Flow Pattern 4, individual student response behavior, are the

most often observed interactive exchanges. Flow Pattern 3, student

initiated interactive exchanges, in comparison, occur rather
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Table 9. Number and Percent of Flow Pattern 1, 2, 3, and 4 Interactive Exchanges, the Total
Number of Flow Pattern, and the Total Number of Interacts in Selected CHEM Study
and Traditional Chemistry Classes

U

cd

Flow Pattern Interacuve Exchanges : otal
Number of
Interacts

F. P.1 F. P. 2 F. P. 3 F. P. 4 Total F. P.
NumberNumber % Number % Number % Number %

140 48.8 0 0 18 6.3 1291) 45.0 287 2164
168 51.9 4 1.2 28 8.6 124 38.3 324 1915
107 53. 5 2 1.0 15 7.5 76 38.0 200 2011
137 53.1 1 0.4 63 24.4 57 22.1 258 2012
103 48.1 4 1.9 32 15.0 7S 35.1 214 1687
195 47.6 9 2. 2 40 9. 8 166 40.5 410 2590
203 48.3 2 0.5 103 24.5 112 26.7 420 2238

50.2 1.0 13.7 35.1

173 53.1 1 0.3 63 19.3 89 27. 3 326 1938
93 39.6 6 2.6 69 29.4 67 28.5 235 1307

129 43.9 4 1.4 32 10.9 129 43.9 294 2291
90 47.1 0 0 24 12.6 77 40.3 191 1674

130 51.6 0 0 15 6.0 107 42.5 252 1607
158 53.2 1 0.3 51 17.2 87 29.3 297 2137
184 49.3 0 0 45 12.1 144 38.6 373 1959
183 66.8 0 0 54 19.7 37 13.5 274 1854
138 50.9 6 2.2 30 11.1 97 35.8 271 1917

50.6 0.8 15.3 33.3

-O. 143 0.575 -0. 440 0. 393
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infrequently. The number of Flow Pattern 4 interactive exchanges

resulting from Flow Pattern 1 interactive exchanges is not known

since no effort was made to include such data in the matrix. These

data are, however, used in later discussion.

Table 9 shows that the "Total Number of Interacts" per teacher

varies during the four class periods. This is expected since the

length of a class period as well as the length of time taught in a class

period varies. Teachers often did not teach a full class period but

allowed individual study at the end of a period.

Table 10 provides information about the numbers of interacts

per interactive exchange. These ratios are discussed in the following

paragraphs.

The number of "Flow Pattern 3 Interacts per Flow Pattern 3

Interactive Exchange" in Table 10 are obtained by dividing the number

of Flow Pattern 3 interacts observed in a class by the number of Flow

Pattern 3 interactive exchanges shown in Table 9. The number of

Flow Pattern 3 interacts is obtained by multiplying the percentage of

Flow Pattern 3 behavior in each teacher's matrix2 by the "Total

Number of Interacts" shown for each teacher in Table 9. Similarly,

2 Individual teacher matrices are not presented in the study due to
the bulkiness of these data. Individual or all teacher matrices are
available to interested persons upon request.



Table 10. Ratios of the Number of Flow
CHEM Study and Traditi onal

Pattern 3, Total Student, and Total Teacher Interacts Per Interactive Exchange in Selected
Chemistry Classes

Flow Pattern 3 Interacts Per
Flow Pattern 3 Interactive
Exchange

Student Interacts Per
Interactive Exchange

Teacher Interacts Per
Interactive Exchange

Total Number of Teacher and
Student Interacts Per Interactive
Exchange

CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional

Range

Mean

1.9

2. 4

2. 7

1.7

1.5

2. 2

1.5

1.5

2. 7

2.0

2.5

2. 3

1.6

2. 8

1.3

1.5

1.8

1.3

1.8

1. 3

2.8

1.9

1.5

1.3

2. 7

1.2

1.8

1.8

1.3

1.2

2. 7

1.7

1.5

1. 5

1.9

1.3

1.6

1.0

1.4

1.3

1.2

1.2

1.9

1.4

6.0

4. 5

7. 2

6.5

6.0

4.5

3.9

3. 9

7. 2

5.5

4. 4

4. 0

5.8

7.4

4.7

6.1

3. 8

5.5

5.8

3. 8

7.4

5. 3

7.5

5.8

9. 9

7. 7

7. 8

6. 3

5.2

5. 2

9. 9

7. 2

5.9

5. 5

7. 7

8.7

6. 3

7. 1

5. 2

6.8

7.0

5. 2

8. 7

6. 7
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the numbers of "Student Interacts per Interactive Exchange" and

"Teacher Interacts per Interactive Exchange" shown in Table 10 are

obtained by dividing each of the respective number of student and

teacher interacts by the total number of flow pattern exchanges given

in Table 9. The number of student interacts is obtained by multiply-

ing the percentages of "Total Student Behavior" given in Table 11 by

the "Total Number of Interacts" observed for each teacher in Table 9.

The number of teacher interacts is obtained by multiplying the per-

centages of "Total Teacher Behavior" in Tab le 11 by the "Total

Number of Interacts" observed for each teacher in Table 9. No

t-values are calculated since the differences between the means shown

in Table 10 are small and probably not significant.

Table 10 shows that the number of "flow Pattern 3 Interacts per

Flow Pattern 3 Interactive Exchange" is approximately two for both

teacher groups. This low ratio is evidence, along with other data

discussed later, that Flow Pattern 3 interacts are primarily short

student questions or comments. The ratio gives no indication of the

number of teacher interacts in the interactive exchange, i. e. , any

number of teacher interacts may be involved. Nevertheless, the data

indicate that lengthy discussion is not a general occurrence in student

initiated interactive exchanges.

Table 10 also shows that students generally average one and

one-half "Student Interacts per Interactive Exchange," a ratio slightly



Table 11. Percentages of Total Teacher and Total Student Behavior, the Ratio of Teacher to Student Interacts and the Percentages of
Interference in Selected CHEM Study and Traditional Chemistry Classes

Total Teacher Behavior Total Student Behavior
Teacher/Student
Interact Ratio

Interference Behavior

CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional

79.3 73.4 19.87 25.34 3.99 2.90 0.79 1.19

76.8 72.4 22.51 26.86 3.41 2.70 0.52 0. 31

71. 8 74. 1 26. 65 24.92 2.69 2. 97 1.39 0.74

% 83.9 84.1 15.41 14.34 5.44 5.86 0.70 1.55

76.4 74.1 22.82 25.58 3. 35 2. 90 0.59 0.37

70.7 85.4 28. 53 13.76 2.48 6.21 O. 39 0.84

73.2 72.9 23.95 26.75 3.06 2. 73 2.77 0. 36

81.2 18.45 4. 40 0.32

82.5 16.74 4.93 0.47

Range 69.7 72.4 15.41 13.76 2.48 2.70 0.39 0.31

83.9 85.4 28.53 26.86 5.44 6. 21 2.77 1.55

Mean 75.0 77.8 22.82 21.41 3.49 3.96 1.02 0. 68

S2 18.72 30.30 0.99 2.01 0.70 0.19

t 0.555 -0.729 1.04
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less than the student participation shown in Flow Pattern 3 interactive

exchanges. Table 10 also shows that teachers average three to four

times more interacts per interactive exchange than students. The

sum of the student and teacher interactive exchange ratios shown in

Table 10 produces the "Total Number of Teacher and Student Inter-

acts per Interactive Exchange." These ratios range from five to ten

interacts per interactive exchange for both groups of teachers averag-

ing seven interacts per interactive exchange. Thus a different flow

pattern appears to exist in both CHEM Study and traditional chemistry

classes after approximately seven teacher and student interacts.

This ratio is somewhat misleading, however, if one considers the

following example. A teacher addressing a class for 42 interacts

produces a ratio of 42 interacts per interactive exchange. If four

different students ask one question each which the teacher answers

with a "yes" or "no," the ratio is changed to ten interacts per inter-

active exchange. Thus the addition of a small number of student in-

teracts changes the overall ratio considerably. Table 10 data, how-

ever, indicate the degree of teacher and student involvement in inter-

active exchanges. A high number of "Student Interacts per Interactive

Exchange" indicates greater student involvement in teacher-student

interactive exchanges. Although a low student ratio may indicate less

student involvement, it does not necessarily indicate low overall stu-

dent involvement in class interaction. Thus a teacher may
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deliberately keep the number of student interacts per interactive ex-

change low in order to involve a greater number of students. The

number of student interacts is high in such a class, but the number

of "Student Interacts per Interactive Exchange" would be low. These

student ratios must therefore be examined with additional information

such as the ratios of "Teacher to Student Interacts" or the number of

"Teacher Interacts per Interactive Exchange" if discussion of teacher

and student involvement in interactive exchanges is to occur. "Teach-

er to Student Interact" ratios are shown in Table 11. The "Teacher

to Student Interact Ratio" in Table 11 is obtained by dividing percent-

ages of "Total Teacher Behavior" in Table 11 by percentages of

"Total Student Behavior" in the same table.

Graph 1 shows the relationship between the "Ratio of Teacher

Interacts per Student Interact" and "Student Interacts per Interactive

Exchange. " Teachers with nearly the same "Ratio of Teacher Inter-

acts per Student Interact" appear in Graph 1 as points on a horizontal

line, whereas teachers with roughly the same "Ratio of Teacher Inter-

acts per Student Interact" are shown in the same horizontal sections

in the graph. Teachers whose data points appear to the right of other

teachers on any particular line indicate less teacher involvement,

hence a greater student involvement during interactive exchanges.

Teachers whose data points are located to the left on a horizontal line

indicate not only shorter interaction with students but also that
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Student Interacts and the Number of Student Interacts
per Interactive Exchange in Selected CHEM Study and
Traditional Chemistry Classes
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perhaps interaction with a greater number of students has occurred.

Teachers located to the left of the graph and in higher levels indicate

not only short interactive exchanges with students but also that these

occur less frequently. Graph 1 also shows no consistent pattern for

CHEM Study and traditional chemistry teachers.

"Interference" is shown in Table 11 to range from 0.31 to 2. 77

percent for CHEM Study and traditional teachers. The relatively

large 2. 77 percent value is due to a small group of students who

worked laboratory experiments in the same room where class dis-

cussion was held.

None of the t-values calculated in Table 11 show significant dif-

ferences between the mean behaviors of CHEM Study and traditional

teachers. No t-value was calculated for the "Total Teacher Behavior"

data in Table 11 since the difference between the means appears to

be not significant.

Teacher-Student Behavior Results

Percentages of teacher and student behaviors observed during

four class periods in each CHEM Study and traditional chemistry

teacher's classroom are shown in Tables 12 to 17. All t-values

shown in Tables 12 to 14, 16, and 17 show that the differences be-

tween the percent means of CHEM Study and traditional chemistry

teacher behaviors are not significant. Information about teacher
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behavior is given in Tables 12 to 15. Student behavior is shown in

Tables 16 and 17.

Table 12 shows the teacher categories "Structures," "Guides, "

and "Provides Solutions. " These categories compose the broad "Ex-

posure to Information" category. Accordingly, the sum of the per-

centages of the "Structures," "Guides," and "Provides Solutions"

categories is the percentage shown in the "Exposure to Information"

category. Table 12 shows that the "Provides Solutions" category

accounts for the greatest percentage of teacher behavior within the

"Exposure to Information" category. "Structures" and "Guides"

teacher behavior are shown in Table 12 to account for approximately

one-fourth of "Exposure to Information" teacher behavior. "Struc-

tures" averages slightly less than "Guides" teacher behavior; however,

six of the 16 teachers show more structuring than guiding behavior.

The majority of behaviors coded in "Structures" are due to homework

and laboratory assignments made in class. The largest 14. 67 per-

centage of "Structures" behavior shown for one teacher in Table 12 is

because the teacher spent more than one-half of a class period dis-

cussing the next laboratory assignment. The majority of "Guides"

behavior occurs in teacher interactions with individual students. In

exhibiting guiding behavior, the teachers often repeated a student's

response, frequently in the form of a question, presumably for the

purpose of helping the student to a conclusion of a topic or question



Table 12. Percentages of Teacher Structuring, Guiding, Providing Solutions, and Exposure to Information Behavior in Selected CHEM
Study and Traditional Chemistry Classes

Structures Guides Provides Solutions Exposure to Information

CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional

2.77 5.47 10.63 3.77 40.76 36.95 54.16 46.18

6. 32 9.64 8.25 5.20 38.38 39. 10 52. 95 53.94

7.66 7. 16 7.61 10.34 38.84 28.46 54.10 45.96

0A, 14.67 6.09 3.83 7.23 53.58 58.96 72.02 72.28

8.06 4.11 6.46 10.64 38.47 30.43 52.99 45.18

3.20 3.56 11.12 8.14 27.53 59.57 41.85 71.27

3.04 3.11 4.96 7.91 47.50 37.57 55.50 48.60

5.18 5.61 53. 34 64.13

8.50 5.69 44.44 58.63

Range 2.77 3.11 3.83 3.77 27.53 28.46 41.85 45.18

14.61 9.64 11.12 10.64 53.58 59.57 72.02 72.28

Mean 6.52 5.87 7.55 7.17 40.72 43.20 54.80 56.24

S2 17.73 4.94 7.41 5.46 66.56 136.10 78.69 118. 01

t 0. 403 0. 300 -0. 477 -0. 285
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under discussion.

The "Precipitation of Performance" categories shown in Table

13 are "Questions" and "Directs. " The "Questions" category shows

by far the larger percentages of the two kinds of teacher behaviors,

The low percentages of the "Directs" category indicate that this direct

method of precipitating student performance is not nearly as often

used by the teacher as the more indirect questioning method.

"Positive Reinforcement" in Table 13 is shown to be considerab-

ly higher than "Negative Reinforcement. " Although not shown, the

ratio of positive to negative reinforcement behavior per teacher

ranges from 1.7 to 21 for all teachers. The average ratio is 5. 8

positive to negative reinforcement teacher interacts. Most positive

and negative reinforcement statements are short teacher expressions

such as, "Fine," "Yes, " "Alright," etc. , and "No," "Wrong, " etc.

"Socializing" teacher behavior in Table 14 occurs from zero

percent to less than one percent in all chemistry classes observed.

An average of one-half percent of "Socializing" behavior in approxi-

mately 2000 interacts per four class periods indicates as few as ten

socializing interacts in these class periods. In the classroom,

socializing behavior is generally in the form of laughter or joking

behavior. Although this category does not include individual student

socializing behavior, it does indicate the amount of socializing per-

mitted in the classroom once instruction has begun.



Table 13. Percentages of Teacher Questions, Directions, Positive, and Negative Reinforcement in Selected CHEM Study and
Traditional Chemistry Classes

Questions Directs Positive Reinforcement Negative Reinforcement

CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional

19. 69 19.35 0.28 0.83 4.62 6.30 0.51 0. 62

18. 33 11. 86 1.36 2.14 2.19 2. 91 0. 94 1.22

12.48 20.52 1.99 1.92 2.54 4.67 O. 70 0. 70

9.00 8.78 1.24 0. 42 1.09 1.97 0.15 0.36

16.42 22.09 0.47 1.31 4.74 5.23 1.13 0.25

19. 23 11.65 2.24 0. 75 5.64 1.12 0.89 0.42
13.58 17.92 0.76 1.23 2.41 2.76 0.58 1.58

11. 87 1.02 2.54 1.08

18.73 0.68 3.29 1.04

Range 9.00 8.78 0.28 0.42 1.09 1.12 0.15 0.25

19.69 22.09 2.24 2.14 5.64 6.30 1.13 1.58

Mean 15.53 15.86 1.19 1.14 3.32 3.42 0.70 0.81

S2 15.89 23.11 0.55 0.33 2.79 2.75 0.10 0.20

t -0. 147 0.146 -0.119 -0. 545



Table 14. Percentages of Teacher Socializing Behavior and Ratios of Exposure to Information to Precipitation of Performance Behavior,
the Ratio of Teacher Interaction with One Student to Interaction with the Class, and Indirect to Direct Teacher Behavior in
Selected CHEM Study and Traditional Chemistry Classes

Socializing Exposure to Information to
Precipitation of Performance
Ratio

Individual Student to Class
Interaction Ratio

(I/D Ratio)
Indirect to Direct

CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional

0.09 0.15 2.71 2. 29 0. 39 0.51 0. 79 0. 67

0.99 0. 31 2. 69 3. 85 0. 39 0. 68 0.63 0. 39

0.05 0. 31 3. 74 2.05 0. 38 0.51 0. 46 0. 94

0. 35 0. 30 7.03 7. 86 0. 36 0.44 0. 21 0. 28

0.65 0 3.14 1.93 0. 38 0.39 0.59 1.05

0.89 0.14 1.95 5.75 0.43 0. 36 1.09 0. 33

0. 36 0.82 3.87 2.54 0. 43 0. 39 0.41 0. 68

0.59 4.97 0.43 0.34

0. 10 3.02 0.43 0.51

Range 0.05 0 1.95 1.93 0. 36 0. 36 0. 21 0.28

0.99 0.82 7.03 7.86 0.43 0. 68 1.09 1. OS

Mean 0.48 0.30 3.59 3. 81 0.40 0.46 0.60 0.58

S2 0.14 0.07 2.74 4.08 0.00 0.01 0.08 0.08

t 1.152 -0. 229 -1. 696 O. 1 48
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The ratios of "Exposure to Information" behavior, i. e. , "Struc-

tures," "Guides, " "Provides Solutions," to "Precipitation of Per-

formance" behavior, i.e. , "Questions" and "Directs," are shown in

Table 14. The ratios show that "Exposure to Information" behavior

occurs from approximately two to eight times more often than "Pre-

cipitation of Performance" teacher behavior. "Exposure to Informa-

tion" behavior composes the largest single block of teacher behavior

within the three broad teaching components.

Table 14 also shows that teachers interacted primarily with

more than one student rather than with individual students since the

"Individual Student to Class Interaction Ratio" averages less than one-

half. The ratios are obtained by dividing the sum of all teacher cate-

gories where interaction with one student is indicated by the sum of

those teacher interacts where interaction with the class is indicated.

The ratio of "Indirect to Direct" teacher behavior shown in

Table 14 is obtained by dividing the sum of the percentages of the

"Guides," "Questions, " "Positive Reinforcement," and "Socializes"

categories by the sum of the percentages of the "Structures," "Pro-

vides Solutions," "Directs," "Negative Reinforcement" categories.

The ratio is patterned after the Flanders Indirect to Direct ratio

(I/D), which is discussed in Chapter IV. Flanders (1965) writes that

an increase of indirect teacher influence behavior, hence an increase

of the I/D ratio, encourages student participation in the classroom.
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Correspondingly, increased direct teacher influence, resulting in a

lower I/D ratio, tends to increase teacher participation thereby

restraining student participation. Table 15 was constructed to test

this statement in this study. All Table 14 "Indirect to Direct" teach-

er ratios are ranked high to low in Table 15. The corresponding per-

centages of "Total Student Behavior" given earlier in Table 11 are

shown with each teacher's I/D ratio. The differences between the

I/D ratio means as well as the "Total Student Behavior" means of

teachers who rank above and below the median are shown to be signi-

ficant at the . 05 level of significance. Thus, a definite relationship

is shown between teacher's I/D ratios and "Total Student Behavior"

percentages. Relationships between I/D ratios and other correspond-

ing behaviors are later examined in this chapter as a result of this

finding.

Information about student initiated behavior is shown in Table

16. The "Flow Pattern 3, States" category includes student comments

and responses which occur in student initiated interactive exchanges.

The sum of the percentages of the "Flow Pattern 3, States" and "Flow

Pattern 3, Questions" categories in Table 16 plus the "Flow Pattern

3, Silence" category (shown in each teacher's matrix) equal the

"Flow Pattern 3, Totals" percentages in the table. These totals

average approximately one percent higher for the traditional chemis-

try classes. Table 16 shows that the major portion of Flow Pattern 3
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Table 15. Ranked I/D Ratios and Respective Percentages of Total
Student Behavior in Selected CHEM Study and Traditional
Chemistry Classes

Teacher I/D Total Student Behavior in %

Trad 1.09 28. 53
CHEM S 1.05 25. 58

Trad 0. 94 24. 92
CHEM S 0. 79 19. 87

Trad 0. 68 26. 75
Trad O. 67 25. 34

CHEM S 0. 63 22. 51
CHEM S 0. 59 22. 82

MEAN 0. 80 24. 53

S2 0. 04 7. 19

MEDIAN

Trad 0. 51 16. 74
CHEM S O. 46 26.65
CHEM S 0. 41 23. 95

Trad 0.39 26. 86

Trad O. 34 18. 45
Trad O. 33 13. 76
Trad 0.28 14. 34

CHEM S O. 21 15. 41

MEAN 0. 35 19. 54

S2 0. 11 17. 22

t 2. 81 (significant) 2. 24 (significant)



Table 16. Percentages of Flow Pattern 3 Statements, and Questioning Behavior, Total Flow Pattern 3, and Total Student Questioning
Behavior in Selected CHEM Study and Traditional Chemistry Classes

Flow Pattern 3 - States Flow Pattern 3 - Questions Flow Pattern 3 - Totals Total Student Questions

CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional

0.42 2.89 1.16 5.06 1.57 8.00 1.39 6.04

1.98 5.13 1.41 6.96 3.45 12.32 1.62 10. 02

0. 75 0.92 1.14 1.22 1.99 2.23 1.24 1.57

1.89 1.79 3.18 1.97 5.17 3.94 4.37 2.15

0. 95 0. 31 1,90 0.87 2.90 1.18 2.73 1. 43

1.89 0.94 1.43 2.57 3.47 3.51 1.89 2.71

2.46 1.89 4.56 2.25 7.02 4.18 4.92 3. 37

2.48 1.35 3.88 1.40

0. 89 1.88 2.87 2. 24

Range 0.42 0.31 1.14 0.87 1.57 1.18 1.24 1.40

2. 46 5.13 4.56 6.96 7.02 12.32 4.92 10.02

Mean 1.48 1.92 2.11 2.68 3.65 4.68 2.59 3.44

S2 3.56 11.71 2.22 8.17

t -0.711 -0. 707
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behavior is composed of student questions. This information, plus

the earlier shown data in Table 10 that the number of "Student Inter-

acts per Interactive Exchange" is low averaging two interacts per

interactive exchange, lead to the conclusion that students most often

initiate short interactive exchanges in the form of questions for the

purpose of obtaining clarifying information from the teacher.

The "Total Student Questions" data shown in Table 16 include

the percentages of the "Flow Pattern 3, Questions" category in

Table 16 and percentages of student questioning in "Unasked One

Student Response" categories obtained from each teacher's matrix.

Such "Unasked" student responses are largely the result of open-ended

teacher invitations as, "Are there any questions?" Since the percent-

ages of the "Total Student Questions" category in Table 16 are not

considerably increased over the percentages of the "Flow Pattern 3,

Questions" category, it is concluded that the majority of student

questioning behavior occurs in student initiated interactive exchanges.

Table 17 shows student response behavior from more than one

student and from individual students. No consistent response pattern

appears to be obtainable from these data. Apparently some teachers

prefer to interact more with the whole class, whereas other teachers

prefer to interact more with individual students.



Table 17. Percentages of Class and Group Response Behavior, Unasked and Asked Individual Student Response Behavior, and Total
Responses of Individual Students in Selected CHEM Study and Traditional Chemistry Classes.

Class and Group Response
Behavior

Unasked Individual
Student Respone Behavior

Asked Individual
Student Respone Behavior

Total Individual Student
Response

CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional

10. 31 7.43 7. 81 7.74 0.18 2.17 8.0 9.9

6.27 2.60 7. 21 9.49 5.59 2.45 12. 8 11.9

13. 97 13. 31 3.98 8.82 .6.71 0.57 10.7 9.4

3. 93 2.51 4.27 5. 91 2.04 1.97 6. 3 7.9

9. 31 8.09 8.95 6. 41 1.66 8.89 10.6 16.3

1.58 4. 31 6.87 3.98 16. 60 1.97 23.5 5.9

6. 75 4.44 7.73 15.21 2. 46 2. 91 10. 2 18.1

2.64 2.97 8.95 11.9

4.43 8.61 0.83 9.4

Range 1.58 2.51 3. 98 2.97 0.18 0.57 6. 3 5.9

13. 97 13.31 8.95 15.21 16.60 9.89 23.5 18.1

Mean 7.44 5.53 6. 69 7.68 5.03 3.52 11.7 11.2

S2 17.15 12.58 3.49 12.85 31.24 11.78 31.3 15.2

t 0.996 -0. 662 0.669 O. 211
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Large Area Matrix Results

Tables 18 to 20 present the total percentages of large interaction

areas within each teacher's matrix. As shown in Chapter V, matrix

areas represent the interaction of those behaviors which form the

row and column categories of each area. The area percentages shown

in these tables also refer to the areas shown in Figure 6 and discussed

in Chapter V. Details of these interaction areas are discussed later

in this chapter. None of the t-values shown in the tables are signifi-

cant indicating that the differences between the area mean percentages

of CHEM Study and traditional chemistry teachers are not significant.

Percentages of sustained teacher and student behaviors are

shown in Table 18. "Area A" represents each "Exposure to Informa-

tion" teacher interact, i.e. a. "Structures," "Guides," or "Provides

Solutions" interact, that is immediately followed by another "Exposure

to Information" interact. "Area B" represents each teacher interact

immediately followed by another teacher interact, and "Area C" rep-

resents each student interact immediately followed by another student

interact. Since "Area A" is shown in Figure 6 to be located within

"Area B, " the data in Table 18 shows that roughly two-thirds of all

"Sustained Total Teacher Behavior" is due to "Sustained Exposure to

Information" teacher behavior.



Table 18. Percentages of Area A - Sustained Exposure to Information Teacher Behavior, Area B - Sustained Total Teacher Behavior,
and Area C - Sustained Total Student Behavior in Selected Chemistry Classes

Area A - Sustained Exposure to
Information Behavior

Area B - Sustained Total
Teacher Behavior

Area C - Sustained Total Student
Behavior

CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional

36.32 27.30 59.38 49.74 0.23 1.91

36.87 34.43 57.32 48.59 3.09 3.14

41.67 27.46 57.29 52.22 12.33 3.19

59.89 60.93 70.38 70.73 2.24 1.49

37.52 27.32 58.57 53.89 5.04 5.48

23.82 56.67 46.77 71.65 4.36 0.47

38.74 31.39 53.68 50.18 5.18 4.29

51.08 65.75 3.24

41.99 67.07 1.44

Range 23.82 27.30 46.77 48.59 0.23 0.47

59.89 56.67 70.38 71.65 12.33 5.48

Mean 39.26 39.84 57.59 58.87 4.64 2.70

S2 114.57 178.39 52.30 95.70 14.60 2.46

t -0.093 -0.277 1.405
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If the mean area percentages of CHEM Study and traditional

teachers are averaged, the results show 40 and 58 percent, respec-

tively, for Area A" and Area B" sustained behaviors. Earlier dis-

cussion of Table 11 and 12 data showed that "Exposure to Information"

behavior and "Total Teacher Behavior" averaged, respectively, 56

and 76 percent. Upon combining these two sets of data, the average

chemistry teacher shows that approximately 40% of 56% (or four of six)

"Exposure to Information" teacher interacts are immediately followed

by another "Exposure to Information" interact, and 58% of 76% (or six

of eight) teacher interacts are immediately followed by another teach-

er interact. The conclusion reached here is that when the teacher

interacts, he generally interacts in a sustained manner roughly 70

to 75 percent of the time.

"Sustained Total Student Behavior" is shown in Table 18 to vary

from 0.23 to 12.3 percent for all teachers. Comparing these data to

their respective "Total Student" percentage behaviors in Table 11, the

data shows that approximately zero out of 20 student interacts were

sustained for the teacher with this lower limit, whereas approximately

12 out of 27 student interacts were sustained for the teacher in the

upper limit of the range, The low value of 0.23 percent indicates

that about four to five student interacts occurred in some consecutive

sequence if a 2000 interact total is taken as an average number of

interact total for the four class periods. The high value of 12.3
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percent "Sustained Student Behavior" is because one class worked

extensive individual problems nonverbally in one class period and

participated in a demonstrated experiment in another class period.

Table 19 shows percentages of teacher-student interaction

patterns where student behavior follows types of teacher behavior.

As expected, the largest percentages are shown in "Area E, " "Preci-

pitation of Performance Followed by Student Behavior. " The relative

low percentages of student interacts following teacher "Evaluation of

Performance, Socializing, and Flow Pattern 2." behavior, "Area F, "

indicates that such teacher behavior is most often used by the teacher

to terminate interactive exchanges. Although "Socializing" and Flow

Pattern 2. behavior is included in this area, these data generally ac-

count for less than four-tenths of one percent of the interaction be-

havior.

"Area D, " "Exposure to Information teacher behavior Followed

by Student Behavior" in Table 19 is complementary to "Area G" in

Table 20, "Student Behavior Followed by Exposure to Information

Teacher Behavior" since both situations occur in the course of an

interactive exchange. The tables show that "Student Behavior Fol-

lowed by Exposure to Information Behavior, " "Area G, " occurs

roughly two to three times as often as the inverse situation, "Area D, "

indicating that teachers often repeat, develop, or add to student

statements.



Table 19. Percentages of Area D - Exposure to Information Teacher Behavior Followed by Student Behavior, Area E - Precipitation of

Performance Teacher Behavior Followed by Student Behavior, and Area F - Positive and Negative Reinforcement, Socializing,

and Flow Pattern 2 Teacher Behavior Followed by Student Behavior

Area D - Exposure to Information
Followed by Student Behavior

Area E - Precipitation of
Performance Followed by
Student Behavior

Area F - Positive and Negative
Reinforcement, Socializing, Flow
Pattern 2 Followed by Student Behavior

CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional

3. 42 6. 66 16.08 15.94 0.09 0. 78

4. 44 11.55 14. 36 11.25 0.63 1.15

3. 48 4.82 10.49 16.28 0. 35 0. 65

5.86 4.54 7.06 7.77 0. 20 0.54

3. 67 2. 99 13. 16 16.74 0. 95 0. 37

5. 75 4.63 16.48 8.61 1.89 0. 05

7.14 7. 35 10.95 13.83 0.54 1.23

4.75 9.76 0.70

3.50 11.37 0.52

Range 3.42 2. 99 7.06 7.77 0.09 0.05

7.14 11.55 16.48 16.74 1. 89 1.23

Mean 4.83 5.64 12.66 12.39 0. 66 0. 66

S2 2.09 6.98 11.52 11.70 0.41 0.14

t -0. 742 0.154 -0. 023



Table 20. Percentages of Area G - Student Behavior Followed by Exposure to Information Teacher Behavior, Area H - Student Behavior
Followed by Precipitation of Performance Teacher Behavior, and Area I - Student Behavior Followed by Positive and

Negative Reinforcement, Socializing, and Flow Pattern 2 Teacher Behavior

Area G - Student Behavior
Followed by Exposure to
Information Teacher Behavior

Area H - Student Behavior Area I - Student Behavior
Followed by Precipitation of Followed by Evaluation of
Performance Teacher Performance, Socializes and

Behavior Flow Pattern 2 Behavior

CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional CHEM Study Traditional

11. 37

10.14

8.30

11.76

14. 92

12. 90

3.47

6.43

3. 93

5.73

5. 28

5.60

4. 81

2. 82

1.99

5. 78

3. 75

3. 27

8.55 8.18 3.18 2. 75 1.44 1.73

10.49 10. 33 3. 79 5. 10 3. 44 4. 36

11.35 10. 39 7.10 1.63 5.68 1.26

11.80 12. 25 4. 42 6.84 2.50 3. 32

8. 85 3. 40 2. 97

8. 71 3.44 3.18

Range 8. 30 8.18 3.18 1.63 1.44 1. 26

11.80 14. 92 7. 40 6. 84 5.68 5.78

Mean 10. 29 10.75 4. 61 4. 42 3. 24 3. 29

S2 1.90 4.97 2.67 2. 87 2. 34 1. 79

t -0.668 0.241 -0.123
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The percentage of "Student Behavior Followed by Precipitation

of Performance Teacher Behavior" in Table 20, "Area H, " indicates

that this interaction pattern occurs approximately one-half as often

as the just previously discussed "Area G" pattern.

As shown in "Area I" of Table 20, teachers evaluate student be-

havior in varying amounts indicating percentages that range from 1.3

to 5.8. These data indicate that evaluation of student behavior is

relatively infrequent in chemistry classes.

Composite Matrix Analysis

The combined interaction data of the 16 chemistry teachers,

each observed for four class periods, is presented in Tables 21 and

22. The combined tables show the composite, 32 by 32 matrix,

representing 31,301 teacher and student interacts. The composite

data is discussed in this section since the t-values in the previous

sections indicate that no significant differences exist between the

mean behaviors observed in CHEM Study and traditional chemistry

classes. The analysis therefore describes the average chemistry

teacher participating in the study.

Graph 2 shows the totals of percentages for each of the 32 cate-

gories in the composite matrix. The "Class" teacher modifier indi-

cates that the teacher generally interacted with the whole class except

when guiding and evaluating student performance. When interacting
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Table 21. Matrix of All Selected Chemistry Teachers in Percent
COLUMNS

TEACHER BEHAVIOR

Exposure to Information Precipitation of Performance Evr.luation of Performance

Structures Guides
Provides
Soli \dons

Questions Directs
Positive

Reinforcement
Negative

Reinforcement Socializes

Class I One Class I One Class I One Class One Class I One Class I One Class One Class One

g0

eag

no
§ Till

It 2
4 ,Ag

STRUCTURES Class 3.016
. 010

.006
.019

,019
0

0
. 006

1,5810
. 045

.003

. 051
.623x
. 019

.016

. 042
.128

0
.013 0

0 0
.003

0

.003
0

0
0

.006
0

0
0One

GUIDES Class . 029
.048

0

.019
28. 1

,026
. 003
.134

0
.010

. 722x
,640x

24.839
1.172.

.003

.613x

.077
3.8720

. 907x
, . 527
4,1150

. 744x

,022
,923x
.176
. 843x

. 035

.032

. 163

.042

.003 . 236
,038 0
.045 .019
.035 0

0

. 518x

.006

.048

. 010

.003

.026
.006

.003
,019
.003
.013

. 003
0

.006
0

0
.010
.003
.006

One
PROVIDES

SOLUTIONS
Class 1.6490

.291
.006
.064

.01

.006One

_ri E

(9. 15 '2e1

el),

QUESTIONS
Class .083

.016
0

,003
.732x

0
0

. 173
.879x
.045

0 1.2140
.297 ,045

.016

. 188
.032
,003

0 .003
.026 0

0
.022

.019
0

0
.022

.013
0

0
.022One

DIRECTS
Class .048

,006
0
0

.045
0

0
.003

.089

.003
0 .051

,013 ,010
.013
.010

.214
0

.003 0

.006 0
0
0

.003
0

0
0

.006
0

0
.003One

g
Dd Ig

't `v
S c.1)'

POSITIVE
REINFORCEMENT

Class .054
,054

0
.022

.150

.006
0

. 684x
.307
.383

0 .195
. 581x .246

.006

.304
.006
.016

0 0
.019 0

0

.013
0
0

0
.010

0
0

0
.006One

NEGATIVE
REINFORCEMENT

Class .016
0

0
0

.010
.016

0
.048

.061

.035
0 .048

. 105 .048
0

.035
.006

0
0 0

,019 0
0

.003
.058
.010

0
.003

0
0

0
. 003One

SOCIALIZES
Class . 006

.019
0
0

0
.003

0
.013

.016

.035
0 .016

.013 .029
0

.022
.003

0

0 0
.010 0

0
.006

0
0

0
.006

.045
,006

0
.016One

FLOW PATTERN 2 Class 0
0

0
0

.006
0

0
.003

0
0

0 .006
.003 0

0
.064

.006
0

0 0
.006 0

0
0

.019
0

0
.010

0
0

0
0One

O 0

PoF
E
QR,

FLOW PATTERN 3
States .016

,010
, 006
.042

0
0

. 249
.038

.054

.016
. 617x

1.5940
. 045
.026

. 195

.220
0
0

. 010

.019
0
0

. 179

.073
0
0

.054
.010

0
0

.051

.016Question
Silence 0

,013
.003

0
0

.217
0
0

.003

.064
.029
.003

.003
.093

.026

.006
0
0

0
0

0
.080

.003
0

0
.006

0 0
.006

0
0

CLASS RESPONSE

States 0
Affect , 026

.086
0
0

0
.217

.006

.003
. 144
.403

.022
.003

. 035
. 591x

.019

.022
. 013
.042

0
.006

0
.006

0
.003

0
.032

0
0

. 016

.006
. 013'

0Silence
Nonverbal ,026

. 038
0
0

.006
1. 0770

0

.003
.073
. 505x

.003

. 003
.045
. 537x

.019

. 006
.006
.016

0
. 003

0
. 396

0
0

.003

. 029
0
0

0
.010

0
0GROUP RESPONSE States

UNASKED, ONE
STUDENT RESPONSE

Question .003
.026

.010

.013
0

.035
.038

2.0930
.003
.214

.319

.639x
.016
.240

.086

.994x
0

.013
0

.029
0
0

.022
1.176

0
.003

.006

.220
0
0

.006

.035States
Silence .010

.032
0

.006
.003
.003

,010
. 962x

.016

.070
.026
.252

.054

.064
.061
. 572x

.006

.003
0

.051
0
0

0
. 588x

0
.003

.010
. 115

0
.003

0
.048ASKED, ONE

STUDENT RESPONSE
States
Silence .006

. 134
. 003

0
. 013

0
. 102

0
. 035

. 179
. 083
.003

. 054

.045
. 272
.006

. 006

.016
,022
.003

0
0

. 003
0

. 003

.003
. 006

0
. 003
.006

. 013
0INTERFERENCE

TOTALS 5, 770 .224 2.888 4.581 32.641 9.230 10.690 5.185

Percentages greater than one percent,
xPercentages greater than one half but less than one percent.

.808 .367 .741 2.668 . 240 . 511 . 137 . 252



Table 22. Matrix of All Selected Chemistry Teachers in Percent

TEACHER

BEHAVIOR

FLOW PA TTERN 2

Class I One

STUDENT BEHAVIOR

FLOW PATTERN 3 CLASS RESPONSE

Wy

CF

19.

UNASKED, ONE
STUDENT RESPONSE

5,

ASKED, ONE
STUDENT

RESPONSE

e40

0

a 1
2 E

4 45'

....

STRUCTURES
Class 0 0 .016 .153 0 0 .022 .003 .026 .010 0 .003 0 0 .003 . 115

0
.010

One 0 0
0 0

.006

.010
.013
.013

0
0

0
.016

0
0

0
. 102

0
.016

0
. 086

.006

. 026
.006
, 319

0
0

0
.026

0
, 006

GUIDES
Class
One .003 .003

.010 .026
.038
.256

.054

. 824x
0
0

0
, 013

.003

. 121
0
0

.003

.022
0

.054
,006
. 003

.521x

. 026
.019

0
.297

0
.070

0
.003
. 137PROVIDES

SOLUTIONS

Class
One .016 .010

0 .003
.505x . 719x .003 .003 .045 0 .013 .003 . 188 .342 0 . 157 .010 .064

s
a. o

s QUESTIONS
Class 0 , 003 0 . 441 . 022 1. 326 . 003 2. 457 . 211 2. 613 0 . 425 . 188 .006
One .003 .003 .518x .058 .070 .010 .026 0 0 .003 .047 1.533 .188 1.4890 .380 0

ra m 't
e DIRECTS

Class 0 0 .003 .038 0 0 . 006 .032 .099 .032 0 .054 0 .032 .013 .026
One 0 0 .013 0 0 0 .003 0 0 0 0 .042 .013 .195 .045 .003

POSITIVE Class 0 0 .003 .010 0 0 .003 0 0 0 0 . 003 0 0 0 . 003

'.8

6 REINFORCEMENT One 0 .038 .061 0 0 .003 0 0 0 .022 . 102 0 .086 0 . 003

V,
a.

NEGATIVE
REINFORCEMENT

Class 0 .003 0 .006 0 0 0 .003 .003 .003 0 . 019 0 .003 0 0
One 0 0 .032 .003 0 0 .003 0 0 0 .003 .089 0 .045 .010 0

SOCIALIZES Class 0 0 .003 .010 0 .003 . 022 0 0 . 003 0 .003 0 .003 0 . 003

One 0 0 .006 .010 0 0 .010 0 0 0 .003 .010 0 ,026 ,010 0

FLOW PATTERN 2 Class .006 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
One 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

States 0 0 . 144 .022 0 .003 .010 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .003
FLOW PATTERN 3 Question 0 0 0 .272 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .010

e4
Silence 0 T 0 .006 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
States 0 0 0 0 0 .003 0 0 .003 0 0 .003 0 0 0 00

CLASS RESPONSE
Affect 0 0 .013 .016 0 0 .003 0 0 0 .003 .006 0 .016 0 .003
Silence 0 .016 0 0 0 0 0 .026 .006 0 .003 .003 0 .003 0 .013

ca Nonverbal 0 0 0 .006 0 0 0 0 1.243 0 0 .003 0 0 0 .006F
GROUP RESPONSE States .003 0 0 .010 0 0 0 0 .003 .013 0 .006 0 0 .003 .0066

0
UNASKED, ONE

_Question 0 0 .003 0 0 0 .003 0 0 0 .054 .006 0 0 0 0
States 003 .006 .006 .010 0 0 . 019 0 0 . 003 .003 .601 .003 . 003 .016 . 003

0 STUDENT RESPONSE Silence 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .026 0 .003 0 0
ASKED, ONE States 0 .003 .013 .016 0 .006 .029 0 0 0 0 . 016 0 . 665x . 010 . 003
STUDENT RESPONSE Silence 0 .006 .022 .006 0 0 0 0 0 0 .003 .042 0 .058 .048 0

INTERFERENCE 0 0 ,003 .013 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .006 0 .003 0 ,431

TOTAL .045 .086 1.658 2. 345 . 073 498 . 355 1, 492 1. 441 2. 668 578 6. 406 . 224 3. 533 . 811 . 853

Percentages greater than one percent,
x Percentages greater than one half but less than one percent.
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with the class, the "Provides Solutions" teacher category is approxi-

mately three times greater than the "Questions" category.

Student behavior is shown in Graph 2 primarily as response be-

havior. Although a variety of student responses are shown, the pre-

dominant forms are "Unasked" and "Asked" individual responses with

the former roughly two times greater. The graph also shows that

"Class Response" is generally nonverbal with the "Nonverbal" and

"Silence" categories showing approximately equal percentages.

The predominant verbal response involving more than one stu-

dent is from groups of students that number less than half of the class.

Graph 2 shows that Flow Pattern 3, student initiated interaction,

is roughly divided into student "Statements" and "Questions" with

"Questions" accounting for a slightly larger percentage. Since the

interaction "Area G" in Table 21 also shows a lack of "Guides" teach-

er behavior following Flow Pattern 3 student behavior but does show a

relatively high percentage of "Provides Solution" teacher behavior

following Flow Pattern 3 student questioning behavior, the conclusion

is again reached that Flow Pattern 3 is primarily a student-question-

followed-by-a-teacher-answer type of interactive exchange used by

the student to obtain clarifying information from the teacher.
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Composite Matrix Interaction Patterns

Details of the: large interaction areas shown in Tables 21 and 22

are discussed here. The tables show that all percentages greater

than one percent are marked with a dot. Percentages greater than

one-half percent but less than one percent are marked with the letter

x. As indicated earlier, row categories always precede, or are fol-

lowed by, column categories in discussion of single cell or large

areas in the matrix. Sustained behavior, of course, indicates that

the row and column categories are the same.

As discussed earlier, "Area A," "Sustained Exposure to Infor-

mation" teacher behavior, accounts for the major portion of "Area B, "

"Sustained Total Teacher Behavior." Examining "Area A" in Table

21 shows that this large percentage of teacher behavior is primarily

due to the sustained "Provides Solutions" behavior. The 24. 8 percent

value shown for "Provides Solutions" when interacting with the class

is also the largest percentage shown in any single cell in the matrix.

Other cells indicating percentages greater than one percent in "Area

A" are sustained "Structures" behavior when interacting with the

class and cells formed by the combination of the "Structures" and

"Provides Solutions" categories.

The composite matrix in "Area B" shows only two cells with

percentages greater than one. The "Provides Solutions" category
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followed by the "Questions" category when interacting with the class

indicates that teachers often provide information before questions are

asked or that class-directed information is used to initiate questions

by the teacher. Sustained teacher questioning activity is shown to

account for approximately one percent. "Area B" region also shows

a number of cells with percentages between one-half but less than one

percent. These cells primarily involve the categories "Questions, "

"Guides, " "Positive Reinforcement," and "Provides Solutions" and

are shown in the form of "Guides" followed by "Questions" behavior,

"Provides Solutions" followed by "Questions" behavior, "Structures"

followed by "Questions" behavior, and "Positive Reinforcement" fol-

lowed by "Guides" in one case and "Provides Solutions" in another

case. The latter two cases indicate that teachers often praise a stu-

dent's response, then either repeat the response perhaps in question

form, or add to the response by providing information. Zero percent-

age is shown in "Area B" for sustained "Positive Reinforcement",

indicating that teachers did not praise extensively, nor did they give

reasons for any praise. The above is, however, not the case for

sustained "Negative Reinforcement" behavior since "Area B" shows

percentage values for this behavior.

Response to teacher questioning behavior is shown in Graph 3.

The graph shows that approximately one percent of all teacher ques-

tions directed to the class are followed by additional questions
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resulting in the sustained teacher "Questions" percentage indicated

above. No indication is given in these data if the sustained question-

ing is as a result of similar questions, a repeat of the same question,

or a lengthy delivery of one question. As indicated earlier, a "Silence"

interact is coded between questions if cues indicate that students are

unable to answer a question. Examination of the "Silence" category

in Graph 3 and the teacher "Questions" total in Table 21 when the

teacher interacts with the class, shows that approximately one out of

seven teacher questions directed to the class is followed by student

silence. "Guides" and "Provides Solutions" teacher behavior show

approximately the same percentages in Graph 3. The teacher ques-

tioning behavior followed by "Provides Solutions" behavior in Graph 3

indicates that teachers at times did not actively seek student responses

to some questions. In these few cases teachers either answered the

questions or ignored the question by going on to new discussion.

The majority of student responses in Graph 3 are verbal and

involve a very slight amount of "Affect" behavior and "Questioning. "

The 0.21 percent of student "Unasked" questioning is in response to

the same percentage or less of teacher questions asking, "Are there

any questions?" or some other open-ended questioning.

"Area C" of the composite matrix, "Sustained Student Behavior,"

shows only the sustained "Class. Response, Nonverbal" category with

a percentage of approximately one, indicating the average amount of
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sustained silent activities requested by the teacher. Sustained "Un-

asked" and "Asked" individual student responses show approximately

the same percentages.

Areas D and F in Table 22 show no cell percentages greater

than one percent. Percentages between one-half but less than one

percent are noted in "Area D" for "Provides Solutions" teacher

behavior followed by Flow Pattern 3 student behavior. "Area E,"

student behavior following "Precipitation of Performance" teacher

behavior, shows that all cell percentages greater than one-half per-

cent are found following the "Questions" category. These categories

following the "Questions" category in separate interaction patterns

are "Flow Pattern 3, Statements," "Class Response, Silence,"

"Group Response," "Unasked Student Statements, " and "Asked Stu-

dent Statements. "

"Area G" in Table 21 shows primarily two types of teacher-

student interactions with percentages greater than one-half percent.

These are student responses followed by "Guides" teacher behavior

and student responses followed by "Provides Solutions" teacher be-

havior. "Guides" teacher behavior following student behavior was

generally observed to be a repeat of the student's or students' re-

sponse by the teacher, presumably for guiding purposes. Percentages

of Flow Pattern 3 behaviors followed by "Provides Solutions" teacher

behavior in "Area G" were discussed earlier.
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"Area H" in Table 21 represents teacher "Precipitation of Per-

formance" behavior following student behavior. No cells with per-

centages greater than one percent are observed in this area. Cells

showing percentages between one-half but less than one percent are

"Questions" teacher behavior following the categories "Asked Student

Statements," "Unasked Student Statements," and "Group Statements. "

The "Questions" category following "Class Response, Silence" in

"Area H" is discussed in Graph 4 below.

"Area I" shows that the "Positive Reinforcement" percentage

is two times greater when following "Unasked Student Response" than

when following "Asked Student Response." Since the total percentages

of each of these student response categories in Table 22 show "Un-

asked Student Response" to be approximately two times greater than

"Asked Student Response," it is concluded that no difference in teach-

er praise is evident for these two types of individual student responses.

Graph 4 shows types of teacher behaviors following the "Silence"

categories. The graph shows that when interacting with more than

one student the teacher most often questions again, but also quite

often provides solutions to the questions. When interacting with indi-

vidual students, teachers not only ask relatively more questions after

"Silence" student behavior, but also provide more guidance in the

solution to questions asked. Thus when interacting with individual

students rather than the class, teachers are less likely to provide

answers to questions not immediately answered by students.
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I/D Ratio Results

It was shown earlier in discussion of Table 15 that when indirect

to direct teacher behavior ratios, i. e. , I/D ratios, are ranked from

high to low, corresponding percentages of total student initiating and

response behaviors are also ranked from high to low. Table 15 also

shows that the difference between the I/D ratio means located above

and below the I/D ratio median as well as the difference between the

means of "Total Student Behavior" located above and below the same

median are significant at the . 05 level of significance. The I/D ratio

is calculated by the formula:

I Sum of Percentages of Guides, Questions, Positive Reinforcement, Socializing teacher behavior

D Sum of Percentages of Structures, Provides Solutions, Directs, Negative Reinforcement
teacher behavior

It is not known if the ranked I/D ratios in Table 15 are due to a chance

distribution of the percentages of the various categories or if there

are definite relationships between those categories located in the

numerator and those categories located in the denominator. Accord-

ingly, if a relationship between the I/D ratios and the categories

exists, then a teacher with a high I/D ratio should have relatively

higher percentages recorded in the numerator categories. Also, a

teacher with a low I/D ratio should have higher percentages in the

denominator categories of the I/D ratio formula. The intent of this
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section is to investigate relationships, if any, between the ranked I/D

ratios and corresponding percentages of the categories composing the

I/D ratio. The results of this investigation are shown in Tables 23 to

33. Each table shows the ranked I/D ratios and their corresponding

category percentages. Category percentages located above and below

the I/D ratio median are statistically compared by the t-test. A t-

value of + 2.145 with 14 degrees of freedom signifies that the differ-

ence between the percentage means located above and below the I/D

ratio median is significant at the . 05 level of significance. Although

teacher category percentages are often most clearly ranked in the

highest and lowest quartile divisions in Tables 23 to 33 and less clear-

ly ranked in center quartiles, it was decided that the I/D ratio median

formed the best boundary for comparing teacher groups. The reasons

are (a) the median is found at a natural break in the I/D ratio rank-

ings, (b) deviations in the percentage category rankings occur more

often within rankings above and below the I/D ratio median and less

across the median, and (c) if significant differences are indicated

for teachers located above and below the median, then these differ-

ences should be decisive with all the interaction data considered.

Tables 23 and 24 show the means, s2, i. e. , sample variance,

and t-values of percentages of teacher behaviors located above and

below the I/D ratio median. The tables show that the I/D numerator

categories, i. e. , "Guides," "Questions," and "Positive Reinforcement,"



Table 23. Ranked I/D Ratios and Respective Percentages of Structures, Guides, Provides
Solutions, and Questions Teacher Behavior

I/D Structures Guides Provides Solutions Questions
1.09 3.20 11.12 27.53 19.23
1.05 4.11 10.64 30.43 22.09
0.94 7.16 10.34 28.46 20.52
0.79 2.77 10.63 40. 76 19. 69
0. 68 3. 11 7. 91 37. 57 17. 92
0.67 5.47 3.77 36.95 19.35
0.63 6.32 8.25 38.38 18. 33
0.59 8.06 6.46 38.47 16.42

MEAN 0.80 5. 03 8.64 34. 82 19. 19
S2 0. 04 4. 08 6. 26. 6253 2. 96

0. 51
O. 46
0.41
0.39
O. 34
O. 33
O. 28
O. 21

MEAN 0. 35

S2 O. 11

8. 50
7. 66
3. 04
9. 64
5. 18
3. 56
6. 09

14.67

MEDIAN

5.69
7. 61
4. 96
5.20
5. 61
8. 14
7. 23
3.83

44.44
38.84
47.50
39.10
53.34
59.57
58.96
53.58

7. 29 6. 03 49. 42
14.20 2.19 67.77

18. 73
12. 48
13.58
11.86
11.87
11.65
8. 78
9. 00

12.24
9. 58

t 2.. 81 1.496 2. 50 (significant) -4.25 (significant) 5. 54
(significant)



Table 24. Ranked I/D Ratios and Respective Percentages of Directs, Positive Reinforcement,
Negative Reinforcement, and Socializing Teacher Behavior

I/D Directs Positive Negative Socializing
Reinforcement Reinforcement

1. 09
1. 05
0. 94
0. 79
0.68
0. 67
0. 63
0. 59

2. 24
1.31
1.92
O. 28
1.23
0. 83
1. 36
0. 47

5. 64
5.23
4. 67
4. 62
2. 76
6. 30
2. 19
4. 76

O. 89
0. 25
0.70
0. 51
1. 58
O. 62
0. 94
1. 13

0. 89
0

O. 31
0. 09
0. 82
O. 15
0. 99
O. 65

MEAN 0. 80 1.21 4. 52 0. 83 0. 49

S2 0. 04 1. 94 0. 17 O. 16

0.51
O. 46
O. 41
O. 39
O. 34
0. 33
O. 28
0.21

MEAN 0. 35
S2 0.11
t 2. 81

0. 68
1.99
0. 76
2. 14
1. 02
O. 75
0. 42
1.24

3.29
2.54
2. 41
2. 91
2. 54
1. 12
1.97
1.09

MEDIAN

1. 04
O. 70
0. 58
1. 22
1. 08
0. 42
O. 36
0. 15

1. 13 2. 23 O. 69
O. 63 O. 15

4. 05 (significant) 0. 70

O. 10
0. 05
O. 36
O. 31
O. 59
0. 14
0.30
O. 35
O. 28
O. 03

1.39
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have sufficiently high t-values to indicate significant differences be-

tween the means of percentages located above and below the I/D

median. The percentages within these categories are relatively well

ranked, particularly in the upper and lower areas of the rankings.

Although the mean percentage of the "Socializing" numerator category

is greater above the median, the difference between the means of this

relatively infrequently occurring category is not significant.

Tables 23 and 24 also show that differences between means are

not significant for the "Structures, " "Directs, " and "Negative Rein-

forcement" denominator categories. The "Structures" mean is

larger below the I/D ratio median, whereas the "Directs" and "Nega-

tive Reinforcement" means are larger above the I/D median. Exam-

ination of the percentages in the three categories shows that they are

not well ranked in relationship to their respective I/D ratios. The

"Provides Solution" denominator category does show, however, a

highly significant t-value with the larger mean located below the

median. Since "Provides Solutions" also accounts for the largest

percentage of any teacher behavior, the category has therefore a

definite effect in influencing the value of any I/D ratio.

In conclusion, ranked I/D ratios are definitely related to per-

centage rankings in the categories "Guides, " "Questions, " and

"Positive Reinforcement" in the numerator of the I/D ratio and to

the percentages of the "Provides Solutions" category in the
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denominator of the I/D ratio. "Structures," "Directs," Negative

Reinforcement, " and "Socializing" behavior account for almost

negligible percentages and appear, therefore, to have negligible effect

on the I/D ratio. Since definite relationships are observed in Tables

23 and 24 between I/D ratio rankings and teacher behavior percentage

rankings, other categories and interaction patterns are investigated

below for similar relationships.

Table 25 shows that a significant difference exists between the

means of the number of "Teacher Interacts per Student Interact."

The ratio is obtained by dividing the total percentage of teacher inter-

acts by the total percentage of student interacts. Corresponding to a

high I/D ratio, a low number of "Teacher Interacts per Student Inter-

act" indicates a greater number of student interacts and fewer teacher

interacts. Corresponding to a low I/D ratio, a higher number of

"Teacher Interacts per Student Interact" indicates an increased num-

ber of teacher interacts at the expense of student interacts.

Table 25 also shows that the rankings of "Student Interacts per

Interactive Exchange" run counter to the rankings of "Teacher Inter-

acts per Interactive Exchange" indicating a slight relationship between

these two ratios and between these ratios and the I/D ratios. Since

the differences between these ratio means above and below the I/D

ratio median are small, appearing not significant, t-values were not

calculated. The high value of 2.7 "Student Interacts per Interactive



Table 25. Ranked I/D Ratios and Respective Ratios of Total Student and Teacher Interacts per Inter-
active Exchange, Numbers of Teacher Interacts per Student Interact

of Student to Class Directed Teacher Interacts.
and the Ratio

I/D Student Interacts
per Interactive

Exchange

Teacher Interacts Teacher Interacts Teacher Interaction with
per Interactive per Student One Student to Interaction

Exchange Interact With the Class
1.09
1.05
0, 94
O. 79
O. 68
0.67
O. 63
0. 59

1.8
1.6
1.9
1. 5
1.4
1. 5
1. 3
1. 8

4. 5
4. 7
5. 8
6. 0
3. 8
4. 4
4. 5
6. 0

2. 48
2. 90
2. 97
3. 99
2. 73
2. 90
3. 41
3.35

O. 43
0.39
O. 51
O. 39
O. 39
O. 51
O. 39
0.38

MEAN 0.80 1.6 5.0 3. 09 0. 4Z

S2 0. 04 0. 23
MEDIAN

O. 51 1. 2 5. 8 4. 93 D. 43
0.46 2. 7 7. 2 2. 69 0.38
O. 41 1. 3 3. 9 3. 06 0. 43
O. 39 1. 5 4. 0 2. 70 0. 68
O. 34 1. 3 5. 5 4. 40 0. 43
O. 33 1.0 6. 1 6. 21 O. 36
O. 28 1. 3 7. 4 5. 86 0. 44
O. 21 1. 2 6. 5 5. 44 O. 36

MEAN 0. 35 1.4 5.8 4. 41 0. 44
S2 O. 11 2. 06
t 2. 81 -2. 46 (significant)
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Exchange" shown for one teacher in Table 25 is due to extensive indi-

vidual class work assigned by that teacher.

The mean percentage difference for "Teacher Interaction with

One Student to Teacher Interaction with the Class" also appears not

to be significant in Table 25. Accordingly, a t-value also was not

calculated.

Table 26 shows, as expected, a significant difference between

the percentage means of the ratio "Exposure to Information to Pre-

cipitation of Performance" behavior. The ratio is obtained by divid-

ing the sum of the "Structures," "Guides," and "Provides Solutions"

categories by the sum of the "Questions" and "Directs" categories.

As earlier shown in Tables 23 and 24, all but the "Structures" cate-

gory are relatively well ranked when shown with their respective I/D

ratios. Since the "Provides Solutions" category also supplies the

largest percentages, the above category is shown to be well ranked

in Table 26.

Table 26 also shows that the larger Flow Pattern 3 mean per-

centages are located below the I/D ratio median; however, no clear

ranking is observed in these data. As indicated earlier, Flow Pattern

3, student initiated interactive exchanges, are short and likely used

by students to obtain clarifying information from teachers.

Table 27 shows that "Class and Group Response, " "Unasked, "

and "Asked" individual student response show no definite pattern when



Table 26. Ranked I/D Ratios and Respective Ratios of Exposure to Information per Precipitation of
Performance Teacher Behavior, Flow Pattern 3 Interacts per Flow Pattern 3 Interactive
Exchange, and Percentages of Flow Pattern 3 Questions, and Total Flow Pattern 3
Student Behavior

I/D Exposure to Information Flow Pattern 3 Interacts Flow Total Flow
per Precipitation of per FP3 Interactive Pattern 3 Pattern 3

Performance Exchange Questions Behavior
1.09 1.95 2.2 1.43 3.47
1.05 1.93 1.3 . 87 1.18
0.94 2.05 1.6 1.22 2.23
0.79 2.71 1.9 1.16 1.57
0.68 2.54 1.8 2.25 4.19
0.67 2.29 2.5 5.06 8.00
0.63 2.69 2.4 1.41 3.45
0.59 3.14 1.5 1.90 2.90

MEAN 0.80
S2 0.04

2.41 1.8 1.91 3.37
0.19 1.81

0.51
0.46
0.41
0.39
0.34
0.33
0.28
0.21

MEAN 0.35
S2 0.11

3.02
3.74
3.87
3.85
4.99
5.75
7.86
7.03

MEDIAN
1.8
2.7
1.5
2.3
1.3
1.5
2.8
1.7

1.88
1.14
4.56
6.96
1.35
2.57
1.97
3.18

5.01 2.0 2.95

2.87
1.99
7.02

12.32
3.88
3.51
3.94
5.17
5.08

3.00 3.83
t 2.81 -4.125 (significant) -1.24



Table 27. Ranked I/D Ratios and Respective Percentages of Class Response, Unasked and Asked
Individual Response, and Total Student Response

I/D Class and Group
Response

Unasked Individual Asked Individual Total Ste lent
Student Response Student Response Response

1. 09
1. 05
0. 94
0. 79
O. 68
0, 67
0. 63
0. 59

MEAN 0. 80

1, 58
8. 79

13. 31
10. 31
4. 44
7.43
6. 27
9.31
7. 68

6. 87
6. 41
8. 82
7. 81

15. 21
7. 74
7.21
8. 95
8. 63

16.60
9. 89
0. 57
O. 18
2. 91
2. 17
5. 59
1.66
4, 95

25. 05
25. 05
22. 7(
18. 3(
22. 56
17. 34
19. 07
19.92
21. 25

S2 0. 04 9. OE
MEDIAN

0. 51 4. 43 8. 61 O. 83 13. 87
O. 46 13.97 3. 98 6. 71 24. 6
O. 41 6.75 7. 73 2. 46 16. 94
0.39 2. 60 9. 49 2.45 14. 54
0. 34 2. 64 2. 97 8. 95 14. 56
O. 33 4.31 3. 98 1.97 10. 26
0. 28 2. 51 5. 91 1. 97 10. 39
O. 21 3. 93 4. 27 2. 04 10. 24

MEAN 0. 35 5. 14 5. 87 3. 42 14. 43

S2 0. 11 23. 23

t 2. 81 3. 39:
(signifl cant)
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shown with their respective I/D ratios. The indication is, as dis-

cussed earlier, that some teachers prefer to interact primarily with

individuals while other teachers prefer to interact with groups of indi-

viduals or the whole class. However, the percentages of "Total Stu-

dent Response Behavior" again show the earlier discussed relation-

ship that a higher I/D teacher ratio also indicates increased student

behavior. Accordingly, the "Total Student Response" data in Table 27

show a significant difference between the means located above and be-

low the I/D median. The somewhat out of place value of 24.66 per-

cent is again the result of extensive individual and nonverbal deskwork

assigned by one teacher.

Tables 28 to 33 show percentages of various types of teacher-

student interactions. These tables are the results of the investigation

to determine if relationships also exist between matrix area percent-

ages of individual teachers and I/D ratios. Each interaction area in-

vestigated is shown in Figures 7 and 8 for quick matrix location.

Individual matrix cells are identified, as shown earlier, by row and

column categories. All area percentages are obtained from each

teacher's matrix.

Table 28 shows percentages of a type of teacher behavior which

often follows student response behavior. This interaction, designated

as the "K Area" in Figure 7, shows student response behavior fol-

lowed by "Guides" or "Positive Reinforcement" teacher behavior, or
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Table 28. Ranked I/D Ratios and Respective K Interaction Cell Percentages of Student Resp llase
Behavior Followed by Guides and Positive Reinforcement Teacher Behavior

I/D Teacher Interacts
With One Student

1.09 13. 11
1.05 10. 46
0. 94 5. 76
0. 79 6. 05
0. 68 5. 57
0. 67 4. 56
0. 63 6.20
0. 59 6. 17

Teacher Interacts Total K Area
With Class and Group

0. 20 13.31
1.74 12. 20
7. 42 13. 18
5. 84 11. 89
0. 40 5. 97
2.43 6. 99
0. 89 7. 09
2. 38 8. 55

MEAN 0.80 7.24 2. 66 9. 90
S2 0. 04

O. 51
O. 46
0. 41
O. 39
O. 34
O. 33
O. 28
0.21

5.21
5. 93
4. 02
4. 75
5.28
3. 97
5. 15
2.65

9.31
MEDIAN

1. 19
1. 84
1.70
O. 70
O. 42
1.91
0. 72
0. 85

6. 40
7. 77
5. 72
5. 45
5. 70
5. 88
5. 87
3. 50

MEAN 0. 35

S2 0. 11

t 2. 8/

4. 62 1. 17 5. 79
1. 38

3. 56 (significant)
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student response behavior followed by both "Guides" and "Positive

Reinforcement" teacher behavior. This type of interaction with one

student or with more than one student, i. e. , a group or the class,

indicates that teachers often repeat student response, praise student

response, repeat and praise student response, or praise and repeat

student response. Accordingly, percentages of "Teacher Interacts

with One Student" shown in Table 28 are composed of the matrix areas

(a) "Unasked" and "Asked" individual student response statements

each followed by "Guides" and "Positive Reinforcement" teacher be-

havior, (b) "Guides" followed by "Positive Reinforcement" when the

teacher interacts with one student, and (c) "Positive Reinforcement"

followed by "Guides" teacher behavior when interacting with one stu-

dent. Similarly, the "Teacher Interacts with the Class and Group"

data in Table 28 is composed of the matrix areas (a) "Class" and

"Group" response statements each followed by "Guides" and "Positive

Reinforcement" teacher behavior, (b) "Guides" followed by "Positive

Reinforcement" when the teacher interacts with the class, and

(c) "Positive Reinforcement" followed by "Guides" teacher behavior

when interacting with the class. Since it was earlier shown in Table

27 that no pattern for "Class," "Group, " "Asked" and "Unasked"

response behavior existed, percentages of the two categories above

are combined and shown in Table 28 as the "Total K Area. " Table 28

shows the "K Area" percentages to be ranked, indicating that a
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relationship with corresponding I/D ratios exists. Table 28 also

shows that the "K Area" means located above and below the I/D

median are significantly different.

Teacher-student interaction indicating that the teacher is de-

veloping or expanding student response is designed by the "L Area"

in Figure 7. Percentages for this type of interaction are shown in

Table 29. "L Area" percentages are composed of the sums of the

percentages shown in the first two data columns in Table 29. The

"Student Behavior Followed by Teacher Behavior" percentages are

composed of "Class," "Group, " Unasked" and "Asked" student re-

sponse statements each followed by teacher questioning behavior.

The "Teacher Behavior Cell" data is composed of sustained "Guides"

teacher behavior, "Guides" followed by "Provides Solution" behavior,

"Guides" followed by "Questions behavior, "Positive Reinforcement"

followed by "Provides Solutions" behavior, and "Positive Reinforce-

ment" followed by "Questions" behavior. Table 29 shows that the

percentages of the "L Area" interaction patterns describing teacher

development of student responses are relatively well ranked and that

the difference between the means is highly significant.

Table 30 percentages show three types of teacher-student inter-

action patterns involving student silence to teacher requested student

performance. "Area M" (see Figure 8) is composed of the cells

"Flow Pattern 3, Silence, " "Unasked" as well as "Asked" individual



Table 29. Ranked I/D Ratios and Respective L Interaction Area Percentages of Student Response
Behavior Followed by Questions, Guides, Positive Reinforcement, and Provides
Solution Teacher Behavior

I/D Teacher Behavior Cells Student Behavior Followed by
Teacher Behavior

Total L Area

1.09
1.05
0. 94
0. 79
0. 68
0. 67
0. 63
0. 59

8. 99
11. 56
9. 08

12. 24
7. 61
7. 95
8. 55
7. 08

3.94
2. 11
3. 23
1.76
3.42
3. 16
2. 82
2. 08

12. 93
13. 67
12. 3!
14. 00
11. 03
11. 11
11.37

9. 16
MEAN 0.80 9.14 2. 82 11.95
S2 0. 04 2. 55

MEDIAN

O. 51 7. 51 1. 82 9. 33
O. 46 6. 60 1.95 8. 55
O. 41 5.31 2. 28 7. 59
0.39 4. 43 1. 00 5. 43
O. 34 5. 79 1.62 7. 41
O. 33 9. 12 O. 47 9. 59
O. 28 5. 76 1.20 6.96
0.21 3. 95 1.20 5. 15

MEAN 0.35 6.06 1.44 7. 5C
S2 O. 11 2. 57
t 2. 81 5. 56

(significant)



Table 30. Ranked I/D Ratios and Respective Percentages of Interaction Areas. Area M-Student
Silence Followed by Guides and Questions Teacher Behavior, Area N-Student Silence
Followed by Provides Solution Teacher Behavior, and Area 0-Teacher Questions
Followed by Provides Solutions Teacher Behavior

I/D
1. 09
1. 05
0. 94
O. 79
O. 68
O. 67
O. 63
0. 59

Area M
1.39
2. 81
1.22
1. 43
2.24
O. 77
1. 78
0. 83

Area N
0. 47
1.25
0. 74
0. 79
0. 81
0. 72
O. 67
0. 65

Area 0
1. 82
1.86
0. 82
0. 83
1. 12
1. 70
1. 77
0. 60

Total N and 0 Area
2. 29
3. 11
1.56
1.62
1.93
2. 42
2.44
1.25

MEAN 0. 80 1.56 0.76

O. 51
O. 46
O. 41
0.39
O. 34
O. 33
O. 28
0.21

MEAN 0. 35

1. 00
1. 15
O. 55
1.30
1. 08
1.41
1. 02
O. 71

MEDIAN
O. 42
O. 35
O. 46
O. 30
O. 16
0.28
O. 48
O. 15

1.32 2. 08

3. 07
O. 75
1.39
O. 61
O. 65
O. 75
O. 42
1. 00

3.49
1. 10
1. 85
O. 91
O. 81
1. 03
0. 90
1. 15

1.03 0. 33 1.08 1.41
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silent response, and "Class, Silence" each followed by the "Guides"

and "Questions" teacher categories. Although a higher mean per-

centage for "Area M" is noted in Table 30 above the I/D median, the

rankings are not well ordered indicating that no definite relationship

exists with the correspondingly ranked I/D ratios. "Area N" consists

of "Flow Pattern 3, Silence, " "Unasked" as well as "Asked" individual

silent response, and "Class Response, Silence" each followed by

"Provides Solutions" teacher behavior. "Area 0" consists of all

teacher "Questions" behavior followed by the "Provides Solutions,

Class and One" teacher categories. Since student "Silence" is pre-

ceded by a teacher's request for student performance, and since the

request is usually in the form of a question, the difference between

areas N and 0 is only in the length of time a teacher waits before he

answers his own question. The total N and 0 area percentages in

Table 30 indicate the tendency for teachers with an above median

I/D ratio not only to ask more questions but also to provide more

answers to their own questions. A t-value was not calculated to test

for significance between the means located above and below the

median in this category.

The "P1 Area" in Table 31 (and Figure 8) shows a type of

teacher initiated interaction pattern where "Provides Solutions"

behavior is followed by "Questions" behavior. The table shows that

the "P1 Area" percentages are slightly related to the I/D rankings



Table 31. Ranked I/D Ratios and Respective P Interaction Area. Percentages of Teacher Provides
Solution Followed by Questions Behavior, Sustained Questions, and Sustained Provides
Solutions Teacher Behavior

I/D

P1 P2 P3
Provides Solutions Sustained Sustained Total P

Followed by Questions Teacher Teacher Provides Area
Teacher Behavior Questions Solutions

1.09 5.32 1.28 17.49 24.09
1.05 8.09 2.06 17.79 27.94
0.94 6.42 3.10 16.50 26.02
0.79 9.06 1.62 26.72 37.37
0.68 5.88 1.94 23.32 31.14
0.67 8.56 1.09 19.09

28.0.63 5.69 1.36 24.64 321.69
0.59 6.11 2.20 26.76 35.05

Mean 0.80 6.89 1.83 21.54 30.25
S2 0.04 2.10 0.42 18.37

MEDIAN
0.51 8.67 2.87 28.02 39.56
0.46 3.59 1.54 30.04 35.17
0.41 5.59 0.63 31.81 38.03
0.39 3.67 0.23 22.19
0.34 4.53 1.03 42.23

4267.. 7099

0.33 5.38 0.89 45.77 52.04
0.28 3.41 0.42 49.94 53.77
0.21 3.43 0.80 39.86 44.09

Mean 0.35 4.78 1.05 36.23 42.06
S2 0.11 3.22 0.70 92.94
t 2.81 2.59 (significant) 2.09 -3.93 (significant)
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and that the mean percentage is significantly higher above the I/D

median than below. "Sustained Teacher Questions" and "Sustained

Teacher Provides Solutions" behaviors are then examined to investi-

gate, respectively, extensive questioning that might accompany this

pattern and the frequency with which this pattern occurs between

periods of "Provides Solutions" teacher behavior. The argument

is that a greater percentage of sustained "Provides Solutions" behav-

ior indicates a longer average interval before questioning by the

teacher. Table 31 shows that the "Sustained Provides Solutions"

mean percentages are significantly different and rank well in rela-

tionship with the I/D ratios. "Sustained Teacher Questions" behavior

means are not significant but indicate the trend that more sustained

teacher questioning behavior is related to higher I/D ratios. The

sum of all percentages of the above interaction patterns are shown

in the "Total P Area" percentages in Table 31. Although no t-value

is calculated, all indications are that the difference between the

"Total P Area" means is highly significant.

"Area Q" percentages in Table 32 consist of the "Questions"

teacher categories followed by "Class, " "Group," "Unasked" and

"Asked" student response statements. These interaction area per-

centages thus indicate the relative amount of student response follow-

ing teacher questioning behavior. Table 32 shows that the mean is

significantly higher above the I/D median than the mean located



Table 32. Ranked I/D Ratios and Respective Percentages of Interaction Cell Areas. Area Q -
Teacher Questions Followed by Student Response Behavior. Area R - Student
Behavior and Provides Solution Teacher Behavior. Area S - Teacher Structures
and Provides Solution Behavior

I/D Area Q Area R
1, 09
1. 05
0. 94
0. 79
0. 68
O. 67
0. 63
0. 59

10. 74
11. 89
12. 84
13. 54
9. 55

12. 54
9. 82

10. 44

2. 96
1. 43
2. 40
2. 65
5. 98
5. 54
2. 77
2. 32

MEAN 0, 80 11.42 3. 26

s2 0. 04 2. 21 3. 26
MEDIAN

O. 51
O. 46
O. 41
O. 39
O. 34
O. 33
O. 28
0.21

MEAN 0. 35
S2 O. 11
t 2. 81

8. 50
7. 47
8. 63
5. 59
6. 81
6. 51
4. 73
4. 83
6. 63

2. 82
1.20
3. 80
5. 88
3. 78
2. 11
1.86
3. 53
3. 12

Area S

2. 75
3. 86
7. 47
3. 61
2. 92
4. 49
7. 00
8. 06

5. 02

5. 02

9. 12
7. 46
3.31
9. 41
5. 56
4. 63
6.62

16.10
7. 78

2. 32
6.36 (significant)
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below the median and that these percentages are relatively well re-

lated to I/D ratio rankings.

Percentages of "Area R" in Table 32 indicate Flow Pattern 3,

"Class, " "Group, " "Unasked, " and "Asked" student response state-

ments each followed by the "Provides Solutions" teacher categories.

Also included in "Area R" is the inverse of this pattern, i. e. , "Pro-

vides Solutions" teacher behavior is followed by all the above student

statements (see Figure 8). This type of interaction pattern is often

observed when teacher and students contribute information during

interaction but where the teacher does not specifically acknowledge,

evaluate, or develop student behavior. Table 32 shows no relation-

ship of this pattern to the I/D rankings shown in the table.

"Area S" percentages in Table 32 indicate sustained "Structur-

ing" behavior, "Structuring" followed by "Provides Solutions" behav-

ior, and "Provides Solutions" followed by "Structuring" behavior.

"Area S" data not only show that teachers often structure and provide

information interchangeably, but the data also show that no clear

relationship exists between these patterns and I/D ratio rankings.

The "Total Student Questions" category in Table 33

i s composed of the sum of "Flow Pattern 3, Questions" and "Un-

asked One Student, Questions" behavior. As expected from the "Flow

Pattern 3, Questions" data discussed in Table 26, the "Total Student

Questions" percentages show a similar lack of relatedness to I/D



Table 33. Ranked I/D Ratios and Respective Percentages of Total Student Questions, Interaction
Cell Area T -Student Questions Followed by Provides Solutions Teacher Behavior, and
the Respective Ratios of Provides Solution Teacher Behavior per Student Question

I/D Total Student Questions Area T Provides Solutions per
Student Question Ratio

1.09
1. 05
0. 94
0. 79
0. 68
0. 67
0. 63
0. 59

1.89
1. 43
1.57
1.39
3. 37
6. 04
1.62
2. 73

1. 04
0. 93
1. 14
1.06
1.69
3.25
0. 88
2. 19

O. 55
O. 65
O. 73
O. 76
O. 50
O. 54
O. 54
O. 80

MEAN 0.80 2.51 1.52 0.63
MEDIAN

O. 51 2.25 1. 72 O. 76
O. 46 1. 24 0. 70 0. 56
O. 41 4. 92 3. 40 O. 69
O. 39 10. 02 6. 81 O. 68
O. 34 1.40 1. 08 0. 77
O. 33 2. 71 2.20 O. 81
O. 28 2. 15 1.26 O. 59
O. 21 4.37 2. 99 O. 68

MEAN 0.35 3.63 2.52 0.69
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ratio rankings.

"Area T" in Figure 8 consists of the sum of "Flow Pattern 3,

Questions" and "Unasked One Student, Questions" each followed by

the "Provides Solutions" teacher category when interacting with one

student. The percentages shown for this area in Table 33 are not

well ranked when compared to the rankings of the I/D ratios also

shown in the table. Accordingly, no t-value was calculated for this

data column.

The "Provides Solutions Per Student Questions Ratio" in Table

33 is obtained when "Area T" percentages are divided by the "Total

Student Questions" percentages. This ratio thus provides some indi-

cation of the percentages of student questions that are immediately

answered by the teacher. Table 33 indicates that the ratio means lo-

cated above and below the I/D ratio median are close and therefore

most likely not significant. The calculated average of these two

means is 0. 66 indicating that the average teacher answers 66 percent

of all student questions and perhaps uses discovery techniques such

as "Guides" and "Questions" behavior with the remainder of the

student questions.
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Review of the Study

The study is designed to determine what significant differences

exist between verbal as well as nonverbal teacher-student behavior

and interaction patterns in CHEM Study and traditional chemistry

classes in Oregon. A CHEM Study teacher is operationally defined

as a teacher who uses the unrevised edition of the CHEM Study

materials, and who is listed as a CHEM Study teacher by the Re-

search Section of the State Department of Education, Salem, Oregon.

A traditional teacher is similarly defined as a teacher who does not

teach from CHEM Study, Chemical Bond, or Advanced Placement

Chemistry materials, and who is listed as a traditional teacher by

the Research Section of the State Department of Education, Salem,

Oregon.

Seven CHEM Study and nine traditional chemistry teachers par-

ticipated in the study. Each teacher (a) teaches either a CHEM Study

or a traditional chemistry course in an accredited high school,

(b) has three or more years of teaching experience, (c) has earned

a master's degree or an equivalent of a bachelor's degree plus 45 quar-

ter hours of credit, (d) teaches a class with heterogeneous or average
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ability-grouped students, and (e) was willing to cooperate in the

study.

Teacher and student behavior in the study is described in terms

of a new observation system developed by H. D. Schalock of Teaching

Research, Monmouth, Oregon. Since the Schalock system had never

been used in high school classes and in live, as opposed to video

recorded, classroom situations for times up to one hour, the degree

of utility of the system's procedures for observing, categorizing,

and coding of behaviors in actual teaching situations was also investi-

gated. The description of behaviors is therefore limited to the de-

gree that the system was used in the chemistry classes.

Summary - The Observation System Used in the Study

Teacher and student behavior is described in terms of a basic

unit of measurement called the interact. The interact is a message

that is directed (a) from the teacher to a student or group of students,

or (b) from a student or students to the teacher. Teacher and student

interacts are coded alternately in the order that they occur. Series

or chains of interacts form an interactive exchange.

Teacher interacts are described by seven major categories,

each of which is nested within one of three larger categories.

"Structures," "Guides," and "Provides Solutions" teacher behaviors

are nested within the broad "Exposure to Information" category.
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"Questions" and "Directs" teacher behaviors are nested within the

"Precipitation of Performance" category, and "Positive Reinforce-

ment" and "Negative Reinforcement" teacher behaviors are nested

within the "Evaluation of Performance" category. Three categories

describing non-cognitive, non-teaching, and teacher initiating behav-

ior as a result of some student activity are also included in the teach-

er interact description. These categories are, respectively, the

"Socializes, " "Interference," and "Flow Pattern 2" categories.

Student behavior is described in terms of initiating (Flow Pat-

tern 3) and response behavior. Response behavior is further differ-

entiated into "Asked" and "Unasked" response in this study. Cate-

gories that further describe student initiating and response behavior

include "Stating," "Questioning," "Silence," "Nonverbal, " and "Af-

fective" behavior. The category description of student behavior also

includes numbers of students involved in an interaction, i. e. , one

student, more than one but less than half the class, or more than

half the class.

The observing and coding of a large number of verbal and non-

verbal behaviors by a single observer in the classroom necessitated

the development of a special audio-recording technique so that coding

could occur at a rate, place, and time convenient to the observer.

With this technique, verbal and nonverbal behaviors were recorded

onto the same sound track simultaneously by means of two
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microphones connected to the recording equipment in the classroom.

One microphone located in the front of the room recorded all verbal

behavior. The other microphone was used by the observer located in

the back of the room to record verbally the codes of the nonverbal

behavior observed.

The duration of all coded interacts was timed in the study. Al-

though student interacts were generally short, ten seconds or less,

teacher interacts varied widely. A number of teacher interacts up to

ten minutes in length were observed in the study.

Full use of the Schalock system was not made in the study since

reliability results (Chapter V) and discussion involving these results

with members of the Teaching Research team, Monmouth, Oregon,

indicated that a revision of the system was in order. The Schalock

system has been revised and is currently in press.

Conclusions - The Schalock Observation System

The conclusion reached about the system is that it has great

potential for research in the high school classroom. The system is

not only useable in gathering verbal and nonverbal teacher and student

interaction behavior but it is also highly versatile. Due to the nesting

of sets of categories within increasingly broader sets of categories,

an observer can not only code a large number of teacher behaviors

but also select any combination of categories from the system for
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observation purposes without appreciably affecting coding and data re-

duction procedures. The observer limitation of coding a still larger

number of observed behaviors, e. g. , use of all of the system's cate-

gories for longer periods of time, can be overcome by coding either

from video recorded classroom interactions or by use of the special

audio-recording techniques developed in the study. This technique,

i. e. , the verbal coding of nonverbal behavior by an observer in back

of the classroom, allows a single observer to code the extensive ver-

bal and nonverbal behaviors in studies where video equipment and the

manpower needed to operate such equipment is not available. The

observer is not only allowed complete concentration on classroom

behavior for periods up to one hour and longer, but is also able to

code these behaviors at a rate, time, and place of his choosing.

Summary - CHEM Study and Traditional Chemistry
Interaction Behavior

Expressed in terms of the original hypotheses formulated in

Chapter III and tested in Chapter VI, a summary of the differences

between CHEM Study and traditional chemistry interaction behavior

is:

1. There is no significant difference between interactive ex-

changes initiated by CHEM Study teachers and interactive exchanges

initiated by traditional chemistry teachers. Therefore, directional

hypothesis one is rejected.
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2. There is no significant difference between interactive ex-

changes initiated by CHEM Study teachers as a result of student be-

havior and interactive exchanges initiated by traditional chemistry

teachers as a result of student behavior. Therefore, null hypothesis

two is accepted.

3. There is no significant difference between interactive ex-

changes initiated by students in CHEM Study classes and interactive

exchanges initiated by students in traditional chemistry classes.

Therefore, directional hypothesis three is rejected.

4. There is no significant difference between individual student

responses as a result of interactive exchanges initiated by CHEM

Study teachers with the whole class and individual student responses

as a result of interactive exchanges initiated by traditional chemistry

teachers with the whole class. Therefore, directional hypothesis

four is rejected.

5. There is no significant difference between "socializing" be-

havior exhibited by CHEM Study teachers and "socializing" behavior

exhibited by traditional chemistry teachers. Therefore, null hypo-

thesis five is accepted. "Caretaking" behavior included in the ori-

ginal null hypothesis five was not tested in the study.

6. There is no significant difference between "Exposure to

Information" ("Structures," "Guides," "Provides Solutions") behavior

exhibited by traditional chemistry teachers and "Exposure to
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Information" behavior exhibited by CHEM Study teachers. Therefore,

directional hypothesis six is rejected.

7. There is no significant difference between "Precipitation of

Performance" ("Questions, " "Directs") behavior exhibited by CHEM

Study teachers and "Precipitation of Performance" behavior exhibited

by traditional chemistry teachers. Therefore, directional hypothesis

seven is rejected.

8. There is no significant difference between "Evaluation of

Performance" ("Positive Reinforcement," "Negative Reinforcement")

behavior exhibited by CHEM Study teachers and "Evaluation of Per-

formance" behavior exhibited by traditional chemistry teachers.

Therefore, directional hypothesis eight is rejected.

Conclusions - CHEM Study and Traditional Chemistry
Interaction Behavior

The study has shown, to the degree that the limitations and

assumptions of the study have been accepted and used, that no signifi-

cant differences exist between CHEM Study and traditional chemistry

teacher and student interaction behavior and the manner in which

interactive exchanges are initiated and maintained. The variabilities

existing within the CHEM Study and traditional chemistry teacher

groups is greater than the differences between the two groups. The

two groups of teachers who participated in the study cannot be
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differentiated on the basis of their teaching behavior. Therefore,

the CHEM Study and traditional chemistry teachers in the study are

from the same population with regard to classroom interaction behav-

ior.

Additional Findings and Conclusions

Comparisons Between Chemistry and Non-chemistry Teaching
Behavior s

The results of the study show that there is little difference in

the proportion of average teaching behavior observed between the

chemistry teachers who participated in the study and the average

teaching behavior of different subject matter teachers reported in

Chapter IV. Bellack (1966), Parakh (1968), Stilwell (1967) reported

teacher to student verbal behavior ratios of three to one, respectively,

for social studies, biology, and geometry classes. Pankratz (1967)

reported a four to one verbal behavior ratio for physics classes.

These values compare relatively well to a 3. 7 teacher to student ratio

for verbal and nonverbal behavior found in this study.

Approximately three percent of all interacts in the chemistry

classes was student questioning behavior. This value, also reported

by Parakh (1968), is slightly higher for English classes (Johns, 1968)

and slightly lower for physics classes (Pankratz, 1967).
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Approximately 18 percent of all behaviors (with the total student

behavior of 22 percent) in the chemistry classes is response behavior.

This response behavior is proportionately higher when compared to

16 of 24 percent in social studies classes (Be llack, 1966), 12 of 27

percent in biology classes (Parakh, 1968), and 16 of 38 percent in

physics classes (Pankratz, 1967).

"Positive Reinforcement" behavior averages 3.4 percent in the

chemistry classes. This is considerably lower than seven percent

reported in biology classes (Parakh, 1968), but considerably higher

than 0.35 percent in physics classes (Pankratz, 1967), and 0. 53 per-

cent reported in biology classes (Balzer, 1969).

The I/D Ratio

Results in the study also show that when the indirect to direct

teacher behavior ratios, i, e. , the sum of percentages of "Guides,"

"Questions," "Positive Reinforcement, " and "Socializes" behavior

divided by the sum of "Structures," "Provides Solutions, " "Directs,"

and "Negative Reinforcement" behavior, are ranked from high to low,

the percentages of several teacher and student behavior categories

were found to be similarly ranked from high to low or inversely when

compared with each teacher's respective I/D ratio. A significant

difference between the percentage means of a particular behavior

located above as opposed to location below the I/D ratio median for
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all teachers indicates that the chemistry teachers in the study are

heterogeneous and can be grouped with respect to a particular behav-

ior.

The teacher behaviors which are not only correspondingly

ranked when compared to a teacher's respective I/D ratio but which

also show significant percentage differences above and below the I/D

ratio median are "Guides," "Provides Solutions," "Questions, " and

"Positive Reinforcement. " The conclusion is reached that these

teacher behaviors not only can serve to establish a teacher's I/D

ratio, but also that the I/D ratio is a valid characteristic of teacher

behavior.

The results of the study also indicate that teachers whose I/D

ratio is above the I/D ratio median generally have more student

response behavior in their classes than those teachers whose I/D

ratio is below this median. This finding is used to conclude that a

relationship exists between the I/D ratio used in the study and the

Flanders' I/D ratio (1965) after which the study's I/D ratio was

patterned.

Teacher behaviors in the I/D ratio which are not well ranked

and which do not show significant differences between percentage

means located above and below the I/D ratio median are "Structures,"

"Directs," "Negative Reinforcement," and "Socializes" behavior.

Only the "Structures" category was observed to occur in considerable
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amount, whereas "Directs," "Negative Reinforcement," and "Social-

izes" teacher behavior averaged one percent or less in the chemistry

classes. No relationship was found between a teacher's I/D ratio and

personal data.

The study also shows that correspondence exists between I/D

ratios and other ratios as well as teacher and student interaction

patterns. Teachers with above median I/D ratios, as compared to

those with below median I/D ratios, show significantly lower ratios

of teacher interacts to student interacts, "Exposure to Information to

Precipitation of Performance, " and Flow Pattern 3 student question-

ing behavior. No definite ranking, however, is shown for Flow Pat-

tern 3 student questioning behavior. Teachers with high I/D ratios

show higher "Guides" and "Positive Reinforcement" teacher behavior

following student behavior (the K interaction area, Figure 7), higher

developing and/or expanding of student response behavior by following

with "Guides, " "Provides Solutions, " and "Questions behavior" (L

area, Figure 7), higher teacher questioning following teacher provided

information (P1 area, Figure 8), and higher student response after

teacher questioning (Q area, Figure 8). Higher sustained "Provides

Solutions" teacher behavior is observed for teachers with lower I/D

ratios (P3 area, Figure 8).
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The considerable number of relationships existing between I/D

teacher ratios and teacher-student behaviors as well as interaction

patterns in this section lead to the general conclusion that (a) the I/D

ratio is a valid property of the chemistry teachers observed in the

study, and (b) teachers' I/D ratios (located above or below the

median I/D ratio obtained for all teachers in the study) can be used

to differentiate between teachers with respect to teacher-student be-

haviors and interaction patterns observed in chemistry classes.

Recommendations for Chemistry Teachers

Chemistry teachers may wish to consider more active and con-

tinuous student involvement in classroom discussion activities. Ac-

tive student involvement may be in the form of increasing teacher-

encouraged student-initiated behavior, e.g. , questioning behavior,

and increased student-student interaction behavior. Such increased

student behavior appears to have particular importance in CHEM

Study classes where student-generated laboratory data is used to

develop chemistry concepts. Students were rarely observed challeng-

ing other student statements or the teacher's statements. Also rare

were lengthy discussions among students and between teacher and

students. Although it can be argued that some learning is essentially

passive, it can also be argued that increased student involvement

in the daily classroom activities may not only enhance an inquiry
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climate in the classroom but it may also increase student interest in

chemistry. Student involvement may be increased by increasing

teacher "Questioning," "Guiding," and "Positive Reinforcement"

behavior at the expense of "Provides Solutions" behavior in classroom

discussions.

Recommendations for Science Educators

Science educators responsible for educating prospective teach-

ers in teaching methodology may wish to consider increasing the em-

phasis on providing teacher candidates with experiences and practices

of types of teacher-student interaction behaviors that are considered

important by "master" teachers in the field, science educators, and

writers of science curriculums. Such experiences, as well as their

practice, could begin with qualitative and quantitative analyses of

video recordings of classroom interactions that are either staged or

taken in the field. Discussion of such video recordings and their

analyses in in-service education courses could not only be used to

establish contact with teachers in the field, but could also serve as

a starting point for exploring and examining teacher behavior patterns

that may result in increasing student involvement and student learning.
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Recommendations for Further Study

As a re:ult of knowledge gained from this study, further investi-

gations are:

1. Similar exploratory studies of teaching behavior in junior

high school and elementary school science activities.

2. Inclusion of an increased number of categories for coding

student behavior in the above indicated studies.

3. Analysis of teacher-student behavior, ratios, and interaction

patterns in laboratory teaching situations.

4. Analysis of teacher-student behavior, ratios, and interaction

patterns during different times in the development of a chapter or

topic, e. g. , during the introduction, review, etc. , and in the learning

of particular concepts or the solving of particular problems.

5. Correlation studies between teacher-student behavior, ratios,

interaction patterns and student achievement when teaching specific

lessons or topics.

6. Analysis of teacher-student behavior, ratios, and interaction

patterns in different ability-grouped classes taught by the same teach-

er.

7. Analysis of teacher-student behavior, ratios, interaction

patterns, and student achievement of different ability-grouped classes

that are taught specific lessons or topics.
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APPENDIX I

LETTER SENT TO THE DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT

19 February 1968

Dear Sir,

Your approval of my working with your chemistry teacher
is requested.

As a part of research considered by the Department of Science
Education, Oregon State University, teacher-student interactions of
chemistry teachers in Oregon will be analyzed by means of an inter-
action analysis system developed by the Teaching Research Center,
a division of the Oregon State System of Higher Education, Monmouth,
Oregon.

Your teacher has been selected from a list of chemistry teach-
ers (along with some of their background data) obtained from the
Research Division of the State Department of Education in Salem.

The accompanying letter will, with your permission, be sent
to the chemistry teacher and the principal in your district. The
letter includes some information about the nature of this research.

Once I hear favorably from you, I will immediately start making
necessary contacts. If you like, I will be happy to further inform you
about the project. In time, cooperating schools will be sent the re-
sults of the study.

Thank you,

Eric Streitberger
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APPENDIX II

LETTER SENT TO EACH TEACHER'S PRINCIPAL

Dear Sir,

A letter from (superintendent) indicated that you have been
informed of my request to observe the chemistry teacher in your
school in a project directed by the Department of Science Education,
Oregon State University.

In my letter to (superintendent), I stated that the primary pur-
pose of this research is to examine teacher-student interactions of
chemistry teachers in the classroom. An interaction analysis re-
cording system developed by the Teaching Research Center in Mon-
mouth, Oregon, will be used to obtain data. Participating teachers
will be observed for five class periods (not necessarily consecutive)
between early March and the end of the school year, Classroom
activity will be recorded for four of the five class periods using the
Teaching Research interaction analysis system.

I will contact you through your office within the next few days
in order to introduce myself and perhaps arrange a short visit with
you. If you like, I will then be happy to further inform you about the
project. With your approval, I will also then begin personal contacts
with (teacher) who will have received a letter stating my request.
Each teacher will be free to accept or reject the invitation to take
part in the study.

Please feel free to contact me by calling the Science Education
office number 754-1031 in Corvallis.

Thank you,

Eric Streitberger
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LETTER SENT TO EACH TEACHER

Dear Sir:

A research project, described below, has the approval of your
superintendent and principal and is conducted with the cooperation of
the Department of Science Education, Oregon State University. Your
help and cooperation in this research will be greatly appreciated.

The primary purpose of this research is to examine teacher-
student interactions of chemistry teachers in the classroom. An
interaction analysis recording system developed by the Teaching
Research Center in Monmouth, Oregon, will be used to obtain data.

Data obtained will show how interactions are initiated (by a
teacher or student) and how various interactions are conducted by a
teacher. Teachers may expose students to information, demand stu-
dent performance or evaluate student performance. Data will also be
used to further validate the interaction analysis system. Various
researchers in Oregon, Alaska and elsewhere are also collecting
data.

The research will analyze interactions of chemistry teachers
who have three or more years of experience, work beyond the B.A. ,

and who teach in "typical" situations. Participating teachers will be
observed for five class periods (not necessarily consecutive) between
early March and the end of the school year. Classroom activity will
be recorded for four of the five class periods using the Teaching Re-
search interaction analysis system. The data will not or could not
be used for any administrative purpose, or for any evaluation of the
teacher in any way. All analyses will necessarily remain anonymous.

I would very much appreciate if you would participate in the
above research. I will contact you through your principal's office
within a week in order to obtain your decision and, if your answer is
affirmative, arrange a visit with you so that we can chat a short time
about the project.

Please feel free to contact me by calling the Science Education
office number 754-1031 in Corvallis.

Thank you,

Eric Streitberger
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